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PREFACE 

I t was with great excitement (and some fear) that I  departed 

for Brazil in June of 1972. At the request of Dr. Leo Barrow, I  went 

to Brazil to continue the research on my dissertation, to gather data 

not available in this country and to interview several of the 

Brazil ian science f iction writers, crit ics, and publishers. 

Armed with enthusiasm, determination, and a tape recorder I  

arrived at Sao Paulo. The immensity of the metropolis and of the 

task before me was nearly overwhelming. How was I  to locate a few 

science f iction aficionados in a city of eight mil l ion people? 

Fortunately, Dr. Barrow, on one of his tr ips to Brazil, had made the 

acquaintance of a well-known poet and science f iction enthusiast, 

Andrd Carneiro. This one contact proved to be the key to a very 

successful period of investigation. 

With Carneiro's help, I  was privi leged to interview such 

recognized writers as Rachel de Queiroz, Ruy Jungmann, Orfgenes Lessa, 

Rubens Teixeira Scavone, Fausto Cunha (writer-crit ic), Moacir Lopes 

(writer-publisher), and Dinah Silveira de Queiroz. (I had the good 

fortune of meeting Dinah's husband, Mr. Castro Alves, Brazil 's 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs.) 

I  also visited and interviewed in the home of Terezinha 

Monteiro Deutsch, daughter of the late Jerdnymo Monteiro. (He is con

sidered by many to be the "Father" of Brazil ian science f iction.) 
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Present for the interview was Nilson Martello, a science f iction short 

story writer. (Writers who could not attend the interview because of 

i l lness or previous commitments were Ney Morais, Cldvis Garcia, and 

Walter Martins.) 

Three men who were extremely helpful in presenting a fresh 

and insightful view into the diff icult ies involved in publishing 

science f iction in Brazil were Gumercindo R. Ddrea, "o maior e melhor 

edit6r de science f iction no Brasil" according to Andr£ Carneiro; 

Jose Sanz, prolif ic translator and outspoken crit ic of science f ic

tion; Benedicto Luz e Silva, writer, crit ic, and publisher. I  am 

indebted to them for their help and their candid observations and 

comments. 

These contacts were made possible through the very kind help 

and interest of Andre Carneiro. His unique personality has endeared 

him to many, while his l i terary works have won him fame and recogni

t ion. The name "Andre Carneiro" opened many doors for me. 

Andre, owner of a small hardware store in Atibaia and an 

advertising promoter for a coffee company (few writers in Brazil l ive 

solely from their writ ings), is one of Brazil 's most ardent 'converts' 

to science f iction. Even his home reflects his devotion to the genre. 

I t  contains several three-dimensional science f iction wall hangings 

which he created. 

He has written science f iction in the novel, the short story, 

and uniquely, in poetry. I  would l ike to include in this preface an 

example of Andre's science f iction verse as a tr ibute to this very 

warm, generous, sensitive, and talented friend. The following poem 
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clearly reflects one of Andre's leitmotifs, that is,afuture in which' 

al l sexual taboos have vanished, a theme he so ably presents in his 

yet unpublished science f iction novel, "Piscina Livre." 

DIA DO AMOR UNIVERSAL 

Na praga das £rvores 
casais passeavam a sombra. 
Nos bancos pneumaticos 
os labios se uniam 
bragos nas espaduas 
nadegas ao vento. 

Como urn pote de mel 
o ar se dissolvia na relva 
vibrava na f loresta 
dos pubis entrelagados. 

Dia do amor universal. 
As mulheres se cobriam 
de orqufdeas, petunias, 
essencias magneticas. 
Dia da eregao l ivre, 
os homens camin'navam 
como pontos^oblfquos 
de exclamagao. 

As mulheres abriam 
as coxas de veludo 
como ninhos de ternura. 
0 perfume da posse 
deslisava nas pragas. 

Meninos e meninas 
corriam empinando 
falus gigantes 
com seus prepucios 
coloridos dansando 
a espectativa do amor. 

A nua juventude 
olhos pisados 
soltavam risos 
quando os caminhos 
se perdiam 
na f lacidez 
da satisfagao 
completa. 



P&ssaros apostavam 
nuvens em milhoes de posses. 
Na cidade, nos campos, 
na praga das 5rvores longas 
o amor explodia em 
respiragoes contidas. 

Ex£rcito, polfcia, 
ha muitos sdculos 
tinham desaparecido. 
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ABSTRACT 

There was a f lurry of publication in Brazil during the 1960s 

in the science f iction genre, primarily in the short story. The 

interest in the genre can be attributed to the U. S. space program, to 

foreign science f iction in translation, to some very f ine science f ic

tion fi lms, and to Gumercindo R. Ddrea, a publisher who was dedicated 

to making the genre accepted, and even popular. 

Science f iction is read primarily by university students and 

the educated. The average Brazil ian reads very l i t t le other than 

magazines. Brazil ian science f iction tends to be psychological and 

symbolical rather than scientif ic and technological. This is true 

because most, i f  not al l, of the writers are well educated in the 

humanities and they are familiar with the great l i terary works of the 

world, as well as with Freud and Jung. Also, many of the science f ic

tion writers were talented and recognized authors (Dinah Silveira de 

Queiroz — Rubens Scavone —Andre Carneiro — Rachel de Queiroz) who 

decided to write science f iction either as a 'hobby' or for the 

experience and novelty of working in a new genre. I t  was a decade of 

experimenting and dabbling. The results are fascinating. 

Brazil ian science f iction, when contrasted with Brit ish and 

U. S. science f iction, clearly shows numerous unique motifs and 

l i terary qualit ies. The unique motifs found are: A) Carioquismo or 

Brasilidade-, B) Sex; C) Birth and motherhood; D) Birth of Christ, or 

Natal; and E) Mythology. Brasilidade refers to "Brazil ianess," or 

i x  
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those qualit ies which make up the unique national character of the 

people of Brazil. Among these characteristics which are reflected in 

the science f iction are a keen sense of humor, their profound interest 

in sex, the pastime of drinking, and the joys of Carnaval. Sex is a 

subject which is seldom found in English science f iction but i t  is . 

dealt with in various forms in Brazil, principally humorously and 

psychologically. Andr£ Carneiro, in his unpublished novel "Piscina 

Livre," seriously attempts to describe a sexual utopia in an extremely 

sensual and erotic fashion. Stories dealing with birth and motherhood 

indicate a strong interest in the process of procreation and in the 

family structure. The influence of the Church and Christianity is 

evident in the various stories which deal with Christmas and Christ 's 

birth. The Brazil ian writers' treatment of mythology reflect their 

education in the humanities and classical l i terature. These are 

indeed unique motifs. 

Brazil ian science f iction also contains unique l i terary and 

artistic qualit ies. The writers appear to be more concerned with 

style than with content, a definite contrast with English science 

f iction. The atmosphere or ambiente created by some of the writers 

is occasionally erotic and sensual, creating a mood or mil ieu unequaled 

in the genre in English. Some writers display great poetic abil i ty, 

writ ing in a style reminiscent of the U. S. writer, Ray Bradbury. The 

characters in Brazil ian science f iction are often credible, down to 

earth people, not "matchstick people," as too often is the case in the 

English counterpart. This contemporary genre more than occasionally 
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reflects the writers' acquaintance with the great writers and works of 

the past. The influence of Dante, Plato, Cervantes, Shakespeare, and 

the Bible is evident in numerous works. 

Many of the writers concentrate on the "inner space" of man, 

rather than on rockets and outer space. The influence of Freud and 

Jung is very noticeable since quite a number of the stories deal with 

hypnosis, ESP, insanity, and content with a psychological or 

symbolical interpretation. 

The Brazil ians' zest for l i fe, their sense of humor, and their 

wit are so uniquely integrated in their science f iction l iterature 

that the genre is excit ing, stimulating, provocative, and enjoyable. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Science Fiction is the Orphan Annie of l i terature. No one 

knows exactly where i t  came from. There are those who point to such 

early works as Homer's Odyssey1 and Dante's Divine Comedy2 as precur

sors of science fiction. Andr£ Carneiro3 points to Plutarch's De Facie 

in Orbe Lunare as an early work which contains certain sf qualit ies. 

Some writers see a close relationship between mythology and 

s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n .  R u b e n s  S c a v o n e  t o l d  m e  i n  a n  i n t e r v i e w  " . . .  a  

ficgao cientff ica e a mitologia do seculo XX.Dinah Silveira de 

Queiroz compares sf to fables. She told me in an interview "No 

seculo XVIII se brincava, se diziam grandes verdades por interm£dio 

dos animais. Hoje nos dizemos essas verdades usando marcianos e 

outros seres que nds mesmos sabemos que nao podem existir."5 

1. I t is of interest that Arthur Clarke entit led the 
Clarke/Kubrick film, Space Odyssey: 2001. 

2. Rubens Scavone told me in an interview (Sao Paulo, July, 
1972) "Para mim um grande livro de ficgao cientffica foi a Odiseia 
.  .  .  . "  A l s o ,  " . . .  a  f i c g a o  c i e n t f f i c a  d i d a t i c a  e  A Divina 
Comedia." 

3. Andr£ Carneiro, Introdugao ao Estudo da "Science-Fiction" 
(Sao Paulo, Brasil: Colegao Ensaio, 1968), p. 27. 

4. Personal interview. Only the f irst quote from each 
personal interview wil l  be footnoted, indicating the city, month, 
and year of the interview. 

5. Personal interview, Brasil ia, August, 1972. 

1  
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While some writers see mythology and fables as precursors to 

modern sf (Science Fiction), others refer to Thomas More's Utopia and 

Jonathan Swift 's Gulliver's Travels as possible precursors. In more 

recent t imes, the writer most often mentioned as the "father" of 

modern sf is Jules Verne. The majority of writers I  interviewed 

stated that Verne was the person who influenced them f irst and fore

most. So although the origin of sf may be diff icult to establish, 

the contemporary writer who gave sf i ts great impetus is easily 

recognizable. 

In Brazil, the earliest works which can be classif ied as sf 

are 0 Choque das Ragas (later editions carry the title as 0 Presidente 

Negro) by Monteiro Lobato, and Republioa 3,000 (changed to A Filha do 

Inoa in the second edition because "Seu primeiro tftulo, Republioa 

3,000 poderia originar confusoes, tomando-o o publico como um l ivro 

polft ico." The t i t le used in more recent publication is again, 

Republioa 3,000) by Menotti del Picchia. 

Jeronymo Monteiro is considered by many to be the "father" of 

Brazil ian sf. He has written several sf books,1 but he is not in the 

mainstream of contemporary writers. 

In the 1960s, a strange and wonderful thing occurred in the 

Brazil ian l i terary world. There was an outpouring of sf stories,2 

some written by such recognized writers as Dinah Silveira de Queiroz, 

1. 0 Irmao do Diabo, 1937; 3 Meses no Seaulo 81, 1947; A 
Cidade Perdida, 1948; Fuga para Parte Alguma, 1961; Os Visitantes 
do Espago, 1963; Tangentes da Realidade , 1969 (stories). 

2. For a complete l ist of Brazil ian sf novels and stories 
consulted for this study, see Appendix A. 



Andr£ Carneiro, Rubens Scavone, Fausto Cunha (crit ic), Lygia Fagundes 

Telles, and Rachel de Queiroz. The fact that known authors of great 

talent and abil i ty were writ ing science f iction was sufficient to stir 

the often stagnant pool of the l i terati. "Everyone knows that sf is 

inferior l i terature." Evidently some of Brazil 's writers did not 

believe that, so they "determined" to show that i t  was not the genre 

which was inferior, but rather some of the writers. 

I  was challenged by Dr. Leo Barrow to discover what had caused 

this decade of sf, what class of l i terature i t  was, and to analyze i t . 

With that in mind, I  traveled to Brazil in 1972 to obtain as much of 

the sf l i terature as was available and to interview as many of the 

writers, crit ics, and publishers as possible. This dissertation is 

the result of that effort. 

There was a general consensus among the people that I  spoke to 

that the name "science f iction" is an improper name or term for the 

genre, but apparently the name has been used and accepted to such an 

extent that to change i t  at this time seems improbable.1 Darko Suvin, 

in an enlightening essay entit led "On the Poetics of the Science Fic

tion Genre," defines sf as follows: "S.F. is, then a l i terary genre 

whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the presence and 

1. Such names as Neo-Gothic, Utopian, Conjectural Literature, 
Fantastic Literature, and Speculative Literature, have been applied 
to sf. But these terms (with the possible exception of Speculative 
Literature) are too narrow and usually refer to only one segment or 
aspect of sf l i terature. 
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interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal 

device is an imaginative framework alternative to the author's 

empirical environment."1 

He goes on to clarify that "the estrangement differentiates 

i t  from the 'realistic' l i terary mainstream of 18th to 20th century. 

The cognition differentiates i t  not only from myth, but also from the 

fairy tale and the fantasy" (p. 375). 

This definit ion may be too restrictive. When one looks at 

the great variety of themes which are presently considered to form 

part of the sf genre, i t  seems more prudent, and realistic to accept a 

name l ike speculative l i terature. This would certainly be better than 

science f iction. I f we were to exclude from the sf genre al l those 

works which did not contain "science," we would be left with a very 

reduced number of works. 

Some writers believe that there are several definit ions for 

sf, that i t  cannot be defined by just one term. Dinah Silveira de 

Queiroz told me, 

.  . . poderia ter v^rias definigoes porque eu fago Vcirios t ipos 
de fic<;ao cientff ica. Uma § a que j£ falei, a f icgao cientff ica 
unicamente como f ibula; outra e a f icgao cientff ica, ou conto 
ou romance organizado numa f ibula, mas dentro duma base cien
tff ica. Outra eu acredito que f ica entre o mundo do sonho e o 
mundo da realidade cientff ica. Eu posso dizer so tres. 

Rachel de Queiroz has a very definite idea of what sf should 

be. She told me, "Eu nao gosto desses, da f icgao cientff ica que vai 

1. Darko Suvin, "On the Poetics of the Science Fiction Genre," 
College English, No. 34 (The National Council of Teachers of English, 
Urbana, I l l inois, 1972), p. 375. 



pelo piano espiritual." "Eu gosto da f icgao cientff ica no g£nero de 

Jules Verne, no g£nero de Asimov."1 

Benedicto Luz e Silva, a publisher and writer, defined sf as 

"uma anticipagao do que poder£ ser o mundo amanha. Isso £ f icgao 

cientff ica num termo largo, nao £? Realmente faz uma prospecgao do 

futuro, procura captar a coisa antes que ela seja."2 

I had a very interesting interview with a candid crit ic and 

sf translator, Jos£ Sanz. To my question about the appropriateness 

of the t i t le "Science Fiction" he responded, 

.  .  . eu continuo sem conseguir uma definigao de f icgao 
cientff ica.' Eu acho que a coisa mas aproximada de f icgao 
cientff ica, que eu aceito com .  . . sem uma certa repug-
n§ncia ainda, £ a definigao de Robert Heinlein, que diz: 
"A f icgao cientff ica £ uma especulagao realista de aconte-
cimentos possfveis sdlidamente basado num conhecimento 
adequado do mundo real, presente e passado, e uma absoluta 
compreensao da natureza e significado do metodo cientff ico." 
Nao me satisfaz, mas e a coisa mais prdxima, que eu tenho. 
Que eu poderia dizer como, com Jim Ballard, por exemplo, que 
a f icgao cientff ica e o interior do hoinem. E §le nega a 
necesidade da ci incia na f icgao cientff ica. Por isso que 
§le aceita .  . . ali3s, §le adota, como v£rios outros 
modernamente, a nova denominagao proposta por Heinlein, 
speculative f iction, nao science f iction.3 

There seems to be a general consensus that "Science Fiction" 

is not an acceptable or appropriate term for the genre, but beyond 

this, there appears to be l i t t le agreement as to what a proper term 

1. Personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, August, 1972. Rachel 
also told me with a twinkle in her eyes, "Os americanos estragarani a 
f icgao cientff ica provando que a lua nao tem habitantes, que nenhum 
dos plan§tas tem habitantes, nao e? Estragarani todo um conto .  . . 
[laughter] 

2. Personal interview, Sao Paulo, July, 1972. Luz e Silva 
is the director of the Edit6ra do Escritor. 

3. Personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, August, 1972. 



would be or what the genre should constitute. There does seem to 

be agreement that the term Science Fiction is too deeply entrenched 

to be supplanted by any other term, so I  believe that although the 

verbal war may (and wil l) continue, the name is here to stay. 

In order to avoid confusion in this study i t  is essential to 

establish a working definit ion of the genre. I  believe that any 

narrow definit ion would be too restrictive and would exclude the great 

majority of Brazil ian sf, so I  have selected the general and nearly 

all- inclusive definit ion given by Robert Heinlein, "speculative 

l i terature." This definit ion permits inclusion of such varied sub

jects as voodoo ("Caso de Feitigaria" by Carneiro), spirit ism ("Comba 

Malina" by Dinah Silveira de Queiroz), hypnotism ("0 Homem que Hip-

notizava" by Carneiro), sexual utopianism ("Piscina Livre" by 

Carneiro), and mythology ("0 Rapto de Marilda" by Levy Menezes and 

"0 Cinturao de Hipolita" by Guido Wilmar Sassi). The parameter has 

been drawn, but i t  has been drawn broad enough that i t  should elimi

nate the purists' wrath ( i f not by conviction, at least by 

definit ion).1 

1. Damon Knight published in 1952 (revised and enlarged in 
1967) a most interesting collection of his essays under the title In 
Search of Wonder. He says on page 1, "as a crit ic, I  operate on cer
tain basic assumptions, al l eccentric, to wit: 1) that the term 
'science f iction' is a misnomer, that trying to get two enthusiasts 
to agree on a definit ion often leads only to bloody knuckles; that 
better labels have been devised (Heinlein's suggestion 'speculative 
f iction' is the best, I  believe), but that we're stuck with this 
one; and that i t  wil l do us no particular harm i f  we remember that, 
l ike 'The Saturday Evening Post, ' i t  means what we point to when we 
say i t ." Damon Knight, In Search of Wonder (Chicago: Advent, 1967). 
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As I  have already indicated, very l i t t le sf was written in 

Brazil before 1960. Between 1960 and 1970, numerous anthologies and 

novels were published. There are several reasons for this sudden 

upsurge of interest in sf. 

The majority of the writers with whom I  spoke said they were 

acquainted with the works of Jules Verne from their youth. They had 

enjoyed Verne's stories and had been fascinated by his creative 

imagination.1 

In the 1950s, sf works by foreigners found their way into 

Brazil via translators in Portugal. (Often the translations were not 

acceptable because of the language differential between Portugal and 

Brazil.) These new books helped to rekindle the writers' fanciful 

imagination of their youth and inspired several of Brazil 's recognized 

authors to attempt writ ing in a new genre, science f iction. The works 

of foreign sf writers ranging from Asimov to Wells left their impact 

on Brazil ian writers. 

This "new" genre greatly appealed to the Brazil ian writers 

because they found they had absolute freedom of creativity which did 

away with such restrictions as might be imposed by t ime and space. 

1. Dinah Silveira de Queiroz told me in an interview "Eu 
posso dizer que a f icgao cientff ica fez parte de minha vida porque no 
tempo em que as criangas l iam histdrias apropriadas, meu pai, numa 
fazenda de caf£ em Sao Paulo, §le l ia para mini Jules Verne e Wells. 
Entao minha imaginagao f icou completamente cheia de marcianos, de 
criaturas extraordinarias, e para onde eu olhasse sd via marcianos. 
.  .  . Mas esta ingenuosidade da f icgao cientff ica, sd muito mais tarde, 
em 1957, apareceu nftidamente em minha criagao l i teraria." 
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The barriers to creative thinking and writ ing were l i f ted, and the 

writers jumped at the opportunity to experiment with their new-found 

freedom. 

This includes the freedom to crit icize (church, state, society) 

at a t ime when the government was imposing more restrictions and more 

censorship. Science f iction in some cases, then, may be considered as 

the 20th-century counterpart of much earl ier works of crit icism, such 

as The Golden Ass by Lucius Apuleius and El Coloquio de los Perros by 

Cervantes.1 

There can be l i t t le doubt that the excitement generated by the 

U. S. space program during the Sixties had a great deal to do with the 

renewed interest in space travel and sf. There was great anticipation 

as the U. S. prepared i ts program for the eventual "conquest" of the 

moon. Brazil ian writers were affected by "space fever." 

I t  is interesting to note that there is a change of direction 

in the sf of the Sixties. This is most obvious in the works of Rubens 

Scavone. There is an evolutionary process which he explained as 

follows: 

1. However, Brazil ian writers have not used sf to any extent 
as a vehicle for governmental crit icism. This is true in part because 
some of the recognized writers form part of the "establishment" and, in 
essence, support the restrictive government controls. Other writers 
have imposed on themselves a form of autocensorship out of a feeling of 
frustration and as an attempt to retain their personal integrity. 
Manuscripts which the authors believe wil l  be censored are never sent 
to the governmental agency which does the censoring. The censorship in 
a sense is complete and absolute because, i f  the censor has any doubts 
about the material, he shelves the manuscript rather than approve or 
disapprove i t . One person I  interviewed said: "0 gov§rno sufoca. 0 
governo e o pai que nao deixa o f i lho, s6 deixa o f i lho fazer o que 
§le quer," 
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Quando escrevi o meu primeiro l ivro, 0 Homem que Viu o 
Disco Voador, isto foi em 1955 ou 56, mais ou menos, eu 
comecei a escrever uma historia para o meu f i lho que gostava 
de Julio Verne. E como eu estava interessado em objetos 
adreos nao identif icados, U.F.O.'s, eu decidi fazer uma 
novela didcit ica sobre urn disco voador. .  . . Agora aquele 
livro d um romance histdrico. Entao, Degvau Para as 
Estvelas [1961], foi uma tentativa de romance um pouco 
mais profundo. No Homem que Viu o Disco Voador eu nao 
t inha nada de psicologia nos personagens. t  uma coisa 
juvenil. Degvau Pava as Estvelas e, bcisicamente uma 
didcictica da astronciutica porque eu desenvolvi todas as 
iddias que o homem brasileiro em 1957 devia saber a respeito 
da astronciutica e da conquista do espago. (personal interview) 

We see that Scavone's f irst two books are didactic as man looks 

forward to the developments of the space program. Writers can sti l l  

speculate about space travel. When man does take that "one small 

step for Man," speculation becomes history and writers can then go 

on to speculate about other matters. This is precisely what occurs, 

and writers turn to the inner man (psychology, E.S.P., drug-induced 

space tr ips) in their search of the unknown. Scavone continues: 

Depois eu aprendi a fazer essa coisa; entao parti para a 
f icgao cientff ica pura que alguma coisa esta nesse l ivro 
aqui, que foi Dialogo dos Mundos,[anthology] que e uma das 
historias que esta aqui, que eu acho, que e uma das 
melhores histdrias que escrevi. Depois como eu me senti, 
jci, como digamos, senhor da tecnica romanesca, entao eu 
escrevi uma novela, 0 Livio ea Antipoda,1 que at£ agora § 
a melhor coisa que eu ja escrevi. (personal interview) 

We see in Scavone the typical progression of many sf writers, 

that is, moving from emphasis on the technical aspects of space travel 

to emphasis on the individual and his role in the cosmos. The great 

unknown is not outside man, but rather within man. This is 

1. A love story which is t ied in with the problem of the 
A-Bomb and Hiroshima. 



beautifully i l lustrated in a story which I  shall discuss later, "0 

Espelho," by Nelson Leirner. 

Without a doubt, the worldwide attention focused on the U. S. 

and the U. S. S. R. space programs during the 1960s gave impetus to 

the Brazil ian writers and was partially responsible for the interest 

in sf.1 

The publisher Gumercindo R. Ddrea, perhaps more than any 

other person was responsible for the 1960s sf generation. His pub

l ishing company, Editdra GRD, published (as nearly as I  can determine) 

at least 18 sf books through 1965. (The other publishing company 

active in sf books is Edit6ra EdArt.) GRD has published Brazil ian sf 

by authors such as Dinah Silveira de Queiroz, Fausto Cunha, Rubens 

Teixeira Scavone (plus two anthologies), as well as foreign writers 

such as C. S. Lewis, Robert Heinlein, James Blish, and Clifford D. 

Simak. 

Ddrea told me one evening at Scavone's home (Andrd Carneiro 

was also present): 

Quando estava naquela dpoca em que eu procurava descubrir os 
autores brasileiros, j3 havia o Jerdnymo [Monteiro] e a Dinah 
Silveira de Queiroz, mas a pedido meu. AT que eu insisto em 
que o problema da f icgao cienttf ica no Brasil vai depender 

1. Good Sf f i lms, such as Space Odyssey: 2001, also 
encouraged the writers. Terezinha Monteiro Deutsch (daughter of 
Jerdnymo Monteiro) told me in an interview (Sao Paulo, July, 1972): 
"Foi gragas aos f i lmes e l ivros norteamericanos, grandes sucessos, 
que os escritores brasileiros estao tendo alguma chance." . 
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ainda de estfmulo editorial.1 Porque o autor brasileiro jci 
sofre para publicar o seu l ivro, qualquer que seja o g§nero 
en que escreva.2 

So i t  was a very Quixotic Guinercindo R. Ddrea who nearly 

single-handedly undertook the great task of making Brazil ian sf a 

reality. He had a dream and he had faith. He believed in what he 

was doing. A good portion of the sf in print today is a result of his 

hard work and i t  remains as a tr ibute to his dedication. 

As I  have already indicated, several of the new generation of 

sf writers were recognized authors. They were challenged to write in 

a new genre, partly out of curiosity, partly as an experiment, and 

also just for the fun of i t . Rachel de Queiroz told me when I  inter

viewed her in her apartment in Lebldn (a section of Rio): 

Tanto "Ma-H6re" como as outras duas experi§ncias que eu t ive 
em f icgao cientff ica foram mais como brincadeira, as veces 
quase com a intengao de s£it ira, como esta dos autom6veis ["A 
Terra e os Viajantes das Estrelas"] que voc@ vai levando. 
Nao f iz prbpriamente, nao sou uina autora de f icgao cienti-
f ica. Foram apenas umas experi§ncias mais por divertimento. 

Ruy Jungmann told me that writ ing sf was something that he 

had to do: "Well, I  believe that when we write we just try to 

accomplish something for us, just to prove something . . . . When 

I  wrote sf I  knew that I  was not interested in the reader."3 Jungmann 

1. On another occasion, D6rea told me, "H£ dez ou doze anos 
atr5s pr£it icamente nao havia leitores de F. C. no Brasil, excetuando-
se urn grupo seleto de intelectuais. Foi nessa £poca que rompemos a 
barreira com a nossa .  colegao especializada." 

2. Personal interview, Sao Paulo, July, 1972. 

3. Interview conducted in English in Jungmann's apartment in 
Rio de Janeiro, August, 1972. He has worked for the Brit ish embassy 
for several years. 
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also confessed that Brazil ian writers "are sti l l  learning" to write 

sf. In other words, i t  is sti l l  in the experimental stage. 

Rubens Scavone wrote sf because, "Existem certas coisas que o 

escritor diz melhor atrav£s da F.C. [Ficgao Cientff ica] .  . . .  eu 

passei a usar a F. C. como assim . . .  atrav£s de poder usar os 

sfmbolos humanos atraves da F. C." (personal interview). In a sense, 

he too was experimenting with the genre, but with the antipathy of the 

publishers and crit ics he felt i t  would not be profitable or advisable 

to continue writ ing sf. I  believe this was the general consensus 

among most writers. 

One does not have to read a great deal of Brazil ian sf before 

coming to the realization that there is only a minimal amount of 

scientif ic or technical vocabulary (or concepts) in i t . These aspects 

are of secondary importance. The primary element is the artistic and 

l i terary quality of the work. Brazil, as an underdeveloped nation, 

lacking greatly in technical know-how, does not have a reading or 

writ ing public with an understanding of technology, according to Andre 

Carnei ro.1 

Scavone stated that sf l i terature, l ike art and music, " . .. 

vale por valores intrfnsicos . . . ." "Ele deve procurar dar uma 

resposta, uma realidade ao mundo em que i le vive, a trav§s do mundo 

artfstico" (personal interview). 

1. Personal interview, Atibaia, Sao Paulo, July, 1972. 
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While most ( i f  not all) of the writers, crit ics, and publishers 

readily admit that a great portion of sf produced is of inferior qual

i ty, most, l ike the publisher and crit ic, Benedicto Luz e Silva, 

maintain that an acceptable portion of sf is of good l i terary value. 

He says that both Carneiro and Cunha "t im contos mas de um nfvel de 

criagao l i ter^ria, de f icgao, de criagao po£tica, mesmo" (personal 

interview). 

One of Brazil 's top crit ics (and sf writer), Fausto Cunha, 

claims that most sf is bad l i terature, of secondary or substandard 

quality. He told me that there is no Brazil ian sf writer of value. 

Yet, later in the interview, he stated that sf is in its f irst phase 

(that of discovery, enthusiasm, and encounter) and that i t  is "poetic, 

lyric, and romantic."1 When I  asked him i f  i t  is possible to show true 

l i terary abil i ty and genius, in sf, he responded that i t  was the best 

place to show i t  because of the lack of restrictions and the freedom 

to use "truques l i terl ir ios." Fausto then softened somewhat his 

earlier statement about no Brazil ian sf writer of value by saying that 

good sf l i terature depends on the writer and not the genre. I f  the 

writer is good, the product wil l  be good. He points out that several 

of the sf writers were recognized authors with great talent before they 

ventured into sf. He clarif ies that such f ine writers as Ortgenes 

Lessa, Dinah Silveira de Queiroz, Andre Carneiro, and Rachel de Queiroz 

would produce l i terature of f ine quality regardless of the genre. 

1. Personal interview, Rio de Janeiro, August, 1972. 
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(Ironically, Fausto, one of the most ardent negative crit ics of sf is 

regarded by many people as Brazil 's best sf writer.) 

The l i terary and artistic qualit ies of Fausto and Andre's sf is 

praised by Jose Sanz. He told me in an interview, "Fausto £ urn homem 

extremamente, 1iterariamente culto. l ie conhece a l i teratura mundial 

como pouca gente conhece, e alguns de seus contos sao par^frases de 

contos cl^ssicos da l i teratura francesa, e muito bem adaptados h 

t£cnica da f icgao cientff ica" (personal interview). And about Andre 

Carneiro he stated, "Carneiro £ mais um poeta a maneira de Bradbury no 

'Comego do Fim.'" (I believe that this statement is even more true of 

other stories written by Andr£. For example, "Planetas Habitados," 

"0 Mudo," "A Prostituta," and "Zinga, o Robot.") 

Andr£ Carneiro sums up very concisely the value of sf as 

l i terature and as being artistically valid when he says, "Science 

f iction £ criagao. Science f iction £ l i teratura" (personal interview). 

One of the qualit ies of sf which attracts and appeals to many 

writers is the fact that a writer can create without being restricted 

or l imited to preconceived concepts, rules, and narrow interpretations. 

In a sense, the writer becomes a god, l imited only by his own imagi

nation and creative genius. He can write knowing ahead of time that he 

is not writ ing to please the masses but rather he writes to satisfy his 

own artistic bent, recognizing at the same t ime that there is a l imited 

audience on the same wavelength who wil l  be receptive, to new ideas and . 

concepts. 
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Contrary to what Fausto Cunha says,1 most writers know they are 

writ ing for a select minority of readers which we might call the 

intellectual aristocracy. 

In an interview in Atibaia, Andr£ Carneiro told me, "Eu acho 

que em primeiro lugar o que vale £ justamente a qualidade l i ter^ria e 

a qualidade de criagao." Then he goes on to explain: 

Tanto e verdade de que o que vale e a invengao e a creatividade 
dos valores l i ter^rios de que muitos e muitos f i lmes de Jules 
Verne t§m si do montados, e montados dentro de aquela concepgao 
antiga que ele inventou . .  . Entao isto prova de que os 
valores af nao eram os valores de profecia, mas justamente os 
valores de creatividade. (personal interview) 

Andr£ emphasizes this point by referring to the great epics, 

where the impossible is dealt with, but dealing with the impossible 

does not detract from the greatness of the l i terature. He says: 

.  . . nos vemos que o impossfvel nao e proibido dentro da 
l i teratura. 0 que £ importante £ o tratamento do impossfvel. 
Assim, qualquer hipotese se nao for tratada com bom gosto 
l i terSrio, com inteligincia creativa, §le se torna incongruente 
e prejudica e invalida o l ivro. Mas se o tratamento fQr um 
tratamento portico, um tratamento surrealista, um tratamento 
1iterariamente que justif ique o absurdo, o absurdo 6 tamb£m 
assunto de l i teratura. (personal interview) 

With the aspect of creativity I  have included the aspect of 

freedom from restrictions or taboos. There can only be true creativity 

when the creator has absolute freedom. Earlier I  gave the broad defi

nit ion of sf as "speculative l i terature." This definit ion is broad 

enough to allow for a great deal of creative genius. I t  also allows 

freedom in other areas. Scavone said in an interview, "Entao o 

1. Cunha states that sf is for the masses, that i t  is 
substandard, a "g£nero comercial" which won't last or have l i terary 
value (personal interview). 
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escritor nao deve partir de pontos de vistas apriori 'sticos para 

realizar." Like many writers, Scavone desires to avoid the "l i teratura 

engajada," t ied to a polit ical, moral, philosophical, or spiritual 

ideal. 

However, freedom from preconceived concepts or ideals does not 

preclude the use of sf l i terature as a subtle and indirect form of 

crit icism. For example, in countries where the governmental control 

and censorship prohibit crit icism, sf allows the writer to say some

thing about the polit ical climate without bringing the censor's ax down 

sharply. One of the people whom I  interviewed said that i t  was a 

question of .  .0 homem lutando contra 0 ambiente, qualquer que 

seja 0 ambiente."1 Also, by placing the action elsewhere, man is able 

tolook at himself from a different perspective. I t  is as i f  man were 

able to look at himself from the outside.2 

Earlier I  stated that Brazil ian sf was not concerned greatly 

with technology and science; however, i t  is true that some writers are 

concerned about the effect of technology on man. Writers do not appear 

to be anti-technology, but rather pro-humanity. Their concern is for 

man and the quality of his l i fe, now as well as in the future. 

Alvin Toffler, the author of Future Shook, is now widely read 

throughout the world. His book is in part an effort to prepare mankind 

1. Personal interview. He went on to discuss governmental 
control and asked that his name not be mentioned. 

2. For more on this, see Robert Heinlein's book, Stranger 
in a Strange Land. 
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for the future. Not necessarily the distant future, but the now future. 

Andr£ Carneiro put i t  this way, " . .. n6s devemos pensar no amanha 

para podermos viver hoje" (personal interview). 

Several of the writers to whom I  spoke felt that their sf was 

concerned with man and his development (some in a continuing evolu

tionary process, l ike in the works of Andr£ Carneiro) and that sf 

l i terature could help man prepare for the future. Rachel de Queiroz 

stated the problem succinctly when she said, "a ficgao cientff ica tenta 

concil iar o presente com o futuro, e em geral, ela transporta para urn 

piano futuro as pessoas, os sentimentos e o razoamento atual" (personal 

interview). Dinah Silveira de Queiroz told me that sf "muitas v§zes 

£ para mostrar as consequencias desta vida de hoje, planta-la na 

decorrencia de fatos que sao desencadeados agora como uma semente de 

uma planta que vai crescer muito tempo depois" (personal interview). 

The main concern, then, is man. Later, while talking about her story, 

"0 C£u Anterior," she said, "Nesse conto existe muito dos sfmbolos 

necesscirios S humanidade .  .  . ," again showing her preoccupation with 

humanity. 

In an interview with Scavone, I  asked him what types of 

subjects are valid for sf. He responded, " .  . . os problemas de 

sempre. Os problemos da humanidade" (personal interview). Then he 

added, "0 primeiro £ o problema da desindividualisagao do homem, 

correspondente & explosao demogrSfica." Earlier in the interview, 

Scavone had mentioned that what interested him most as a writer was 

the " ... an^lise do homem . . .  do homem visceral." Later he added: 
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Voci tern que p6r o homem em relagao a outro tempo, com outro 
espago, com outra tdcnica, com o amanha possfvel, com o amanha 
viSvel, e nds sabemos com esse l ivro de Alvin Toffler, n6s 
sabemos que £ possfvel a prospecgao; entao o problema dentro 
da F. C. £ o elemento humario, do homem no futuro, assim dis-
tante cada vez mais. (personal interview) 

Andr£ Carneiro believes that Brazil, as an underdeveloped 

nation, has to, out of necessity, concern i tself with the basic prob

lems and needs of man. The writer's preoccupations, due to his 

environment, are more related to the "subjective problems" of humanity 

than to technology and space conquest. I t  is quite evident that 

Brazil ian sf writers, in general, do not have a technical orientation. 

But i t  is not a malaise unique to Brazil, since many sf writers 

outside of Brazil do not demonstrate a great deal of knowledge about 

science and technology.1 

I believe that a very logical and credible explanation is 

given by Luz e Silva when he says, "Mas, em geral, pela propria 

educagao que o escritor brasileiro teve como tradigao no Brasil, a 

parte cienttf ica sempre e secundaria, especialmente para quern estudava 

a humanidade. Entao §le dava muito mais valor a estudar Ifnguas e 

daquelas ciencias chamadas nao exatas" (personal interview). 

Some Brazil ians were less than impressed by the great 

technological conquest resulting from the moon landing. Rachel de 

Queiroz told me half jokingly that the Americans had ruined sf by 

landing on the moon. Ruy Jungmann agrees with her point of view when 

1. See Damon Knight's book, In Search of Wonder, where he 
strikes out mercilessly at sf writers who show their ignorance and 
lack of logic and reason (pp. 22-33). 
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he states, "After the Americans stayed on the moon I  think i t  is very 

diff icult to write sf. We cannot impress the public with new gadgets" 

(personal interview). Consequently, he sees a new direction for sf. 

"I think the future of sf is in the exploration of the extrasensory 

perception." This then constitutes a major change in emphasis, away 

from outer space to the inner space of man. 

Fausto Cunha puts i t  a l i t t le more bluntly when he says that 

to write sf dealing with the science of the future "e uma besteira" 

(personal interview). Evidently then there is just one way for valid 

and good sf to go, that is, to concern i tself with man and humanity. 

There is one thing that the reader should bear in mind at this 

time. From the beginning, one of my theses has been that Brazil ian sf 

does not concern i tself with the scientif ic and technical aspects of 

the genre but rather with the qualit ies of man in a modern or future 

society. In this respect, Brazil ian writers are leaders or precursors 

in what sf writers are currently call ing "the new wave." 

In 1967, Michael Moorcock, in his introduction to The Best SF 

Stories, from 'New Worlds,' states: 

There is a new spirit in sf these days, both in this country 
[England] and in the United States, and so far i t  has only 
been given a strong voice in the British magazines. New Worlds 

in particular has attracted established authors wishing to 
develop the possibil i t ies of the f ield and new authors impatient 
with some of the more restricting and obsolete conventions of 
traditional science f iction.1 

On page 11 of the introduction, Moorcock continues by saying, 

"The thing that these stories have in common is their concentration on 

1. Michael Moorcock, "Introduction," The Best SF Stories from 
'New Worlds, '  ed. Michael Moorcock (New York: Berkley Publishing Corp 
1968), p. 9. 
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ideas"; that there is "a wish to say something about the human 

condition. This is what good science f iction concerns i tself with 

. . .  This is precisely what the Brazil ian writers had been doing 

for several years. 

In the U. S., the credit for venturing into the new f ield may 

go to Harlan Ell ison, editor of Dangerous Visions. In 1967, he said 

to a fr iend regarding the book, "What you hold in your hands is more 

than a book. I f  we are lucky, i t  is a revolution.1,1  Later Ell ison 

adds, ". .  .we have damned well gotten that revolution. I f you doubt 

i t  just say 'new wave' to Sam Moskowitz." So the "new wave" hit the 

U. S. and England, but not before i t  had made a big splash in Brazil.2 

The sf "boom" lasted a relatively short t ime in Brazil. There 

are several reasons why this is true. One, of course, is that a "boom" 

cannot go on indefinitely. But interest in sf has declined so 

radically since 1970 that one must seek elsewhere for better 

explanations. 

One reason for the decline is "internal sabotage." Jos£ Sanz 

talked to me about the factions or animosity between sf writers. I  

asked Josg i f  sf had a future in Brazil, i f  i t  would survive. He 

1. Harlan Ell ison, ed., "New Introduction," Dangerous Visions 
2 (New York: Berkley Publishing Corp., 1969), p. 7. 

2. In all fairness, the "new wave" in the North also includes 
a radical change in style. This is not true of Brazil ian sf. The 
style in Brazil is conventional, in the North i t  is avant-garde. The 
similarity lies in the subject matter, Man. 
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responded: 

Eu acredito que vai existir. Eu acho que no momento ela nao 
tem condigoes de existir, porque ela nao tern estfmulo, ela 
nao tem apoio. E ela nao tem esse apoio, estou convencido, 
porque nao hci urn interesse no grupo que escreve . . . . Sao 
Paulo mesmo, voc§ deve ter percebido, t£ dividida. (personal 
interview) 

Then he goes on to enumerate who won't speak to whom. So the 

problem of lack of unity and enthusiasm is a serious one which divides 

the few writers who should have a common goal. 

Another aspect of this internal sabotage is the negative 

crit icism sf receives from its "best" writer. Fausto Cunha, a much-

read crit ic,1 makes no bones about i t .  He states publicly and 

privately that sf is secondary or substandard l i terature, that i t  is 

for the masses and that i t  won't last or have l i terary value. He 

bluntly states that most sf is bad l i terature, and that there is no 

Brazil ian sf writer of value. I t  is very diff icult to sell books when 

"one of your own" comes out so negatively about the genre. His 

crit icism may be true in general, but I  believe there are exceptions 

and Fausto should, in all fairness, be both a positive and negative 

crit ic.2 

Another major problem in the development of Brazil ian sf was 

the lack of constructive crit icism and guidance. The sad truth is 

1. Scavone told me "0 Fausto Cunha £, inegavelmente, um dos 
maiores crft icos da l i teratura brasileira contemporSnea." 

2. Most of the people with whom I  spoke readily admitted that 
anywhere from 80 to 90% of sf is "pgssima" or "l ixo." But this is true 
of all sf, and i t  is true of all l i terature. Jose Sanz quoted Arthur 
Clarke as saying, "Um cientista de meus amigos acusa h l i teratura de 
f . c. de conter 90% de l ixo. Eu quero lembrar a §les, que a l i teratura 
em geral contem 90% de l ixo." 
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that even the crit ics aren't well read in Brazil ian sf and they are 

confused as to what has or has not been written. One crit ic told me, 

.  .os escritores brasileiros .  . . sd se preocuparam com a parte 

fedrica da f icgao cientff ica" (personal interview). I  did not f ind 

this to be the case. Certainly, space travel and fantasy are included 

in many works, but they do not constitute the primary thrust of most 

stories. 

Benedicto Luz e Silva said to me regarding professional 

crit icism in Brazil: "E um grande problema que nds temos aqui no 

Brasil § a falta de crft ica profissional. No Brasil a crft ica que 

e x i s t e  n o  m o m e n t o  £  u m a  c r f t i c a  ' t o o  n e w , '  e s p e c i a l i z a d a  . . . .  

Atualmente ninqudm sabe quem § quem no Brasil."1 

It may be that the lack of crit icism and guidance is the 

logical result of a basic human characteristic in the typical Latin 

American. As a rule, most Latin Americans are proud people and are 

not kindly inclined to crit icism. Perhaps this is related to the 

macho complex which is commonly attributed to those of Latin heritage. 

Josd Sanz told me that what is lacking is good old-fashioned (U. S. 

style) crit icism before the book is published. He told me of a case 

where a young writer came to him to publish a book. When Jose offered 

suggestions on making some changes, the writer angrily left his office. 

Sanz said to me, "Quer dizer, dar a fazer a crft ica do l ivro antes de 

1. Another problem he points out is that people with money 
can pay to publish their own works so even though the inferior product 
has been rejected by numerous publishers, i t  may sti l l  show up in the 
bookstores. The buying public takes a risk any t ime they buy a book 
unless i t  is by an established author. 
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editar, nao hci no Brasil. E o escritor no Brasil £ demasiadamente 

vaidoso para aceitar isto tambem" (personal interview). 

The problem is indeed multi-faceted and grave. Ruy Jungmann 

sums i t  up by saying, " . .. the writers consider sf as a secondary 

kind of l i terature." " .  . .  i t  is very diff icult to get sympathetic 

reviews in the papers." And, "the fact is that the press believes 

that sf is a secondary genre .  .  . ." With all of this going for i t , 

i t is a miracle that sf ever got off the ground. 

The book market in Brazil traditionally has not been profit

able for either writer, publisher, or bookseller. The Brazil ian 

public, according to Fausto Cunha, is magazine-oriented. One of the 

major reasons why they don't buy books is the fact that Brazil is an 

underdeveloped nation with a low per capita income. Andr£ Carneiro 

told me that the average income is between $10 and $50 a month. When 

inexpensive books sell for $1 to $2, i t  is easy to see why the average 

person does not buy them. I f  he has a couple of dollars left at the 

end of the month, he prefers to spend i t  on a game of futebol. So 

both the national economic situation and the personal lack of buying 

power have a negative effect on the book market. 

Related closely to the economic situation is the problem of 

ignorance and i l l i teracy among the general populace. Scavone told me, 

" .  . . infelizmente nao existe ato de leitura no Brasil." Even i f  

the general public did read, they probably would not read sf. 

Andr£, disagreeing with many, says that sf is " .  . . uma 

l i teratura de elite . . ." read by people of " .  .  . alto nfvel 



intelectual .  . . He continues, " .  . . 6 um ggnero dif ici l  

exatamente porque ela exige cultura do autor, e exige cultura do 

leitor." (personal interview) 

Two strikes, i l l i teracy and ignorance, have already been 

called against sf. The third strike, according to some people, wil l  

be called soon. That is the intrusion of television in the Brazil ian 

l i festyle. Scavone stated "E a televisao estS entrando cada vez mais 

duma faixa que acabe o l ivro." I t seems that Brazil may be headed 

for a society that makes the jump from i l l i teracy to television, skip

ping that intermediate step through which the U. S. A. passed (that 

is, from i l l i teracy to l i teracy, then to television). 

The all- important question for Brazil at the moment is, what 

wil l  they do with the younger generation. I t  may be too late to 

educate the older people, but as Scavone says, " .  . . se nao me falha 

a memdria, parece que a populagao do Brasil atualmente, acho que mais 

de 60% tem menos de 18 anos de idade. E e para essa faixa que nds 

devemos preparar todas as criangas. Agora, a televisao e uma 

catoistrofe para nosso povo, esse que § o negdcio" (personal interview). 

The question is, can they teach the younger generation to read (beyond 

the scope of magazines) before they are consumed by television. 

I l l i teracy may be eradicated, but wil l  ignorance? 

Ignorance on the part of book sellers also contributes to the 

bad book market. Lack of merchandising know-how in Brazil ian book

stores is appall ing, but the ignorance of the clerks and even the 

managers makes the situation unbearable. I  visited dozens of book

stores in Sao Paulo and Rio and had to spend hours searching the 
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shelves to locate the books I  needed. Shelves normally were not 

stacked or marked properly. Clerks were of practically no help. 

Perhaps my crit icism sounds too severe, but i t  is conservative when 

compared to Fausto Cunha's statement that "bookstores do al l in their 

power not to sell books." Terezinha Monteiro Deutsch spoke crit ically 

of publishers and book sellers. One evening when I  was with Nilson 

Martello in her home, she said, 

Quer dizer que ha um pdblico enorme, enorme. Mas quando o 
editor langa um l ivro de f ici jao cientif ica ele lanca em medo. 
0 que langa af 6 muito pequena e a distribuigao e pessima, e 
mal cuidada. Voce nao encontra. Eu ja cheguei a procurar 
l ivro de f icsao cientff ica do meu pai em editora, na propria 
editQra, na Ibrasa tem uma l ivraria perto. Entao eu pedi o 
l ivro d§1e e @le diz, 'nao, nao temos esse l ivro. Nao sei que 
l ivro £ esse.1 Entao eu mostrei que l ivro era. Quer dizer 
que ha um defeito de origem, de fondo, desde o editor at£ o 
l ivreiro. (personal interview) 

The situation is indeed grave. 

Added to the above problem is the fact that Brazil ians "prefer" 

foreign items, f i lms, and writers,1 believing them to be of better 

quality. As Gumercindo R. D6rea told me, "Santo de casa nao faz 

milagres." Andre Carneiro said that there exists " ... aquilo que eu 

vou chamar de despr§zo para o objeto nacional, e uma grande aceitagao 

por tudo aquilo que seja estrangeiro .  . . ."z  He added that i t  was a 

sociological problem and slowly the situation is improving. 

1. I t  is worth noting that Rubens T. Scavone published his 
f irst (and successful) sf book under the pseudonym of Senbur T. Enovacs 
(0 Ilomem que Viu o Disco Voador) . 

2. Jos£ Sanz in an interview told me "Eu nao tenho coragem de 
editar brasileiro porque eu sei que nao vou vender." He added, 
however, that i f  he were to take a Brazil ian writer and "puser um nome 
americano, vender^ o l ivro." 
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One person to whom I  spoke confided that part of the problem . 

in publishing was related to poor management on the part of G. R. D., 

the one publisher who had sincerely believed in sf and had given i t  

such impetus by channeling the l i terary talents of some of the "big 

name" writers into sf. Gumercindo R. Ddrea published at least 18 sf 

books by foreign as well as Brazil ian writers between the years 1959 

and 1965 (approximately; exact dates not available). However, enthu

siasm alone does not pay bi l ls (and writers), and the company had to 

close its doors. Ddrea, nonetheless, seems undaunted by these 

circumstances and hopes to someday start publishing again. 

Ddrea (with the possible exception of EdArt) seems to be the 

only publisher in Brazil with interest in publishing national sf 

writers. Most other publishers, some of which do not understand sf 

l i terature, do not want to touch the genre because they are convinced 

that i t  is not profitable, and without profit there is no motivation. 

I  have already quoted Jose Sanz who says he won't touch Brazil ian sf 

writers. Then he adds, "Nao, os escritores nao tem a culpa, §1es nao 

t§m inclusive estfmulo." Evidently, i t  is a vicious circle. 

Benedicto Luz e Silva told me that i t  took him four years to 

get his book published. Now he himself is a publisher, so he may f ind 

i t  easier to publish his own work. In fact, his company, Edit6ra do 

Escritor, is a consortium of writers who have banded together in an 

effort to improve the publishing situation. 

Ruy Jungmann was discouraged with the problem. He said, 

" we have very good writers, but the fact is that we don't have 
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any opportunities to publish. To publish a book is usually a large 

investment and the publishers are businessmen. I f  they can't get a 

profit from the book, they don't want to publish i t ." 

Terezinha Monteiro de Deutsch, daughter of Jeronymo Monteiro, 

m a d e  a  s t r o n g  s t a t e m e n t  t o  m e  a b o u t  p u b l i s h e r s .  S h e  s a i d ,  " . . .  

os editores sao uns medrosos nesse ponto. Eles nao t§m coragem 

nenhuma."1 

Most of the people with whom I  spoke were very concerned about 

the diff iculty of publishing, but no one had a good solution. Scavone 

laconically stated i t  this way: "E um cfrculo vicioso, porque o 

editor nao edita porque §le acha que nao hci pdblico, e o escritor nao 

escreve porque nao tem editor, entao, n6s ficamos af" (personal 

interview). 

Censorship in Brazil deals a harsh blow to the artistic freedom 

of the "unknown writers" who venture off the beaten path of conven

t ionality. Recognized writers can publish "artistic pornography" with 

impunity.2 The double standard hurts the relatively new writer who 

wants to say something about sex, the state, or the church. 

1. She added that i t  was only due to some outstanding sf f i lms 
and books that Brazil ian writers were having a bit of a chance to 
publi sh. 

2. Orfgenes Lassa, author of Beao da Fome, a "pornographic" 
book, told me, "Pornografia depende do autor." I f  i t  is written by 
" .  .  . um grande autor, a pornografia passa at£ categoria l i terSria." 
(He wasn't talking about his book.) Erico Verfssimo and Jorge Amado 
are two writers who appear to have no diff iculty with censors. 
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One writer admitted that there was censorship in the country, 

but she said that i t  was " . .. mais uma censura para uma area muito 

especffica." She added, "£ menos o governo e mais os padroes sociais 

que impoem a autocensura nos extremos mais pornogrcif icos." Other 

writers and publishers to whom I  spoke were much more crit ical of the 

government control. One said, "Eu nao vejo perspectiva nenhuma para 

o Brasil se continuar se desenvolvendo esta mentalidade paternalista 

e restrit iva que n6s estamos sofrendo de algum tempo para ac£." 

Another person said " .  .  . o homem colocar o homem sobre tr i lhos na 

diregao dirigida, essa talvez seja a pior situagao." 

One writer was crit ical of the t ie between state and church. 

He said, "You can get Maracana (or a gym) for football, basketball, or 

to baptize Jehova's Witness, but writers can't get i t  for a conference. 

He added, "It is easier to attack Medici than the church or a cardinal. 

A publisher told me he tr ied to print some stories which dealt 

with the f lood, "with better details than the Biblical account." But 

they wouldn't print i t  because i t  was "contrary to the myth of the 

Universal Flood in Genesis." He added that the people are anesthetized 

by football, Carnaval, spirit ism, and catholicism. "They are anesthe

tized so that they wil l  be unaware of their surroundings." I t  truly 

is a sad picture i f  i t  is as dark as these people paint i t . Writers 

are discouraged. Many of those who are continuing to write shelve 

their manuscripts waiting for a more propitious day. 

What I  have been discussing sounds l ike anything but a 

honeymoon, yet, in spite of all these negative elements, there was a 
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decade or so during which numerous writers dabbled in sf and managed 

to have their books and anthologies published. 

For some, according to Scavone, i t  was "just a hobby." 

Rachel de Queiroz wrote just for fun, "como brincadeira," as she put 

i t .  Fausto Cunha wrote his short stories to meet a publisher's 

deadline. Some writers were included in anthologies because of their 

"special situation." (For example, one owned a print shop.) 

Several of the "professional" writers experimented for a t ime 

in sf and enjoyed i t  immensely, but then they were ready to return to 

their standard l ine of writ ing. They have a sure thing in their area 

of reputation. 

Perhaps the continual struggle to publish sf discouraged them, 

even though they all appear to have great faith in the value of the 

genre. But without the active support of established and recognized 

writers, Brazil ian sf cannot long endure. The honeymoon is over and 

i t  seems evident that the marriage is on the rocks. 

A few writers are sti l l  trying to keep the marriage together. 

Dinah Silveira de Queiroz shared with me the outl ine of a sf novel, 

"Vil la D'Argento," which she hopes to complete someday. Andre 

Carneiro continues to write sf hoping for a breakthrough. But i t  is 

a lonely struggle, and i f  all those people who are truly committed to 

the sf genre don't work together, they surely wil l  see the demise of 

what once was a budding and promising l i terary flower. 



CHAPTER 2 

UNIQUE MOTIFS IN BRAZILIAN SCIENCE FICTION 

Science f iction aficionados throughout the world recognize that 

there exists a set of standard or normal motifs which appear repeatedly 

in sf l i terature. Space travel, t ime travel, nuclear or natural catas

trophe, invasion by aliens (or our invasion of their world), 

totalitarianism, the dangers (and/or evils) of science and technology, 

the neo-gothic or monster-type sf ( i.e., Frankenstein), and Utopias 

constitute some of the common motifs found in sf l i terature.1 

Most of these motifs appear regularly in Brazil ian sf; however, 

I  shall not discuss them in this chapter since I  wish to introduce only 

those motifs which I  consider to be uniquely Brazil ian. 

Many of the Brazil ian writers and crit ics with whom I  spoke did 

not recognize this uniqueness, stating that their sf was simply an 

imitation of foreign sf.2 Certainly, some of their sf does follow the 

1. Lois and Stephen Rose, The Shattered Ring (Richmond, 
Virginia: John Knox Press, 1970), p. 19, state: "Perhaps sf is best 
defined, however, by an enumeration of i ts themes. These can be grouped 
into the following categories: technological gimmickry, space travel, 
t ime travel, future scenarios, and f inally, the exploration of inner 
space and ult imate meaning .  .  . ." 

2. Ruy Jungmann stated f latly, "No," there is nothing unique 
in Brazil ian sf. Jos£ Sanz mentioned Levy Menezes as having a 
"realidade brasileira no sentido de uma ambientagao." About other 
writers, he said: "Tenia brasileira nao h5." Scavone said: "Uma 
coisa especial do autor brasileiro? Uma contribuigao nossa? Eu 
acho que nao." Gumercindo Dorea stated f latly, "Ainda nao." 

30 



standard l ist of motifs. But I  definitely found subjects which rarely, 

i f  ever, are found in Brit ish and North American sf. 

Why should this be? There are several reasons. One is that 

Brazil does not have a technically oriented society (this appears to 

be changing rapidly). The society is oriented more toward the soil, 

the family, the church, and tradition. Andr£ Carneiro stated in an 

interview: " .  . . os problemas de se vestir, de comer, os problemas 

que ja foram ultrapassados por paises mais adiantados ainda existem 

aqui .  . . ." Then he adds, " . .. esses problemas mais de uma vida 

comum da pessoa, sao certamente projetados pelos escritores 

brasileiros .  . . ." (personal interview) 

The publisher, writer, and crit ic Benedicto Luz e Silva felt 

that there was a certain unique quality about Brazil ian sf which he 

attributed to the writers' education. Without doubt, a l iberal arts 

education with emphasis on the humanities has left i ts influence on 

the thinking and attitudes of the writers. Benedicto told me, "Mas, 

em geral, pela propria educagao que o escritor brasileiro teve como 

tradigao, no Brasil a parte cientff ica sempre e secundaria, 

especialmente para quem estudava a humanidade(personal interview) 

A third reason for uniqueness in the sf results from a concept 

of Carioquismo, or in a broader sense, BrasiKdade. Dinah Silveira 

de Queiroz, in "A Universidade Marciana," writes about a philosophy 

called Carioquismo, which she defines as a way of l i fe, or a way of 

thinking. This att itude or "philosophy" of l iving unconsciously f inds 

its way to the written page, according to Luz e Silva. He stated, 
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" .  .  . se o autor f6r autenticamente criador, £le reflete o meio em 

que §le vive" (personal interview). And indeed they do. 

Brazil ian sf exhibits another quality which seldom is found in 

English sf. That quality is emotion. The one unifying element in the 

genre is the broad motif of man and his emotions (love, fear, jealousy, 

etc.). Very few of the stories make use of science and technology as 

a major premise or motif. Robots and spaceships serve primarily as a 

background for a few of the stories and are used principally to place 

the reader in the proper context of time and space. Many stories make 

no reference at all to technological gadgetry. 

This differs greatly from the majority of English sf where 

great emphasis has been placed on the imaginative creation of techno

logical gadgets, some to the advantage of man and some to his detriment. 

The human qualit ies have too often been ignored. The recognized sf 

writer and crit ic, James Blish, states: 

Sf in particular has often been crit icized for i ts convention
ality, and even more for the cold cerebral atmosphere which 
i ts authors seem to prefer to breathe. Though these authors 
have as many idiosyncrasies of style as a porcupine has quil ls 
(unlike most reliable producers in other standard categories), 
the emotional tones of what they produce are virtually 
interchangeable.1 

Blish's views are supported by another sf writer and crit ic, 

Alfred Bester. He recognized the importance of dealing with real 

human problems and emotions in l i terature in an artistic manner, but 

he admits that sf writers have failed to do this. He states: 

1. Will iam Atheling, Jr. (Pseudonym for James Blish), More 
Issues at Hand (Chicago, I l l inois: Advent, 1970), p. 69. My stress 
on "emotional." 



Since art, l i terature and poetry are concerned with the 
human being as a fellow creature .  . . almost a part or reflec
tion of ourselves .  . .we're not very sympathetic to them or 
to their great craftsmen. This is why we f ind i t  diff icult to 
understand the artistic genius. I t  is also why we prefer our 
science f iction to concentrate on the mechanics of l i fe and 
leave human beings alone. 

Science f iction rarely, i f  ever, deals with genuine human 
emotions and problems.1 

Very clearly then, Brazil ian sf does contain qualit ies which 

are in contrast with standard English sf. I t  is worth noting that 

there is an apparent change of emphasis in the most recent sf. Damon 

Knight states, in In Search of Wonder (p. 94), "Sf is pretty plainly 

swinging away from its complex, cerebral, heavy-science-plus-action 

phase, toward a more balanced and easily digestible mixture of tech

nology and human emotions." The difference sti l l  remains, however, 

that Brazil ian writers include very l i t t le of the technical aspect 

while they concentrate on the emotional and on "inner space."2 

In this chapter I  shall introduce3 the f ive unique motifs I  found 

in Brazil ian sf (Carioquismo, Sex, Birth and Motherhood, the Birth of 

Christ, and Mythology) while in later chapters I  shall discuss the 

method and approach employed by the writers. 

1. Alfred Bester, "Science Fiction and the Renaissance Man," 
The Science Fiction Novel: Imagination and Social Criticism, ed., 
Basil Davenport (Folcroft, Pa.: The Folcroft Press, 1959; rpt., 1969), 
p. 122. 

2. See Chapter 4 on "Man and Inner Space." 

3. Although i t  is diff icult (and perhaps improper) to separate 
style from content, I  shall concentrate on the uniqueness of the motif 
(plot and/or content) in this chapter, then discuss how i t  is achieved 
(style) in Chapter 3. 
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Carioquismo (Brasil idade) 

Visualize a space being ("Boca grande, cara de bexiga, nariz 

chato cara de sapo .  . .") who uses pinga to fuel his 

spacecraft as well as for pure personal delight (" .  . . se agarra 

vorazmente aos ult imos pingos, chupando o casco ate secar!"), or a 

macho Atlantid from outer space who lands in Rio during Carnaval 

("Dirce, totalmente nua, caminhou para §le e tomou-lhe o copo das 

maos. —Deixe de beber, amor. Agora .  . Visualize a populated 

universe with the Earth's only claim to fame being her sidewalk cafes 

(" .  . . agora destinada aos que nao tem pressa, aos que amam conver-

sar e sentar-se ociosamente a pequenas mesas e al i saborear velhos 

l icores . . or a Martian university at the Vatican where research 

is done on Carioquismo,1 a philosophy of a way of l i fe where the above 

actions and attitudes are studied as seriously as existentialism or 

stoicism are today. 

The stories, "Ukk" by Levy Menezes, "Missao T-935" by Guido 

Wilmar Sassi, "Velho Lirismo em Rontar, Satelite 312" by AntSnio 

D'Elia, and "A Universidade Marciana" by Dinah Silveira de Queiroz 

1. "Havia fundado com meus companheiros, antes do cataclismo, 
um ctrculo de estudos f i losdficos, que t inha um sentido de humanizagao 
e de reagao contra a orgulhosa F£ Progressista dos brasil ienses. Como 
que exprimia, procurando o seu sentido histdrico, o Carioquismo, a 
nossa doutrina, a ess§ncia vital do ser humano, com suas razoes, seu 
desrespeito sagrado as coagoes, e uma certa indisciplina inocente. 
0 Carioquismo era o canto f i losdfico de uma cidade em seu momento de 
desgraga. Compunha-se de um longo passado, em que eruditos e f i lo-
sofos eram invocados nas origens do Samba e da Piada Nacional, 
esquecidas com o advento da supremacia dos brasil ienses, sorte de 
cristaos novos do patriotismo." Dinah Silveira de Queiroz, "A 
Universidade Marciana," Comba Malina (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Laudes, 
1969), p. 62. 
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demonstrate the humor, j 'oie de vivre, and zestful vitality exhibited 

in much of the Brazil ian sf. 

Perhaps Car-ioqu-ismo is too narrow a term to apply to these 

works because some of the same qualit ies are also common to other 

areas and people of Brazil. The term Brasilidade would include this 

broader concept of a Brazil ian way of l i fe. But the fact remains that 

Caviocas from Rio have a worldwide reputation for exhibit ing these 

qualit ies. Their unique slang, vocabulary, and l i festyle are recog

nized even within Brazil. In Rio there seems to be a spirit of 

Camaval throughout the entire year.1 

In "Missao T-935," Sassi describes with wit and humor the 

joyful activit ies of Camaval, making the sights, sounds, and smells 

come alive. 

1. This fact was delightfully brought home to me one after
noon as I  was walking along the street Largo da Carioca in downtown 
Rio. I  came upon a large crowd of people and decided that an accident 
had occurred. As I  worked my way through the crowd and talked to 
people, this story unfolded. A policeman had t icketed a VW for double 
parking on Senador Dantas. As the young female driver drove off, she 
had made disparaging remarks about the officer's viri l i ty. He chased 
her in a taxi and stopped her (physically) on Largo da Carioca. She 
wouldn't open the car door, so the officer called for reinforcements. 
The crowd gathered. People in the office buildings pelted the police 
with garbage, water bombs, etc. (At least one of the policemen in 
the building was discovered aiding the "mad bombers!") Three or four 
hours later, the car and occupants were towed to headquarters and 
order was restored. The outcome, after two hours before the police 
commissioner: "Aos PMs, foi entregue um comunicado que justif icaria, 
no quartel, a prolongada aus§ncia. As meninas, um cordial boa noite, 
e nada mais. De Evanilda, ouviu-se apenas que ela seguiria direito 
para Copacabana: "!: para lei que eu ia, quando tudo come<;ou." Yes, 
where else but in Rio! ("Moga reage a multa e p£ra trSnsito," Rio 
de Janeiro, 0 Globo, August 9, 1972, pp. 1 and 21.) 
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De Scibado a terga-feira era o Carnaval, e em nada mais se 
pensava que nao fQsse diversao e alegria. Nem uma nem outra 
coisa, na realidade, e sim "loucura, verdadeira orgia de c6res, 
de luzes e de ritmos.1 

. .  . havia as longas f i tas de papel, tamb£m colorido, 
enrodilhando-se nas pessoas; havia os esguichos que brotavam 
das bisnagas de langa-perfume, os empurroes, os atropelos, os 
gritos, as risadas. (p. 89) 

The fever and fervor of the gaiety, the pulsating excitement, 

and promises of sexual gratif ication take on. an oneiric quality. 

A nudez das atlantes era esportiva, inocente, a da loura, 
entretanto .  . . simplesmente provocante, e a gaza dicifana 
que The envolvia os quadris ocultava promessas .  . . . 
Renconheceu a fantasia: odalisca. 0 tecido transparente, 
muito mal encobrindo o corpo da mulher, realgava-lhe os 
encantos, valorizando o volume do busto e o torneado das 
coxas. 0 explorador notou que o seu sangue circulava com 
mais f6rga e intensidade. (pp. 90-91) 

The handsome Atlantid learns quickly the ways of the Caviocas. 

He wants his mission to be a success, especially since so many other 

missions before his had failed (some Atlantids had been burned as 

witches, shot as spies, or eaten by cannibals). Carnaval was the per

fect cover for a being in a spacesuit, but even beyond that he must 

act naturally and at home. 

0 atlante observou o procedimento de Rui, que agora abragava 
e beijava sua companheira. Atd o momento tudo ia muito bem, 
seu contato com os terrenos estava dando certo. Outras 
missoes tiveram resultados negativos porque os exploradores 
se haviam precipitado, sem agir com naturalidade. Convinha, 
pois, para mostrar-so vontande, imil.ar os c)ost.os do Rui. 
Deixou quo a sua mao repousasse nas coxas de Dirco- (p- lJl) 

1. Guido Wilmar Sassi, Testemuriha do Tempo (Rio de Janeiro: 
Edigoes G R D, 1963), p. 88. 
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The tension, excitement and humor of the story continues to 

build as the Atlantid becomes more and more acclimatized to the 

atmosphere of the bar. His senses are stimulated by the perfume of 

the blonde, the cigarette smoke, and the taste of l iquor. Soon i t  is 

time to move the programa to an apartment for the climax. The 

Atlantid continues to do his duty. 

—Calor bruto, amor— comentou, e lentamente comegou 
a t irar a extgua roupa. 

Dirce, totalmente nua, caminhou para §le e tomou-lhe o 
copo das maos. 

— Deixe de beber, amor. Agora .  . . 

E nao terminou de falar, abafando num beijo violento o 
resto da frase. 0 atlante era um Scibio e um soldado. Quase 
um sacerdote. Mas era antes de tudo um homem. Correspondeu 
ao. ap§lo da mulher. A Missao T-935 estava mesmo tr iunfando: 
acabara de fracassar. (p. 94) 

Surely this type of sf does not have a parallel anywhere 

outside of Brazil. The motif is certainly unique and the humor and 

style contain certain elements which t ie i t  closely to the concept of 

Brasilidade. Sassi captures the mil ieu of Carnaval and accurately 

and artistically reproduces i t . The vitality, humor, and zest for 

l i fe which are normally attributed to the Caviocas come to l i fe in a 

convincing way in this story. Without doubt, Cavioquismo constitutes 

an extremely important and unique motif in Brazil ian sf. 

Sex in Brazil ian Science Fiction 

Among the qualit ies or elements which normally form the concept 

of Bvasilidade is the element of sex (often machismo). Brazil ian sf 
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deals with sex in a variety of manners (psychologically, symbolically, 

realistically, and humorously), and by so doing, covers an area which 

normally is avoided in sf outside of Brazil. The sex motif is a 

unique quality in Brazil ian sf. 

Alfred Bester states in an essay: "I wish I  coulddiscuss the 

sex, too, but there isn't any sex in sf . . .  a deplorable state of 

affairs."1 James Blish states the problem almost as emphatically when 

he says: 

Kingsley Amis and others have also pointed to the undoubted 
fact that there is very l i t t le sex of any kind in most sf, and 
this f i ts nicely with my hypothesis that sf authors cl ing to 
the genre because i t  doesn't require them to reveal themselves. 
For any author, writ ing about sex is at the beginning a hard 
hump (not "lump" please, printer) to get over, because i t  
wil l reveal (or he thinks i t  wil l) a knowledge of matters 
previously supposed to be not proper, or perhaps even 
positively forbidden, depending upon his upbringing.2 

Science Fiction crit ics may agree or disagree on the reason 

for this great vacuum regarding the subject of sex in English sf, but 

the fact that sex constitutes a major and recurring theme in Brazil ian 

sf is unquestionable. In this chapter, I  shall discuss only the 

"realistic" approach to sex, leaving the psychological, symbolical, and 

humorous approach or interpretation of sex for discussion elsewhere. 

1. Bester, "Science Fiction and the Renaissance Man," The 
Science Fiction Novel, ed., Davenport, p. 103. 

2. Blish, More Issues at Hand, p. 70. 
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The one writer who has made an effort to present sex openly,1, 

creatively, and artistically in sf is Andr£ Carneiro. He told me in 

an interview: 

. .  . talvez urn dos meus maiores interesses atualmente dentro 
da science f iction £ o tratamento dos problemas sexuais, por-
que eu observo que em toda a science f iction mundial sao raros 
a porcentagem de l ivros tratando sfibre os problemas do sexo. 
Sao muito raros.2 Quando chega ao problema sexual, geralmente 
o escritor passa por cima ou o trata de uma maneira curiosa ou 
r^pida, mais nunca o sexo £ o elemento principal ou essencial 
do romance ou do conto. 

Later Andr£ added, "I think i t 's possible with science f iction to 

explain love . .  . In his unpublished (for fear that the censors 

would reject i t  or worse, mutilate i t) novel, "Piscina Livre,"3 he 

attempts to define (by describing) both love and sex. In the beginning 

of the novel (p. 17), Andre' appears to confuse the words LOVE and SEX, 

or else he does so intentionally, because later in the novel he draws 

a clear and definite l ine between the two. On page 17, he says (he 

uses verse form several t imes): 

0 amor £ a pele na pele 
calor envolvendo o fr io 
tensao da corrente 
que passa pelos nervos 

1. I  must point out that explicit descriptions of sex often 
suffer the wrath of the censor's scissors. Only the works of the most 
respected and established writers avoid the censor's surgery (writers 
such as Jorge Amado and Orfgenes Lessa). The works of lesser-known 
writers are refused i f  the sex is too explicit. This often results in 
self-censorship by the author himself. Rather than have the story or 
novel butchered or rejected, the author holds on to the manuscript 
waiting for a more appropriate time to publish i t . 

2. The one writer who does write about sex, according to James 
Blish, is Ted Sturgeon (Blish, p. 70). 

3. Andr£ Carneiro, "Piscina Livre" (unpublished novel). 
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pelos f ios dos cabelos 
pelo rogar das unhas 
pel a ITngua na face 
saliva, sexo, carfcia, 
ternura, lei to, 
sono, sonho 
amor, sexo .  . . 

The definit ion of love does not appear as clearly as that of 

sex. In defining love, Andr£ seems to enter through a back door 

since he only hints at i t  or uses metaphors. He writes that in the 

20th century, "se confundia muito o amor com sexo" (p. 64). The girl 

asks, "SerS que o amor § o m§do de perder alguem?" (p. 64). Later, 

the Andrs (Several) tel ls the girl, "De nada vale o maior gozo se, 

acalmado o desejo, queremos sair depressa . . . . Com voc§ a posse 

se mistura com o antes e o depois" (p. 140). The girl explains her 

love for Several, saying: "Voc§ tem cfir do meu pensamento e a forma 

do meu desejo. Enxergo voc§ em todos os homens que eu possuo, mas 

nao enxergo nenhum outro homem quando voc§ me possue. Eu amo voc§" 

(p. 148). "Aos outros eu empresto o meu sexo, mas a voc§ eu pertengo 

.  . ." (p. 139).1 In her mind, there is a distinct difference between 

sex and love. 

An interesting observation contrasting love and sex is made by 

the author. The girl thinks to herself, when separated from Several, 

"Na falta de amor, o sexo £ o unico cons61o" (p. 135). The girl seems 

to place more value on love than on sex, but certainly she does not 

exclude one at the expense of the other. 

1. Basically, the same sentiment is expressed by the prostitute 
in Beoo da Fome by Orfgenes Lessa. 
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These quotes from the novel are more l ike an abstract painting 

than a realistic photograph, but the impression is clear, particularly 

when love is contrasted to sex, where the definitions and descriptions 

are more precise. 

The girl describes a sexual orgasm in the following way: "E 

indescritfvel, uma coisa que cresce em f6rga, carfcia, calor, fico 

f6ra do mundo, cega, surda, muda, ah, ningudm sabe como explicar . . 

(p. 9). 

Several, the android, describes i t more "scientifically," yet 

poetically and metaphorically: 

E uma orquestra fantcistica, milhares de instrumentos ligados 
ao computador central. Cada instrumento tem suas opgoes e 
todos tocam coisas diversas. De repente h5 um campo magn£tico 
total, os sons se alinham na diregao certa como l inialhas de 
ferro debaixo de um ima, a torrente explode como uma super
n o v a  i l u m i n a n d o  a  g a l S x i a  . . . .  ( p .  9 )  

Yet another attempt at giving the essence of sex takes the 

poetic form of a futuristic haiku: "... Deus . . . cartcia . . . 

mao . . . sexo" (p. 69). 

Andre's novel "Piscina Livre" (which I  would define as a 

"sexual utopia") inverts nearly all of our contemporary cultural and 

religious traditions, our mores, and our taboos. He introduces a 

completely new set of options. In each of the above areas he has 

asked himself — "Why? Why do we have the traditions, mores, and 

taboos we have? Are they sacred? Why not imagine a world where these 

things are inverted?" In sf you can, and Andrd did. He turned the 

established values inside out and created a new world, a frightening 
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world, yet, a very fascinating place which approaches the "inner 

space" of man. 

Andre's creation presents such options as: classes where the 

finer points of sex are taught [" . . . eu estava falando de odores 

agradofveis, nao menino, nao cheire sua companheira agora, depois n6s 

vamos experimentar direitinho . . (p. 50)]; clothes designed to show 

off the genitals ["Several vestiu a ttinica curta, o p§nis & mostra no 

seu envoltdrio vermelho" (p. 148)]; religious rites which are sex-

oriented [" . . . no teto as sombras se moviam, seios delicados 

rogando p^talas, meninas dansando em gravidade zero, n^degas girando 

lentamente, falus em carfcias, cabelos flutuando . . (p. 13)]; sex 

with a goril la ["— Meu macaquinho querido, eu nao aperto mais com 

f6rga, vem aqui junto da sua fi lhinha . . (p. 129)]; bedtime stories 

for children based on sex; the concept that the flesh equals divinity 

— God is sex [". . . Deus . . . cartcia . . . mao . . . sexo (p. 69), 

and "0 apilo da carne £ a marca da nossa divinidade . . (p. 124)]; 

and that being a virgin constitutes a crime or a sin1 ["— Virgem, 

virgem, fi lha de uma virgem" (p. 118)].2 This partial l ist should give 

some idea of the inversion of generally accepted values of our 

1. Compare to A Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne. 

2. Sexual freedom abounds, but there is very l i tt le political 
freedom since the Central Computer controls all aspects of l i fe. 
Huxley indicates in Brave New World that, as polit ical and economic 
freedom diminishes, sexual freedom tends compensatingly to increase. 
This is an astute observation which Carneiro does not deny even 
though he is not in agreement with Huxley's conclusions. 
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societies today. The key to understanding this novel seems to appear 

within the novel i tself. On page 64, the girl, talking about the 20th 

century, says, "Nao entendo porque limitavam o prazer sexual, se e a 

coisa que a humanidade sempre mais desejou." Whether her conclusion 

is correct or not probably depends on who is reading the novel. Some 

will surely agree while others will disagree. Nevertheless, the 

options presented by Carneiro are fascinating and thought-provoking. 

"Piscina Livre" may well have more orgasms per page than Fanny 

Hill or Tropic of Cancer, but Andr£ demonstrates l iterary skil l in 

describing intercourse, whether i t be in a violently passionate scene: 

Madalena gritou, fechou os punhos tentando bater no rosto 
de Poul. £ste agarrou-a fortemente com os dois bragos, 
deixou-a por baixo, Madalena ficou tolhida, arfando, os 
olhos jci sem l^grimas. Ambos transpiravam, os corpos Cimidos 
deslisavam, Poul separou as pernas de Madalena. Ela falou 
alguma coisa no dialeto das mordreis, que §le nao compreendia. 
Ela mordeu-lhe o ombro, os dentes penetraram na carne, ela 
sentiu o g6sto do sangue. t ie avangava com o sexo ate que o 
g6zo veio r^pido, §le largou-a de repente, o corpo exausto 
molhado de suor . ... (p. 131) 

or in a poetically descriptive account: 

Vesti sentiu-se pequena e humilde, o calor de Several em 
sua testa, sua cabega pensando coisas profundas, que ela 
tentava penetrar. Nem se mexia, como um pcissaro indefeso, 
com m@do, o coragao batendo, a testa de Several quente como 
se estivesse com febre. Vesti abandonou-se no contato, o 
calor de Several penetrando-a lentamente, a respiragao 
pausada em um ritmo seguro e calmo. . Vesti sentiu-se longe 
e sem p§so, como se estivesse debaixo de um anulador de 
gravidade, os mdsculos tensos foram se distendendo tran-
quilos, ela sentiu-se feliz e protegida, sem saber se era 
essa a mensagem que Several lhe transmitia. (p. 149) 

The l ine between pornography and art is often a thin one. 

Although "Piscina Livre" may be tagged by some as pornographic (a 

"coital novel?"), I  believe that i t contains certain qualities which 
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place i t in the category of art. Firstly, we can point to the poetic 

and descriptive style of the author.1 Andr£ is a recognized poet in 

Brazil. Secondly, he introduces a continuing evolutionary process. 

The action is not in the present but in the future. His evolutionary 

process, then, is based on scientific theory and is a proper specu

lative extrapolation2 of the present into the future. Thirdly, he 

creates a new society, in spite of what Alan Nourse says.3 I believe 

these are major l iterary accomplishments and certainly should elevate 

the novel from the category of pornography. 

The sex theme in "Piscina Livre" by Andr£ Carneiro, as well as 

in other stories'* (although not as explicit as in "Piscina Livre"), 

constitutes a unique motif in Brazilian sf. 

1. I  shall discuss the artistic qualities in Chapter 3. 

2. Webster's dictionary says "extrapolate — to project, 
extend, or expand (known data or experience) into an area not known 
or experienced so as to arrive at a usual conjectural knowledge of 
the unknown area by inferences based on an assumed continuity . . . ." 

3 .  " . . .  A l a n  N o u r s e  t a k e s  s c i e n c e  f i c t i o n  t o  t a s k  f o r  i t s  
failure, in recent years, to invent new and alternative societies; and 
i t is true that generally writers simply transpose old orders and old 
anarchies into new settings . . . ." Reginald Bretnor, "Science 
Fiction in the Age of Space," Science Fiction, Today and Tomorrow, 
ed., Reginald Bretnor (New York: Harper & Row, 1974), p. 174. 

4. "A Prostituta," "Um Caso de Feitigaria," "Diario da Nave 
Perdida" by Carneiro; "A Praga Rubra," "£le," "Ela," by Nilson 
Martello; "61 Cygni" and "Regresso" by Fausto Cunha; "A Estranha 
Simbiose" by Sassi, "Transfert" by D'Elia. 
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Birth and Motherhood 

Carrieiro's "Piscina Livre," which I  would describe as an 

alternative or a response to Huxley's Brave New World,1 deals mainly 

with love and sex, but i t does not get into the area of birth and 

motherhood. The function of sex for the purpose of procreation is 

carefully separated from the function of sex for pleasure. 

Several sf stories do concentrate on birth and motherhood, 

this constituting another uniquely Brazilian motif. 

Sassi's "A Viagem" metaphorically recounts the trip of a 

baby, from the moment of conception to the time of birth. The story 

is cleverly written, describing the trip in terms of a voyage in a 

rocket ship. 

. . . quatro . . . tres . . . dois . . . um . . . 

Parti da! 

A fusao se dera, momentos antes. 0 Passageiro despertou, 
e ficou a sentir, em si e no Aparelho, o pulsar da vida. A 
longa viagem comegara. A adaptagao, dentro da cSmara em que se 
encontrava, conquanto se processasse normalmente, constituTa-se 
de surpr§sas. Ficou pregado as paredes da Nave, por uns tempos, 
completamente imdvel. Era assim mesmo: normal. Sentiu fome. 
0 tubo de alimentagao desprendeu-se lentamente da matriz da 
Mciquina e foi l igado ao seu corpo. A1 imentou-se. Sabia estar 
sugando o prdprio sangue da Nave, conforme o dispositivo da 
"memdria" Ihe contava. (Sassi, p. 119) 

1. Andrd told me in an interview . . eu nao gosto 
mais de Huxley, no sentido da mensagem." "E um absurdo pensar que 
o homem construe uma tecnologia para que essa tecnologia v£ destrui-
lo." However, Andr£ does owe much to Huxley, such as children 
playing sex games. He calls it sexi-bo. 
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The concept of conception or birth, related in the terminology 

of a trip in a rocket ship is not new according to Damon Knight;1 

however, there is a great difference in the stylistic approach and 

in the authors1 perspective. 

In English sf, the author describes the trip symbolically and 

the discovery of the symbol is made after the story has been written 

and published. Such was the case with Blish's "Common Time." Damon 

Knight revealed the intercourse (also described as death) and birth 

symbols to Blish long after the publication of the story.2 

In Brazilian sf, the author describes the trip metaphorically 

with a priori knowledge and intention. This being the case, Sassi's 

story retains its uniqueness in universal sf. 

Huxley's pessimsitic view of the future in Brave New World has 

undoubtedly influenced many sf writers. Some see i t as an inevitable 

1. "Beginning with Wells' War of the Worlds, the monsters who 
have landed on Earth in science fiction stories have frequently had 
this boneless, pickled-specimen character. I  think i t is safe to 
postulate that 'an alien lands in a spaceship' is dream-talk for 'a 
baby is born,' and that the passengers of such ships are bound to 
be foetal." {in Search of Wonder, p. 275). 

2. "As Blish points out, this story is made up of passages 
through tunnels from one chamber to another; each of these repeated 
episodes could be regarded as a birth symbol. But look again: the 
hero (1) is expelled from a hollow sphere down a long tube, and at 
the end of which he sees l ight; (2) is drawn by successive waves of 
l ight down a second long corridor, at the end of which (3) he finds 
himself in another empty chamber, which he learns is part of the 
body of a being who means to take him apart, and from which he is 
expelled to (4) sti l l another, where he finds an organism l ike 
himself, with whom he combines forces and (5) returns to the second 
chamber, where he causes the imprisoning being pain by kicking i t 
in the abdomen." [in Search of Wonder, pp. 271-272.) He also points 
out that the t it le could be seen as "Come on Time." 
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future while others reject his pessimism altogether, projecting a 

future of hope and peace. 

Frustrated motherhood and lack of sexual intercourse as a 

result of state-controlled birth (i.e., "test tube baby" labs, as 

presented in Brave New World) , constitutes one of the main themes of 

Sassi's "Lamentagoes da Jovem Noiva," while ostracism (for conceiving 

babies) is one of the major themes of "Os Possessos de Nubia," by 

Dinah Silveira de Queiroz. 

In Sassi's story, the young bride (sti l l a virgin, but also 

an "expectant mother") desires to have intercourse and personally 

conceive. She sees the two as interrelated since motherhood should 

be dependent on intercourse (she also sees intercourse as having its 

own intrinsic value). In this story, as in Brave New World, the state 

controls all childbirth. (Notice that in 1984 only the "proles" use 

sex for procreation, the elite party members use sex for pleasure). 

Atd mesmo nds, pessoas, parece que somos produtos das 
mciquinas, das retortas, dos tubos de ensaio, dos laboratdrios. 
Ora se nao somos! (Sassi, pp. 78-79) 

E entao havia noites. Noites inteirinhas. imaginou, meu 
querido? Noites inteirinhas para o amor. Homens e mulheres 
praticavam o amor nos seus imundos leitos de entao, naquilo 
a que chamavam "cama." Micrdbios pululavam durante o ato . . . 
Quanto peri go de contSgio! Os monstros que §les geravam, 
frutos daquele amor! Nao importava. As noites eram d§les. 
Sd para o amor. Inteirinhas. (Sassi, p. 80) 

In Dinah's story giving birth and breast feeding were 

considered primitive, but evidently not prohibited by the state. 

(Intercourse was not restricted on earth, but i t was forbidden on 

the colonized planets.) When the protagonist's wife insisted on 



personally bearing children, the embarrassed husband left her. 

"Cansado de sentir em si os ol hares risonhos e comentcirios maliciousos, 

Bruno foi perdendo a alegria de viver" (Comba Malina, p. 26). He was 

not will ing to share her status as a social outcast. [Ironically and 

symbolically Bruno (a Christ figure)1 gave his l ife to save a baby, 

an ugly space creature, "... infra-humano" (p. 43) on the planet 

Ndbia.] 

Both of these stories appear to place a high degree of value 

on motherhood. The prohibition on conceiving and bearing children, 

however, seems to be imposed from two different levels and for two 

different reasons. 

In Sassi's story, the prohibition is dictated by government 

and the reason evidently has to do with population control. In 

Dinah's story, the prohibition is imposed by society because society 

has "freed" itself (women's l ib?) from what i t considered a vulgar 

and primitive function. 

Tournou-se b§bada de maternidade: engrossou pouco a pouco, 
pesada, prenhe do f i lho e de sua lasciva condigao feminina 
. ... Falou-se muito naquela f§mea que desprezava os con-
ceitos altamente civil izados da mae moderna, que se uti l iza 
das cubas de porcelana em vez do proprio ventre, como o 
faziam suas animalescas antepassadas. (Comba Malina, p. 25) 

Zora Seljan in "Maternidade" has created a highly stylized 

and a beautifully poetic description of the birth of a baby.2 The 

1. "Mas Bruno, aturdido por aqu§les gritos que pareciam o 
lamento de toda uma subumanidade . . ." (p. 45). "A cabe^a de Bruno, 
colada ao vidro, teve o sangue escorrendo sobre os pelos de um dos 
individuos, quem sabe se o mais horroroso" (p. 47). 

2. Symbolically, the birth can also refer to artistic 
creativity. 
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story deserves mention here because of its motif, but I  shall discuss 

i t at length in the chapter on style since the artistic quality of the 

work is its major value. 

Birth of Christ 

Closely related to the motif of birth and motherhood l ies the 

motif of the birth of Christ (or a Christ).1 This religious motif 

probably comes as no surprise to students of Brazilian letters since 

religion (Christianity, Catholicism, the Church) has played an impor

tant role in the history of Brazil from the time of the f irst 

explorers. The perspective and the implications of these stories, 

however, may be somewhat unexpected. 

Sassi, in "A EstrSla," summarizes (toward the end) the action 

of his story which parallels a very familiar old story: 

Um casal a procura de acomodagao, porque a crianga ia nascer 
. . . Raga perseguida . . . o Recenseamento . . . Nao 
encontraram lugar em parte alguma. A crianga nasceu numa 
estrebaria, no meio dos bichos, assistida pelos past6res . . . 
A estrela, a estr§la! Foi uma estrela que indicou o caminho. 
E do c£u vinha canto e musica . ... Bern pode acontecer aqui 
de n6vo . .. A humanidade est£ precisando de quem a salve. 
A mCisica . . . Olhe! Escute! Vem do c£u! (Sassi, p. 19) 

The story, although familiar, is a new story for the action 

takes place in 2064; Mary and Joseph are Black; the persecuted race is 

the Blacks who must periodically report for a census since they were 

defeated in the "Groat War" (Blacks vs. Whiles); the star of Bethlehem 

1. Some English sf deals with God (i.e., "Faith of our Fathers" 
by Phillip K. Dick; Out of the Silent Planet by C. S. Lewis; Black 
Easter by James Blish), but only one that I  have found deals with 
Christ's birth, that is "The Star" by Arthur Clarke. 
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is a rocket blasting off; and the music (of the Angels) is jazz played 

on a harmonica!1 

The warmth, compassion, irony, pathos, and human qualities of 

this story blend together to create a fascinating experience for the 

reader. (The theological implications seem secondary, but they are 

present. Is a White Christ acceptable only to Whites? Is a Black 

Christ reserved only for Blacks? Is there one Christ, possibly with 

many forms, or are there many Christs? The following story raises 

similar questions. I  shall not try to interpret the intent of the 

writer.) 

"Natal" by Alvaro Malheiros places man in the role of the 

Romans, as man controls the galaxy in a very distant future. 

Malheiros, employing the much-abused clichd, "... tudo se repete 

. . ." (Historias, p. 14), tells the story of a new Christ born on 

G-3-327. The census, the virgin birth, and the baby born in a cave, 

all fall into proper perspective, but something is missing. There has 

been no star to indicate that this is the Son of God. "Essa gente tem 

f£ senhor. Esperam urn sinal . .." (p. 16). To make matters even more 

difficult, G-3-327 is a planet with no natural stars! (A very unlikely 

situation in our galaxy.) 

Ironically, Coronel Spark, an "unbeliever," blasts off in a 

rocketship and in a supernatural way ("A m^quina l ibertou-se do 

comando do homem," p. 18) the rocket appears in the sky as a star, 

1. A Black Christ also appears in Ariano Suassuna's 0 Auto da 
Compadeaida. The work, however, is not in the sf genre. 
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segundos desaparecia, como fugaz estrela cadente . . (p. 18).' The 

people see i t and shout, " — 0 sinal! 0 sinal! —disseram . . . 

— Deus nasceu! Agora temos certeza! Nos vimos a sua estrela e 

viemos adora-Lo!" "... La, bem no alto, brilhava A ESTRELA! Ele 

[Olav] sorriuecaminhou, com os outros, para ver o Menino . . 

(p. 19). 

This story could be understood as a satire of Christ's birth 

if it were not for the intervention of a supernatural power which con

trols the rocketship against the will of its crew. Malheiros, by 

bringing in this supernatural aspect, makes the story a reaffirmation 

of the Christian belief in the miraculous birth of Christ, rather than 

a satire. 

There are other theological implications, however. One is 

that there may be more than one God, and another is that there may be 

more than one Christ, both God and Christ adapting or conforming to the 

needs and image of the inhabitants of that particular planet.1 "Essa 

gente cr§, senhor Coronel. Essa gente tem absoluta certeza de que seu 

Deus f§z-se pequeno e nasceu de uma Virgem, entre §les, como um dos 

seus" (p. 13). "... §sse Deus de que falam, em cada parte com um 

nome, em cada plan§ta com uma forma . . ." (p. 15). 

1. This might appear to support Karl Marx's contention that 
religion is something created by man so he can have a crutch on which 
to lean, but from the content of the story, I  do not believe this was 
Malheiros1 intention at all. 
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The theological implications (whether there is l ife on other 

planets; whether Christ "needs" to visit those planets, and do so in 

the form of the inhabitants; the purpose of Christ's visit, etc.) are 

relatively unimportant for the purpose of this study. This concept, 

outside of sf, has long been debated. What is important is that 

Malheiros, in his own style and manner, has written a sf story with 

the birth of Christ as its central theme. 

Rubens Scavone has written a story with ambiguous implications. 

"A B81ha e a Cratera"1 deals with the f irst birth on the moon, on the 

Sea of Fecundity. There is some question regarding the father's name, 

"Bill, Jos£, Demetrius?" The mother, Mary, apparently abandoned by the 

father, gives birth to the baby in an isolated and remote protective 

bubble. The journalist states: 

Pel a primeira vez, longe, bem longe da Terra, o milagre 
renovava-se. Meus companheiros jci estavam pr6ximos. Quando de 
n6vo olhei para o abrigo, tive tempo ainda de ver, nos l imites 
extremos do Mar da Fecundidade, o risco chamejante de um grande 
meteoro que se consumia nos contrafortes da cordilheira. A 
claridade, o silgncio, o trago persistente no espago, efem£ride 
cdsmica a denunciar a continggncia humana. (Scavone, p. 46) 

Is Scavone talking about a natural or supernatural birth? He 

strongly implies that the father abandoned the unwed girl because she 

was pregnant, yet by not identifying the father by name, he implies 

that the father may be symbolic or a spirit (as the Bible states in 

Luke 1:35, the Holy Spirit was the father of Jesus). Perhaps the man 

abandoned Mary because he was not the father, much in the same manner 

1. Rubens Teixeira Scavone, Passagem para Jupiter (Rio de 
Janeiro: Editfira Mundo. Musical, 1971). 



that Joseph was tempted to do in the Biblical account. ("Then Joseph, 

her fiance, being a man of stern principle, decided to break the 

engagement but to do i t quietly, as he did not want to publicly dis

grace her" The Living Bible, Matthew 1:19.) 

Why did the girl run and hide to have the baby? The answer is 

not clear. It may have been a matter" of guilt. However, there is no 

indication in the Bible that Mary felt guilty at the birth of Christ. 

Perhaps Scavone is simply referring to the miracle of birth, 

any birth. He states, "Pela primeira vez, longe, bem longe da Terra, 

o milagre renovava-se." The words "Pela primeira vez . .." indicate 

that this miracle will occur again. 

The "meteoro" recalls the star of Bethlehem, but i t need not 

necessarily be restricted to that interpretation. It can simply 

symbolize the new l i fe of the baby. 

Scavone does not say i f the girl was a virgin, and the 

journalist does not recall the name of the "crianga." "Com que nome 

foi batizada? Bill ou Charles? Demetrius ou Jose? Nao me recordo, 

confesso" (p. 46). This would indicate that the baby is representative 

of all babies. But i f Scavone is not referring to the birth of a 

Christ on the moon, why does he call the girl Mary, and suggest that 

the father's name may be Jos£? Why the meteor? 

Again, i f the girl is not a virgin and the man did father the 

child, perhaps Scavone's intentions are satirical, or perhaps he is 

treating the Biblical account as a myth. The ambiguities in this story 
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raise more questions than they answer. Perhaps this is precisely the. 

effect Scavone hoped for.1 

It is interesting that all three writers, Sassi, Scavone, and 

Malheiros, although writing about a religious event which is very near 

and dear to the Christian world (very much rooted in Brazilian culture 

and tradition), should risk the wrath of many who might be offended by 

what could be considered a sacrilege. Of course, the writers know 

that their sf material is read, probably exclusively, by an educated 

minority who have (or think they have) no sacred cows. One of the 

beauties of sf is that i t normally is free of taboos and restrictions. 

Mythology in Brazilian Science Fiction 

Science fiction criticism which I  have read does not mention 

mythology as playing a thematic role in English sf. There are those, 

of course, who see sf as the mythology of today.2 It is no coincidence 

that Arthur Clarke's famous film carries the title Spaoe Odyssey: 2001, 

suggesting a close relationship with mythology. 

Classical mythology appears as a uniquely Brazilian motif in 

sf. "0 Rapto de Marilda"3 by Menezes and "0 Cinturao de Hipdlita" by 

1. "0 Ceu Anterior" by Dinah Silveira de Queiroz also deals 
with Christ's birth. The Star of Bethlehem puzzles an astronomer of 
the future as he gazes into the past. The story is a reaffirmation of 
the Christian belief of the miraculous event. 

2. "Quer dizer que a ficgao cientffica e a mitologia do 
s£culo XX" (Scavone, personal interview). 

3. Levy Menezes, 0 3° Planeta (Rio de Janeiro: Ediqoes GRD, 
1965). 
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Sassi deal witti ly and humorously with sex and mythological f igures. . 

"0 Rapto de Marilda" demonstrates the author's exquisite artistic 

ability as the action spans the great chasm between reality and fantasy, 

between tragedy and comedy, between l ife and death. The author crosses 

the chasm on a tightrope challenging the reader to do the same. 

The very lovely but bored Marilda suns herself on the beach, 

not too far from where her boorish and jealous husband fishes, when the 

"love bug" bites her. "Um besourinno . . . embaragado pela floresta de 

penugens douradas . . . resolve sond^-lo [ . . . o solo moreno . . . ] 

com as mandfbulas pequeninas" (Menezes p. 113). After a short skirmish 

with the Bug, she returns to daydreaming about Kirk. "Abre a revista 

[AmorlSndea] ao acaso bem no retrato do Querido que olhos que boca que 

firmeza no queixo de covinha funda! . . . E ela, com a classe que 

tinha, bem poderia ter conseguido algo assim. Marilda cobre a cara 

reconstituindo o palhal firmamento e n§le se langa em voo, novamente" 

(p. 114). 

Jove (Jupiter), passing near Earth in his spaceship, feels the 

vibrations of love reaching to him. "... Iovf recebeu violento 

impacto de radiagoes amorosas subindo da alvacenta faixa de praia 

distante. Suas vesfculas contrciteis comegaram a pulsar em ritmo 

acelerado, enchendo e esvaziando de fluido vital . . . ." Jove 

descends to get a better look. Then, "Iovf estendeu-lhe cautelosamente 

um feixe vibrciti l e acarinhou-a docemente, decifrando-lhe ao mesmo 

tempo as imagens mentais, com todos os pormenores. Subito, atacou. 

Marilda sentiu um influxo extranho, uma presenga qualquer inquietante 

. . . . Kirk meu Querido!" (p. 115). 
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Jove decides to take Marilda with him to l ive where all the 

mythological characters dwell. "Marilda habita hoje a casa de Iovi" 

e &s v§zes pensa que est3 sonhando na areia, ainda" (p. 116). But 

there are moments when she misses her husband. "Ela tem saudades do 

Agostinho, que passou tr§s mises no sanatdrio porque a inulher morreu 

afogada, dizem" (p. 117). The author leaves the reader walking the 

tightrope, but pleased with the experience. Marilda has evidently 

committed suicide,1 but for her i t is an escape to a better world. 

Sassi's story, "0 Cinturao de Hipdlita," although presented 

more directly, can also undergo a psychological interpretation. It 

appears, though, that the author would rather have the story read for 

its humor than for its psychological interpretation since the 

"fantasy dream" ( if I  may call i t that) reputedly continues for a 

rather long period of time. The protagonist returns in a Rip Van 

Winkle fashion after being gone for one complete Earth year. If 

Sassi intended the psychological interpretation, a much shorter span 

of time, even a day or night, would have been more effective. 

Nevertheless, the humor of the story l ies in the fact that an Amazon 

Queen (from the "Plan§ta Viajante"), searching for a "Prfncipe 

Consorte," a strong, viri le mate (for pleasure and reproduction), 

abducts a chaste and dedicated priest. "Despido o pr§so, pos-se o 

eunuco a inspecion^-lo com todo o cuidado . ... — Que belo exem

plar!" (p. 36). "Voc§ £ um homem completo, um reprodutor de classe" ' 

(p. 38). 

1 .  " . . .  c a m i n h o u  p a r a  § l e  [ I o v f ]  s o b r e  a  a r e i a  p e l a n d o  d e  
quente sem sentir nada alem de ondas e ondas de extase" (p. 116). 
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When the priest is introduced to Hipdlita, the extremely 

beautiful and well-endowed queen, he falls to his knees and starts 

praying! Hip61ita questions his viri l ity. "Voc§ tem certeza de que 

§le d completo mesmo? —Absoluta, Majestade. Eu mesmo f iz o exame. 

Urn belo macho reprodutor" (pp. 40-41). She then questions her own 

appeal, since the priest has rejected her: 

Hip61ita correu a consul tar urn enorme espelho. Viu-se de 
corpo inteiro, as feigoes belfssimas, os olhos claros, os 
cabelos . . . tudo belo e perfeito. Entao a Rainha sorriu, 
satisfeita, ante a imagem que o espelho The devolvia, e 
apalpou os seios.1 Era ela a unica a possui-los, e assim tao 
lindos e opulentos. Apalpou-os com voltipia, e exclamou: 
—Hei de venc§-lo! £• uma questao de capricho. (p. 41) 

This is a genre with zest, humor, and vitality. This l itera

ture is alive and i t is enjoyable reading. It is also unique in the 

motifs i t brings to sf. 

While sf writers and crit ics in other lands debate the "new 

wave," the "old wave," definitions of sf, gadgetry, etc., etc., the 

Brazilian writers have done their own thing, and done i t well. The 

fact that most writers are not aware of their unique approach and 

motifs is relatively unimportant. I t is interesting, however, that 

this very innocence shows just how visceral their l iterature is. The 

vital themes they select for their stories surely demonstrate their 

love for l ife and humanity. 

1. G. M. Kirkwood, A Short Guide to Clamvi-oal Mijtholotjij (New 
York: Holt, Rinclmrt and Winston, 19139), p. 7. Kirkwood states that 
the name Amazon means "brcastless." In Sassi's story, only the queen 
has breasts. All the other women are flat-chested, hence her pride. 
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. Brazilian sf, while dealing with standard themes of sf, such 

as robots, spaceships, war and destruction, also includes motifs which 

rarely, i f ever, appear in the genre in English. The Brazilian nature 

and character (BrasiKdade), education, culture, wit and prejudice 

produce a uniquely Brazilian l iterature. 



CHAPTER 3 

LITERARY AND ARTISTIC QUALITIES 

Style 

Science fiction in English has more than its share of hack 

writers. Too many writers and editors have mistaken imagination and 

content for l iterary talent. James Blish has stated, "Prior to 1926, 

sf could be published anywhere, and was; and i t was judged by the same 

standards as other f iction. Once Gernsback created a periodical 

ghetto for sf, that gate was opened to the regular publication of bad 

work, in fact, this became inevitable."1 Another crit ic, Stanton 

Coblentz, has said that in science fiction the idea is everything.2 

On the other side of the coin, there are some writers who feel 

that style is everything. Samuel R. Delany, one of the "new wave" 

writers, wrote in an essay, "Put in opposition to 'style,' there is no 

such thing as 'content.'" "... 'content' does not exist."3 This 

may be an overreaction to the longstanding tradition of content-

oriented sf, but i t does indicate that sf in England and the U.S. has 

1. Blish, Move Issues at Hand, pp. 118-19. 

2. Fletcher Pratt, "A Critique of Science Fiction," Modern 
Science Fiction, ed., Reginald Bretnor (New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 
1953), p. 81. 

3. Samuel R. Delany, "About Five Thousand One Hundred and 
Seventy-Five Words," SF: The Other Side of Realism, Thomas D. 
Clareson, ed. (Bowling Green. Ohio: Bowling Green University Popular 
Press, 1971), pp. 130-31. 
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for many years been a three-legged animal. Either l iterary style has 

been sacrificed for "content" or else the writers have simply lacked 

the talent and ability to produce creative works of l iterary value. 

Critics often refer to "good" sf. Each seems to have an idea 

of what "good" sf is, yet their essays revolve mainly around content-

extrapolative-plausibil ity, rather than the l iterary quality of the 

work. Fortunately, some crit ics do recognize the problem. J. G. 

Ballard has stated: "Science fiction must jettison its present narra

tive forms and plots. Most of these are far too explicit to express 

any subtle interplay of character and theme . . . ."1 He adds that 

the reader must be will ing to "accept a more oblique narrative style, 

understated themes, private symbols and vocabularies" (p. 121). 

Kingsley Amis, in New Maps of Hell, states that there is a necessity 

for "increased pressure against the bad writer and a growing concern 

for style . . . . "2 

Another writer/critic stated in an essay: "Sf has been inno

cent of ordinary l iterary standards . ... Even today [1970], most 

science fiction continues to be written in a dull prose that not only 

remains much the same from story to story, but even from author to 

author. Prose that sings or cuts is rare."3 

1. Brian Aldiss, "The Wounded Land: J. G. Ballard," SF: The 

Other Side of Realism, ed., Tbomas D. Clareson, p. 120. 

2. Kingsley Amis, New Maps of Hell (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, 1960), p, 151. 

3. Alexei Panshin, "Science Fiction in Dimension," SF: The 
Other Side of Realism, ed., Thomas D. Clareson, p. 328. 



Some of this same crit icism could and should be leveled at a 

few of the Brazilian sf writers. But I  believe that i t is imperative 

to point out that the majority of Brazilian writers do place more 

emphasis on style than on content. This undoubtedly results from the 

fact that most Brazilian sf is not "scientific" (as I  pointed out in 

Chapter 1), and that most of the writers have been educated in the 

humanities, not the sciences. They possess l iterary awareness. 

Of greater significance is the fact that several of Brazil 's 

"best" sf writers were previously recognized writers in other genres. 

They dabbled in sf and their genius could not be hidden. According 

to Damon Knight, the situation was quite different in English sf. 

"If science-fantasy has to date failed to produce much great l itera

ture, don't blame the writers who have worked in the field; blame 

those who, out of snobbery, haven't."1 

Quite clearly, the "good" writers of Brazil did a great service 

to the field of sf by treating i t with respectability, thereby making 

i t palatable and even enjoyable, at least for the better educated in 

the country. 

I  now hasten to add that not all Brazilian sf has great 

l iterary merit. Compare the following two quotes, the f irst from an 

amateur writer (Martello) and the second from a professional writer 

(Dinah Silveira de Queiroz): 

0 homem de estranhas vestes sentou-se solitSriamente naquela 
planura sem fim. Olhou extasiado o longo foguete, um 
quil6metro adiante. 

1. Knight, In Search of Wonder, p. 2. 
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Subito, labaredas tingiram a monocronicitica paisagem, e 
o engenho comegou a se elevar lentamente do solo.. 

0 homem solitcirio sorriu por dentro de seu capacete 
transparente.1 

t ie viu a figura da mocinha, as pernas finas, os cabelos 
negros, o vestido voejando como uma vela enfunada a subir 
e a descer a encosta do monte. Estava agora ao lado dela 
e sabia que uma euforia de vida reconquistada, de l ibertagao, 
era experimentada pel a criatura. Ao mesmo tempo, como num 
desenho inipressionista, via-lhe os cabelos Ss costas e podia 
apreciar seu rosto fresco e rosado. ("Anima," Comba Malina, 
p. 110) 

These two selections are characteristic of each writer's style. 

Martello deals mainly with action, while Dinah writes mainly descrip

tive narrative. Her style reflects a desire to convey beauty, both 

outward (in nature) and inward (in profound human qualities of 

emotions and moods, as well as in the intellect and the spirit or 

soul). Many of Martello's stories, although stylistically weak, do 

have value for their psychological interpretations. 

For fear that someone may incorrectly conclude that the 

stylistic differences in Dinah and Nil son Martello simply reflect a 

"masculine" point of view as opposed to the "romantic" approach of a 

woman, I  feel compelled to add a short quote from a story by Andre 

Carneiro: 

A vibragao paralisava os s@res vivos ao redor. As f61has 
azuis e amarelas, recolhidos os fi lamentos, aninhavam-se nas 
reentr£ncias dos malentel. At6 onde o som atingia, tudo 
parecia se reclinar, como se o sagrado momento da reprodugao 

1. Nilson Martello, "A Partida," Mil Sombras da Nova Lua 
(Sao Paulo: EdArt, 1963), p. 39. 
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estivesse proximo. Em todo o planita mil hares de sons 
id§nticos criavam-se naquele momento. Repentinamente a 
atmosfera tornou-se roxa. A Leste, comegou a atravessar 
lentamente o clu, Fibos, o menor.1 

This is the work of a poet. The lyrical prose creates a mood 

through which the reader becomes a participant rather than a spectator 

of the "cosmic intercourse" which Andre describes. Without a doubt, 

the great talent and stylistic ability of writers l ike Dinah and Andr£ 

have added a new dimension which is only occasionally achieved by the 

better writers of the so-called "new wave" in U. S. and British sf.2 

Lexicon 

The use of special vocabulary (or neologisms) referring to 

people, places, and things appears occasionally in both English and 

Brazilian sf, but i t does not play a dominant role in either language. 

English sf of the thirties and forties relies more heavily on "created" 

vocabulary referring to places and equipment as the writers' imagina

tion often ran rampant. By the fift ies and sixties, there is a change 

in emphasis and the lexicon normalizes somewhat. 

The vocabulary of sf must, however, introduce some variation 

from the accepted contemporary norm,3 for i t would be ludicrous to 

1. Andr£ Carneiro, "Noite de Amor na GalSxia," Diavio da Nave 
Pevdida (Sao Paulo: EdArt, 1963), p. 76. 

2. Other Brazilian writers who demonstrate a f ine stylistic 
ability are Rubens Scavone, Zora Seljan, L. Fagundes Telles, Antonio 
D'Elia, Fausto Cunha, and Nelson Leirner. 

3. Rachel de Queiroz brought up an interesting point in our 
interview regarding the viability of the Portuguese language for sf. 
"A l ingua que eu gosto mais para a ficgao cientifica e o inglds." 
"Nao sei se £ por causa da abundgncia dos verbos e os substantivos de 
uso t£cnico." What does she feel about French in sf? "Acho que o 
francos 6 horn vel." 
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present a story which takes place one thousand years from now (perhaps 

on some distant planet) using the identical lexicon we presently use. 

Nil son Martello, in "Da Mayor Speriencia," employs "old" Portuguese 

because the action takes place in the 14th century. Of course, we can 

reproduce language of the past because we have examples we can follow. 

Going into the future l inguistically becomes an impossibil ity, but we 

can convey a sense of futurity by inventing certain types of vocabulary. 

Some examples of the types of words used in English sf are 

(names) Arno, Marika, Es Pu, Ao, Vyrko, Aydem (Adam) and Agveh (Eve). 

In Brazilian: Tss, Vrona 17-47-y, FrSnio, A-Rubi, Val-t, and Ma-H6re, 

not to mention Olav Olstein and Coronel Benjamin Spark. One writer, 

Nilson Martello, relies heavily on English names; from Helen, Marie, 

and Peter, to Sargento McMillan, Coronel Burn, and Captain Richard 

(just to mention a few).1 

Many unusual place names can be found in both English and 

Brazilian sf. In English: Tobor, Lakkdarol, and Xeria (how about 

Urope and Nyork?). In Brazilian: Tuj, Subzimbra-8, G§ndia-Z, and 

Tal6i. A similar l ist of futuristic equipment would show the creative 

(and often humorous) ingenuity of the writers. 

1. The nearly excessive use of English names can be 
attributed to the fact that the U. S. space program received world
wide attention while the Russian program was cloaked in secrecy. 
Also, most of the sf published is in English, so there is a tendency 
to imitate and in some way lend credibil ity to the characters. More 
important may be the fact that Brazilians regard highly anything from 
the U. S. (see Chapter 1) and they find English names exotic. 
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In Brazilian sf, the most productive of the lexical innovators 

is Andri Carneiro. His interest in the sciences as well as in the 

creative l iterary field is evident when we look at some of the vocabu

lary he has introduced to the field: musitron, hipnocine, tradulang, 

trad-"hertz," mep-14, obnomem6ria, bib!ioimatec, cosmexil (saudade of 

astronauts), and, of course, sexi-bo. 

In "Noite de Amor na Galcixia," he introduces several new words, 

mainly to add a sense of cosmic mystery and excitement to the poetic 

prose [stuas — birds?, martingros — animals, or the inhabitant of 

the planet; wharton centen^rio — form of l ight which adds to the 

erotic environment; crondela — a type of bed or hammock; siflavam — 

? (a verb); plus malentel and devissel (meanings not clear)]. 

Created vocabulary, although not essential to sf, may be used 

to create certain moods or stylistic effects. Carneiro's stories, as 

well as those of several other writers, are enhanced by the use of 

neologisms and "exotic" words. 

Brazilian Science Fiction: The Sensual Atmosphere 

Just as neologisms may be used to help create a certain mood 

in sf, standard lexicon, used skil lfully may achieve the same end. 

Too often, the mood created in sf is that of fear and horror (i.e., 

the Gothic tale). Few writers have succeeded in creating a sensual 

mood or atmosphere, perhaps because many considered this area to be 
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taboo1 in sf, or perhaps because they lacked the necessary talent. 

One notable exception in American sf is the writer Philip Josg Farmer. 

Sam Moskowitz, in Explorers of the Infinite, states regarding Farmer: 

"His short novel, The Lovers, which appeared in 1952, was a landmark 

in the history of science fiction. Every word of the 40,000-word 

story was keyed to the basic theme of sex, but i t was sex treated as 

a scientific base of the story, not for its own sake or for 

t it i l lation."2 

Another crit ic, James Blish, does not agree with Moskowitz on 

the value of The Lovers. He states that Sturgeon "... has also 

published apologies for two spectacularly trashy hard-core pornographic 

novels by Philip Jos£ Farmer, and is rumored to be working on one 

1. "There were those who felt that the ban on sex was wrong. 
Writing in the December, 1945, Fantasy Times, Thomas S. Gardner, Ph.D., 
said: 'Sex should be incorporated into science fiction as a standard 
l ife pattern and treated from all phases just as polit ical systems are 
discussed . ... Sex is very, very tabu, and can cause the most 
violent disagreement possible. Just why that is so is hard to 
understand.1 

"G. Legman, erotica authority, presented his theory. 'The 
reason for this (omission of sex from science fiction) is neither due 
to oversight nor external censorship, but the fact that the largest 
percentage of the audience for the echt-pulp science-fiction l itera
ture is composed of adolescent boys (who continue reading i t even 
after they are grown up), who are terrif ied of women, sex, and pubic 
hair.1" Sam Moskowitz, Seekers of Tomorrow (1961; rpt. Westport, 
Connecticut: Hyperion Press, 1974), p. 398. 

Moskowitz says that the above may "explain the policy that 
kept sex out of science fiction, but i t fails to explain the absolute 
rejection of such material until Philip Jos£ Farmer's The Lovers. The 
answer most probably is that science fiction is a l iterature of ideas" 
(p. 398). Sex is available in other forms, other places. 

2. Sam Moskowitz, Explorers of the Infinite (Cleveland, Ohio: 
The World Publishing Company, 1963), p. 345. 
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himself. From his hands, such a work might even contain a few 

discoverable shreds of artistic merit."1 Although Farmer broke the 

taboo on sex in sf, and even though he deals with the theme of sex, 

he does not necessarily create a mood or atmosphere of sensuality. A 

Brazilian author who has taken the theme of sex and has created a 

truly artistic novel which exudes sensuality from beginning to end, 

not only in vocabulary, but in the entire environment he creates, is 

Andr£ Carneiro. His unpublished novel "Piscina Livre" opens with 

Blanche on her way to the "sala de escolha" for a new sexual experi

ence; "Havia musica ou sons, perfumes leves . ... 0 teto pulsava em 

ondulagoes de azul. As paredes eram gordas, acolhedoras, tinham uma 

pele sedosa e morna . .." (p. 2). It closes with her on her way to 

satisfy the. house guests. "Maria [same girl] foi para a sala do amor, 

onde os hdspedes a esperavam" (p. 160). 

All aspects of l i fe in this sexual Utopia reflect a sensual 

and erotic environment. The (often) sensitive, poetic descriptions 

convey a feeling of oneness with nature, whether i t be in a pastoral 

scene or even a womb-like surrounding. In essence, i t is nature 

recreated mechanically and scientifically. Blanche becomes one with 

nature: 

Ela fechou os olhos, a face virada para cima, as pernas 
levemente abertas. Afastou o cabelo das orelhas para ouvir o 
som das carfcias. 

— Several, vou dormir, sonhar que sou cirvore, mar dansando 
na areia, fOlha sica . ... (p. 100) 

1. Blish, Move Issues at Hand, p. 78. 
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. . . tirou a roupa, escolheu os f i ltros e estendeu-se 
no terrago, as pernas bem abertas, o calor The entrava pelo 
sexo . . . sol e mulher concebendo alegria na tarde. (p. 109) 

The sensual womb-like environment is enhanced by architecture 

that resembles the sex organs: "seu tempio imenso, em forma de sexo 

feminino, era flexfvel e umido" (p. 144); and by rooms that convey a 

human fleshy quality: " . . . os dois deitarem-se no chao vibracional 

onde parecia existir maos e dedos fazendo caricias, envolvendo os dois 

c o r p o s  n u m a  t e r c e i r a  p o s s e  i n t e r m i n ^ v e l "  ( p .  3 8 ) ;  A s  p a r e d e s  " . . .  

tinham uma pele sedosa e morna, Blanche apoiou-se nelas, abriu os 

bragos, foi recebida com ternura de gato . . ." (p. 2). 

Since the entire culture revolves about the sensual pleasures, 

i t seems logical that religion should be based on the erotic. Man 

becomes God1 and sex becomes his prime concern. The exaltation of the 

flesh, rather than the subduing of i t, becomes the religious duty of 

each person. [Recall the orgiastic worship of Diana in the Greek 

temples. According to Henry H. Halley, "Sexual vice was actually part 

of heathen worship, and recognized as a proper thing in heathen festi

vals. Priestesses of Diana and kindred deities were public prostitutes" 

(Bible Handbook., p. 618) .J2 The temples, as well as the "worship" are 

1. Andre's trinity becomes Eat, Lov, and Run, also known as 
Je-Hi-Vei. He explains that Je once came to Earth, but the people 
kil led him (they thought), so he returned to Hi and Vei. The people 
begged him to return, but none of the three went back to Earth (pp. 
89-90). Man is on his own! Man becomes God, "0 apelo da carne e a 
marca da nossa divindade." The Central Computer plays the active role 
of God. When the androids learn how to "trick" the computer, they 
feel equal to man and demand independence with equality. 

2. Henry H. Halley, Bible Handbook, 20th ed. (Chicago: 
Halley, 1955). 
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extremely erotic. The l itany of the communion serves as an example: 

Carne vestida de espago 
isolada de todos 
sem colar nem pulseira 
para as mensagens do mundo 
sinta o calor dos dedos 
do sangue e dos nervos 
que te conhecem 
te afagam 
te seguram 
na linguagem do amor 
que afasta o m§do . (p. 31) 

As part of her religious duty, Blanche experiences the 

Profissao de F£ in the Tempio do Contato: 

despe o instrumento 
veste a palavra, o olhar, 
o contato dos dedos 
na pele que espera 
o prazer e conta dos 
desejos, da f6rga, da 
emogao dos teus nervos, 
toca com teus labios 
o sangue que circula 
na veia que te preme 
os seios . . . . (p. 13) 

As these examples point out, the entire novel is wrapped in a 

warm (if not feverish) blanket of sensuality. Each scene, each descrip

tion, each word has been carefully selected to maximize the erotic and 

sensual environment, culture, and society of this Utopia. This is a 

far cry from Orwell 's 1984 or Huxley's Brave New World, not to mention 

More's Utopia. "Piscina Livre" is a product of the Renaissance man of 

the twentieth century. Andrd's concept of the evolution of man may 

appear to some to be ludicrous, but one needs only to project the 

cultural, polit ical, industrial, technical, and sexual evolution of 

the past century by ten or fifteen times to realize that Andrd's world 

is a plausible extrapolation of what the future may hold. On the 



surface, "Piscina Livre" contains nothing that would l ink it to Brazil 

and Brazilian culture. But, given Brazilians' dedication to the 

sensual and the erotic, i t may well represent a realistic projection 

of this great country's culture and religion in the coming centuries. 

Poetic Quality of Brazilian Science Fiction 

In English, few writers exhibit the ability to produce a poetic 

or lyrical quality in the sf genre. Ray Bradbury, the author of The 

Martian Chronicles, stands out as the finest example of a writer cap

able of producing poetic sf prose. Others may exist, but the number 

is smal1. 

In Brazil, several writers have produced sf works that are 

highly lyrical in tone and mood. Again, this can be attributed to 

the fact that several of the sf writers were recognized poets and 

novelists in their own right before they jumped into sf during the 

1960s. 

Rubens Scavone, author of several novels outside of the sf 

genre, often uses long descriptive passages, some of which occasion

ally approach the poetic. His descriptions of nature and of the inner 

emotions are most exceptional. In the f irst of the two following 

examples, I  have taken the l iberty of rearranging the lines in order 

to enhance the visual aspect of the poetic content. 

A mancha opalina do Pacifico fincava o olhar 
Como se procurasse ver o que se estava passando 
Naquele seu pedago transviado, 
Atirado ao espago em tempos imemoriais, 
Como a vigiar eternamente aquela fragao de materia, 
partfcula de seu todo, 
A espera do dia longfnquo do ret6rno, 
Quando entao a velha Terra, como seu irmao Saturno, 
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Ganharia cintilantes andis, 
Chaniando talvez a atengao 
Dos outros mil hoes de s§res da Gal^xia. 

("As Cinzentas Planicies da Lua," p. 87) 

Iva estava perto da coberta transparente e era durante 
a hora amarela, em seus estertores finais, quando Dione 
se escondia junto a borda de Saturrio. Uma luz dourada 
e difusa se coava para o interior da b61ha. Tudo era 
secretamente tranquilo e o reflexo de ouro banhava o 
retrato, anulando-lhe as c6res originais. 

("F16res para uma Terrestre," p. 6) 

Andr£ Carneiro, who insists that "science fiction £ l iteratura" 

and that "o escritor de ficgao cientffica tem que ser um homem culto," 

also believes that "l iteratura § uma arte de comunicagao, de 

sensibil idade . . . .Ml The problem for the writer, then, l ies more 

in the difficulty of communicating effectively what he feels, senses, 

and believes, than in the creation of ideas. Andrd told me: 

0 problema que eu tenho em exprimir o meu pensamento e 
exatamente o problema do homem, £ exatamente o problema da 
l iteratura. N6s usamos signos, n6s usamos palavras; essas 
palavras tem significado que exige, em primeiro lugar, um 
entendimento da outra pessoa dentro desta l ingua. E esta 
palavra significa muito pouco at£ ela ser juntada a outras 
palavras. E no fim da frase, ou no fim do periodo o escritor 
ou o orador sente que o seu pensamento era mais sutil, seu 
pensamento era mais extenso, e aquilo que §le traduziu em 
palavras & apenas uma tentativa de comunicagao. 

Perhaps Andre's very profound concern over communication (not 

only of our everyday problems, but also of the creative and the artis

tic) has forced him to develop a sensitive skil l of transcribing 

emotions into symbols, the intangible into the tangible. I  believe 

1. Personal interview. Several of his stories deal with man's 
inability to communicate and the resulting tragedy. See, for example: 
"0 Mudo," "A Espingarda," and "A Invasao." 



that "Piscina Livre" demonstrates his ability to take abstract ideas 

and transpose them aesthetically into a concrete world. For Andrd, 

the ideal form of communication is through mental telepathy so that 

the ideas are not corrupted by the symbols. However, there are times 

when the symbols (language) are more important than the idea. Take, 

for example, art and music. Here i t is the "communicating" itself that 

carries the value. The visual and auditory experience supersedes the 

value of the idea or content. The same often holds true for l iterature. 

Fortunately, Andr£ sti l l has to use the written word to communicate. 

The poetic quality of his stories unmistakably demonstrates a sensitive 

and artistic personality. In "Noite de Amor nas Galcixias," the very 

common but mysterious act of procreating is converted into a beauti

fully described scene which transcends the mundane and becomes a cosmic 

intercourse. 

0 tapete azul e amarelo atingira o vale. As primeiras f61has 
intumescidas comegavam o dificil caminho de volta. ti le apontou 
tamb£m o satdlite e sons paralelos exprimiram o mesmo pensamento. 
Seus tent^culos envolveram a companheira e deitaram-se mais na 
crondela que ficcou rente ao solo. 0 perfume espalhou-se, 
provocado pelo calor dos dois corpos. Bern alto, o gSs dos 
meridianos fazia desenhos estranhos, cercando as estr§las. As 
arvores mais proximas do vale pendiam, carregadas de folhas 
dmidas, refletindo o brilho roxo de Fibos, o menor. As veias 
dos martingros vibravam, a mdsica dos seus pensamentos alimentava 
o corpo reclinado para trSs. (Diavio, p. 76) 

Andr£ describes a world of color, emotions, odors, and music. 

Like the loaves that become gorged with water, the martingros become 

satisfied in love. All nature participates in this strange activity. 

"Um g£rmen de vida crescia, no mist£rio dos plangtas e galcixias" 

(p. 77). 
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Zora Seljan describes, in "Maternidade,"1 the act of giving 

birth. The birth can be taken either as that of a baby or of the act 

of artisitic creation. The style is exceptionally descriptive and 

poetic. 

Com os olhos do rosto fechados, e abertos os olhos da mente, 
Ant6nio, ali, sorrindo, divertia-se observando o passado. 
(p. 131) 

Encostou a cabega na de Ant6nio e procurou tocar com a testa 
o diadema fino que era caminho do tempo, (p. 131) 

Entumecida e radiante, vibrava de espasmo e a carne de sua 
mente seguia cheia de gozo o f.luxo inebriante das infindaveis 
carfcias. (p. 132) 

Aos poucos foi-se acalmando, e, depois, cortou, com os raios 
ultra-violetas das ondas de luz colorida, o cordao umbelical 
. ... Ant6nia deitou o menino, cobriu-o de nuvens 
aquecidas • (p. 133) 

The highly polished, stylized, poetic descriptions of these 

authors, although not typical of all Brazilian writers, demonstrate 

again a quality which, i f not unique, is seldom matched in English sf. 

One reason for this is vividly expressed by Patrick Moore, a science 

fiction writer and crit ic, who tells of an aspiring journalist's 

reaction to Moore's suggested changes on an inferior manuscript: 

"I suppose you are right," he wrote back. "I never have been 
much good at English really. Stil l, I  suppose I  can always 
make a l iving by writing science fiction or something, just 
l ike you do." 

It was the perfect retort, even though a completely innocent 
one. It is worth quoting, because i t sums up the general belief 
that in order to write a science-fiction story one has only to 
invent a planet such as Strorp, Ploop, Plenj, or Thoss, people 
i t with grotesque beings who keep one tentacle clasped firmly 
round the butt of a ray-gun, and let the plot and style look 

1. Gumercindo R. Dorea, ed., Historias Do Aaontecera (Rio de 
Janeiro: Edigoes GRD, 1961). 



after themselves until the moment when the hero sinks to his 
doom in a Venusian bog or is clasped to the red-hot breast of 
a Jovian firemaiden.1 

Moore sums this up by saying, "Style in science fiction is just 

as important as in a conventional novel." Yes, and perhaps even more 

so, because good "science fiction is, in fact, extremely difficult to 

write . .." (p. 183). He added that another reason why there is a 

shortage of good science fiction "is that authors of established repu

tation and proved ability are wary of entering a f ield which some 

reviewers sti l l regard as disreputable" (p. 183). 

The fact that Brazilian sf was written by accomplished writers 

should explain and justify the unique approach and style demonstrated 

in many of the works in this genre. 

Point of View 

The majority of Brazilian science fiction stories are written 

with what could be called a standard or traditional point of view, 

that usually being a third person narrative. There are several works, 

however, that deserve close attention, for they are written with a 

point of view that is not so common. The writers, in an effort to 

enhance their f iction, employ a variety of techniques which in some 

cases tend to produce in the narrative a sense of reality and 

plausibi1i ty. 

One such approach is to write the story in the form of a diary 

or journal. Carneiro very effectively uses this technique in "Diario 

1. Patrick Moore, Science and Fiction (London: George G. 
Harrap & Co., Ltd., 1957), p. 183. 
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da Nave Perdida" and in "A Organizagao do Dr. Labuzze." The f irst 

story is superior to the second for i t contains character development 

of the protagonist, something rarely achieved in short stories. 

Menezes, in "0 Ultimo Arti lheiro,"1 employs the journal technique in 

a countdown from 166 (days) to 0. The protagonist takes his own l i fe 

on day zero. Using the journal or diary point of view can be effec

tive when properly handled by the author. Both Menezes and Carneiro 

employ this technique well.2 

A few authors use letters to introduce a different point of 

view. This was done with great effect by the Spanish writer, Juan 

Valera, in Pepita Jimenez. In "Agua de Nagas£qui" by Da Silva, the 

protagonist receives letters from a "radioactive" Japanese immigrant 

to Brazil, and these constitute the main body of the story. 

Since a videogram might be more appropriate than a letter in 

the year 3,144, Sassi, in "Lamentagoes da Jovem Noiva," uses this 

approach to enable a frustrated bride to communicate with her husband. 

Written in the f irst person, the message is warmly conveyed (see 

Chapter 2). 

More common than the diary or letter technique is the point of 

view presented in the form of newspaper accounts, manuscripts, and the 

1. The theme is similar to that of the fi lm The Omega Man, 
which was taken from Richard Matheson's book, I Am Legend. Also, 
compare to Carneiro's story, "A Espingarda," and Sassi's "Willy 
Gerber, 0 Missioncirio." 

2. Scavone's "0 Fim da Aventura," written partially in 
journal form, lacks stylistically the merit of the above-mentioned 
works. 
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historical chronicle. Carneiro in ."Invasao"1 and Da Silva in "A 

V£spera dos Mortos"2 effectively integrate newspaper reports into the 

stories to achieve reality and enhance the veracity of the action. 

The accounts take on a credible historical quality, exactly what the 

authors hoped to achieve.3 

The use of "manuscripts" as a l iterary technique is an old one 

A notable example of f iction which is purported to be a manuscript is 

Don Quixote de la Manaha. Cervantes relates that he obtained the his

torical manuscript written by Cidi Hamete Benegeli, an Arabic 

historian. 

Two manuscripts, one discovered by the conquering invaders in 

Carneiro1s "0 Comedo do Fim," and the other one, found by the protag

onist on a bus, in "Desafio" by Ney Moraes,1 '  give a feeling of reality 

urgency, and historicity to the accounts. This l iterary trick is 

effective. 

Nilson Martello employs a similar approach when he states at 

the end of "Da Mayor Speriencia" that i t is "De uma cr6nica do s£c. 

XIV." A f ictit ious historian in the story states, "Essa historia 

1. Andrd Carneiro, 0 Homem que Adivinhava (Sao Paulo: EdArt, 
1966). 

2. Domingos Carvalho Da Silva, A Vespera dos Mortos (Sao 
Paulo: Ed.itora Coliseu, 1966). 

3. John Dos Passos, a Luso-American, used this technique 
wi th about  the same resul ts  in  h is t r i logy cal led u.  S. A.  

4. Ney Moraes, "Desafio," Alem do Tempo e do Espago (Sao 
Paulo: EdArt, 1965). 
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deixo escritto para que a recebam em manda o futuro . . . ."1 The 

narrative contains three points of view. First, a third person 

account of the king and his subjects on a hunting trip; second, a f irst 

person account by the king of his encounter with "Belzebu," an alien 

from outer space; and third, the historian's f irst person admonition 

that the young should learn from the old, " . . . que tern mayor 

speriencia das coisas y som niais prudentes" {Mem do Tempo, p. 60). 

While some stories vary their point of view with use of 

newspaper reports,2 others are written in a dialogue form simulating 

a radio or personal interview.3 

Several stories employ the f irst person narrator point of 

view, while a larger number have the f irst person as the protagonist. 

The narratives recounted from the latter point of view seem to be 

more intense and more emotional. I t may be that the reader relates 

and empathizes more easily with the personal accounts. 

An interesting and perhaps unique point of view appears in 

"Chamavam-me de Monstro" by Cunha.4 Told in the f irst person, the 

1. Martello told me in an interview: "E e escrito em por-
tugu§s arcaico. Realmente nao £ escrito em portugu§s arcaico. Depois 
de ter trabalhado o conto por diversas v§zes a gente 1 ia e nao enten-
dia." After a good laugh, he explained that he worked i t over until 
i t was "compreensfvel." 

2. "Invasao," Carneiro; "A V£spera dos Mortos," Da Silva; "Os 
Filhos do Vento," Sassi. A reporter's account: "A B61ha e a Cratera," 
Scavone; a personal account: "0 Homem que Hipnotizava," Carneiro. 

3. "Floralis," Menezes; "Plangtas Habitados," Carneiro; "A 
Flor dos C£us," Martello. 

4. Fausto Cunha, As Noites Marcianas (Rio de Janeiro: 
Edigoes 6RD, 1960). 
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story relates the activities and travels of an atom.1 (Cunha's 

approach reminds me somewhat of the Reader's Digest medical series, 

"I 'm Joe's Liver," "I 'm Joe's Blood," etc.) "Se algum dia eu voltar 

a Ghrh, falarei d§ste lugar maravilhoso que § o plan§ta Terra. Mas 

£ bem possfvel que eu nao volte nunca" (p. 39). The atom tells of 

his experiences, f irst traveling in outer space, then on Earth, 

becoming part of a tree, a park bench, etc. Eventually, he constitutes 

part of a human being. He relates: 

Entrei numa criatura que passeava num parque . . . e logo 
se aproximou de mim outra criatura, que me levou para um 
vefculo e me conduziu para um lugar estrariho, onde se 
f a z i a m ,  s e  o u v i a m  e  s e  b e b i a m  c o i s a s  e x t r a n h a s  . . . .  
( . . . eu era uma mulher!) . ... obedeci dbcilmente ao 
homem . . . deixei que i le me despisse e se entregasse 
comigo a uma esp£cie de luta que The parecia dar um prazer 
todo especial. Para ver se compreendia melhor o que estaba 
acontecendo, transferi-me para o corpo do homem e no 
fugacfssimo intervalo de minha passegem "dela" para ele 
pude captar um sentimento de terror como nao vi igual no 
Universo. (p. 46) 

On another occasion, the atom becomes a baby, then later, a 

science fiction writer. "Neste momento, sou um escritor de 'science-

fiction.' Suspeito que hci uns s§res terrestres que talvez sejam tao 

viajados quanto eu. Parece que viajam com a imaginagao . .." (p. 47). 

Cunha's account of an atom's experience in the Universe and on 

Earth (including the experience of intercourse) appears to be unique. 

Seeing l ife from an atom's perspective is humorous and delightful. 

Having the atom end up as a science fiction writer (Cunha, of course) 

is extremely clever. 

1. A possible source for this story may be in Os Maias by 
Ega de Queiroz (P6rto: Lello&Irmao,1920), in which one of the char
acters, Joao da Ega, talks about a book he is writing entitled 
Memorias dum Atomo. 
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This story as well as several that deal with insane persons,1 

indicate a definite effort on the part of the Brazilian sf writer to 

experiment to some extent in the genre, and a desire to integrate 

Jung, Freud, and parapsychology in the sf field. 

One writer should be singled out for establishing what 

certainly must be a record in multiple points of view. Andre 

Carneiro's story, "Invasao," dealing with man's reaction to the landing 

of space beings on Earth, contains f ifty different facets in the form 

of newspaper reports, interviews, radio and television transmissions, 

and news releases from the various capitals. The total picture, with 

contributions from minor figures as well as the great world leaders, 

turns out to be a rather complete view of a serious dilemma. 

Aesthetically, "Invasao" leaves much to be desired, but the work 

structurally (and as a l iterary experiment) is sound and quite 

convincing. 

Another writer using more or less the same technique but 

fall ing much shorter on the number of perspectives (a total of nine) 

is Da Silva. In "A V£spera dos Mortos," the author uses letters, 

journals, newspaper reports, magazine articles, and police records to 

recreate the frightful events of what are to be the last hours before 

the total destruction of the Earth. The use of multiple points of 

view (exceeding two or three) is rather uncommon in sf l iterature. 

1. "Ni'mero Transcendental," Scavone; "0 Homem que Hipnotizava" 
and "0 Relatorio Secreto," Carneiro;"Os Filhos do Vento," Sassi. 
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Da Silva and Carneiro's stories demonstrate that the approach, although 

quite unique, can be very effective when used by good writers.1 

Science Fiction Characters 

Character depiction is not a forte of English sf. The writers, 

more concerned with the content than with creating "real" people, have 

come under severe attack by the critics. Edmund Crispin, a leading 

British commentator on science fiction, observes that "... the 

characters in a science fiction story are usually treated rather as 

representatives of their species than as individuals in their own 

right. They are rnatchstick men and matchstick women . . . ."2 He 

adds that science fiction offers "... a landscape with figures 

II 

Fletcher Pratt, in his essay, "A Critique of Science Fiction," 

states: "This lack of realism in character has led Bernard De Voto, 

probably the best l iterary critic in America, to describe i t as 'a 

form of l iterature which has succeeded in almost completely doing away 

with emotion.1 The criticism is a valid one . . . ."3 

The problems seem to stem more from the l iterary philosophy 

of the sf writers than from their inability to develop characters with 

1. Although "effective," these lack aesthetic value because 
the writers employ sterile news reports, etc. A very fine (non-sf) 
novel with multiple points of view is Moacir Lopes' A Ostra e o Vento 
(Rio de Janeiro: EditSra Civil izagao Brasileira, 1964). The style 
and aesthetic quality of this novel are outstanding. 

2. Amis, New Maps of Hell, p. 128. 

3. Pratt, "A Critique of Science Fiction," Modern Science 
Fiction, ed., Bretnor, pp. 80-81. 
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personality. Pratt adds, "Stanton A. Coblentz has even gone so far as 

to say that the idea is everything and the people are not important at 

all" (p. 81). 

Perhaps few writers would wholeheartedly support this state

ment by Coblentz, but quite clearly there has been a l iterary 

deficiency in this area. Robert Bloch delivers his criticism with the 

rhetorical question: "Where is the science fiction novel with the 

ordinary family man as hero . .. or the teacher . .. or the creative 

artist . .. or the philosopher?"1 

Here, then, is another area of uniqueness in Brazilian sf. In 

many stories, the "hero" (sometimes the anti-hero) is the ordinary 

person, such as: funcionarios publicos, newspapermen, playboys, 

prostitutes, young girls, a bride, a priest, professors, and grand

fathers in a family situation, just to l ist a few. 

Since we are dealing mainly with short stories, I  must make i t 

clear that the character development cannot take on the same quality 

of depth that i t would in a much longer narrative. However, the 

characters are realistic, believable people with personalities. They 

are not "matchstick" people, nor are they all superheroes, conquerors 

of the galaxies. They are people who eat, sleep, play, make love 

— people who feel. 

Several stories convincingly develop a family situation with 

characters with whom we can easily identify. One such story, "0 

1. Robert Bloch, "Imagination and Modern Social Criticism," 
The Science Fiction Novel, ed., Basil Davenport, p. 150. 
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Parafso Perdido" by Cldvis Garcia, depicts a family on Mars l istening 

to the grandfather recount the beauties of Earth.1 

0 av6 por£m, olhava as estr§las. Lembrava-se de urn outro vale, 
tamb£m calmo e tranqlii lo, tamb£ni agradSvel e quente, mas todo 
v e r d e ,  c o m  g r a n d e s  £ r v o r e s  a g i t a d a s  p e l  a  b r i s a  s u a v e  . . . .  
0 av6 vivera em outra £poca, em outro lugar e agora, quase 
cego, com os olhos nublados pela doenga e pela saudade, pro-
curava olhar as estr§las enquanto via interiormente o seu vale 
natal. 

Os outros membros da familia vieram para a frente da casa. 
0 pai sentou-se numa cadeira e acendeu o cachimbo. Os rapazes 
e s p a l h a r a m - s e  p e l o  e s p a g o  s § c o  . . . .  

Os netos menores, pordm, sentaram-se junto ao av6: 

—Av6, conte sobre a Terra, pediram.2 

In "Mobile" by Fausto Cunha, a galactic hero is made real and 

credible in the f irst part of the story as the author develops a close 

and loving relationship between grandfather and grandson. Again the 

cachimbo, symbol of home, family, love, and respect,3 comes into play. 

— Conta, av6! disse o menino, imperiosamente. 

0 av6 espetou-lhe o dedo no nariz. — Desde quando uma 
coisinha como tu me dS ordens? — falou, com sua voz 3spera. 

0 menino insistiu. 

— Conta. 

1. The story recalls the series by Bradbury, The Martian 
Chronicles. Also of interest in the story is the concept that "para
dise" is a relative thing. While the grandfather, who grew up on 
Earth, can find l itt le beauty on Mars, the children, never having seen 
Earth, are very content with their environment, since that is all they 
have known. The grandfather's saudade is convincing. 

2. Historias do Acontecera, ed., Ddrea, pp. 69-70. 

3. In this country, we call i t "Baseball, hot dogs, and Mom's 
apple pie!" 
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0 av6 mexeu no blusao e o neto deu infcio ao ritual. 
Arrebatou-lhe da mao o cachimbo frio, limpou-o com cuidado, 
bateu o resto de cinza . . . meteu a mao num dos bolsos do 
velho, retirou o saco de fumo, ericheu o fornilho, levou o 
cachimbo aos derites e acendeu-o. 0 avo acompanhava fascinado 
todos os movimentos. Quando o fumo estava uniformemente aceso, 
o menino erifiou o cachimbo entre os 13bios do velho. 

—Agora conta, disse. 

0 velho tirou uma baforada. Depois bateu com o cabo do 
cachimbo no peito da crianga e apontou para o c£u, onde as 
estr§las cintilavam. (Cunha, p. 129) 

After this scene, the avo could tell us that the moon was made 

of cheese, and who would dare contradict him! The characters are 

flesh and blood, our next-door neighbors. They certainly are not 

"matchstick" men and women. They are warm, emotional beings with 

personality. They are not "representative of their species" as 

Edmund Crispin asserts. To Robert Bloch's question, "Where is the 

science fiction novel with the ordinary family man as hero . . . ?", 

I  respond, "In Brazilian science fiction."1 

Echoes of Past Literature 

The educational background and training of the Brazilian sf 

writer in the classics and the humanities has already been mentioned 

in Chapter 1 and earlier in this chapter. It should be evident by now 

1. Some other stories with ordinary people as heroes are: 
"Um Caso de Feitigaria," "0 Homem que Adivinhava," "A Espingarda," "A 
Escuridao" by Carneiro; "Prisioneiro do Cfrculo," "Willy Gerber, 0 
Mission^rio" by Sassi; "Pavilhao de Feira," "Ukk" by Menezes; "0 
Carioca" by Dinah Silveira de Queiroz; "Ardentia" by Martello; and 
"Agua de Nagas^qui" by Carvalho da Silva. In Brazilian sf, often 
robots or androids take on human characteristics (personality, etc.). 
For example, "0 Desafio" by Ant6nio 01 into and "Zinga, 0 Robot" by 
Carneiro. Also, the androids in "Piscina Livre" are indistinguishable 
from the human beings. Basically, Martello's characters lack 
credibil ity. They are not developed. 
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that the majority of writers are cultured, l iterate, experienced 

professionals in the field of l iterature. This l iterary milieu has 

been manifested through the motifs and unique qualities of the genre. 

The writers' acquaintance with the great l iterature of the 

past very clearly shows up in many of the stories. As nearly as I  can 

determine, this constitutes a rather unique l iterary quality in 

science fiction. 

The short story writer, crit ic, and book reviewer, Antonio 

D'Elia, creates a fine sf fantasy when the two protagonists in 

"Transfert" make a space-time trip back to the scene of Dante's 

Inferno (Canto III), to become the lovers, Francesca e Paolo: 

Francesca, i  tuoi martiri 
A lagrimar mi fanno tristo e pio. 

E ela, os olhos brilhantes, p6s-se a contar ao Poeta, na mesma 
Ifngua musical, uma estranha histdria de amor, adulterio 
incestuoso e assasstnio: 

Nessun maggior dolor 
Che ricordarsi del tempo felice . . . 

Questi, che mai da me non f ia diviso, 
La bocca mi bacib tutto tremante . . . .1 

Rubens Scavone's interest in the problem of reality in "A 

Caverna," "Especialmente, Quando Sopra Outubro," and "F16res para uma 

Terrestre" very definitely reflects a close acquaintance with Plato's 

The Republic. About the story "A Caverna," Scavone told me in an 

interview, "Quando eu falo s6bre a caverna eu tento fazer um tipo de 

1. AntSnio D'Elia, Os Pistoleivos de Pistoia (Sao Paulo: 
EdArt, 1966), p. 113. 
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metSfora do mito plat6nico. Eu quis mostrar a impossibil idade do 

homem conhecer a realidade . . . 

Scavone's concern is substantiated by a statement Robert Bloch 

made at the Science Fiction Film Symposium held in Rio in 1969. Bloch 

stated, about sf writers, "Our coin is counterfeit, of course. For we 

writers, whether we call our work fantasy or science fiction, are 

dealing with appearances, not reality."1 

Scavone, in "As Cinzentas Planfcies da Lua" (also tit led 

"Morte, no Palco"), compares a fully-equipped astronaut on the moon to 

a medieval knight in armor. But i t is really in "Georges e o Dragao" 

by Alvaro Malheiros (Alem do Tempo) that this relationship is tragi-

comically developed. George, dreaming of glory and fame,2 f inds 

himself waiting to be rescued after his ship accidentally tipped over 

when i t landed on the edge of a crater. George remembers stories of 

another George on the moon, "... em que urn outro Jorge (Santo, 

diziam) investia de armadura e lan<;a contra o Dragoa da Lua, em seu 

cavalo alado" (p. 117). 

Also, the comparison to Cervantes' Don Quijote de la Mancha 

is made explicitly: 

1. Jos£ Sanz, ed., SF Symposium (Rio de Janeiro: Artes 
GrSficas Gomes de Souza, 1969), p. 41. 

2. This dream of glory followed by destruction recalls the 
myth of Icarus. The psychological interpretation for this phenomenon 
is discussed by Joseph L. Henderson in "Ancient Myths and Modern Man," 
Man and His Symbols, ed., Carl G. Jung and M.-L. von Franz (Garden 
City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1964), pp. 110-28. 
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Era uma aut@ntica armadura, a sua. Impenetrcivel e rfgida. 
Igual, talvez, aquela dos cavaleiros andantes, dos sdculos da 
fibula, que em seus elmos de ago e ferro conquistaram o incog
nito mundo das trevas, das garras do mal, das maos dos infi£is. 

Olhou em tOrno daquele maldito satelite. Sentiu-se, — 
vestido com t6da aquela armadura sideral — uma esp^cie de D. 
Quijote a lutar contra o destino ir6nico. {Alem do Tempo, p. 
115) 

Yes, a new Don Quijote, and what an ironical destiny awaits 

him. George declares, "nao poderia, agora, mudar o seu futuro" 

(p. 115), but ironically he does alter his destiny through a physical 

and mental weakening. 

Malheiros continues, "Sua vida dependia sbmente de sua boa 

estr@la . . . uma estr§la luminosa e bela que ir ia, surgir . . . 

The star, a symbol of hope and faith also is a symbol of the space

ship which will come to his rescue. The "boa estrela" also recalls 

the play La Vida es Sueno by Calderdn de la Barca. But, as Calderdn 

declares, the stars do not predestine our actions, we make our own 

destiny. Likewise, the "boa estr§la" is a neutral element. 

Ironically, we see the "estr@la" destroy George, but only because he 

weakened, and his "salvation" becomes his destruction. George, 

running low on oxygen and not able to distinguish between reality and 

fantasy, attacks with an antenna the spaceship as i t approaches for a 

landing, 

Foi nessa hora que §le reconheceu o ronco horripilante, 
ao mesmo tempo em que uma Ifngua de fogo quase o atingia, 
crestando as pedras da cratera, prdximas de seus pes. 

0 DRAGAO! (p. 119) 
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Avangou cegamente contra o bafo violento que o monstro 
assoprava, justamente com as chispas que expelia da goela 
nojenta. (p. 120) 

The end comes quickly as the rescue ship settles slowly over 

George. The knight in armor is again defeated, not by society, not 

by technology, but by the weakness of man himself. 

In "Diario da Nave Perdida," Andr£ Carneiro draws parallels 

with Shakespeare's play Othello. The protagonist astronaut, who, for 

the f irst time in his l ife, is experiencing emotions (love, passion, 

jealousy), declares, "Prefiro Otelo, negro, com suas maos primitivas, 

a premir o pescogo de Desd§mona. t  como se f6sse a suprema carfcia, 

a posse mais destruidora e definitiva" (Diario, p. 191). 

While Sassi's "0 Cinturao de Hipdlita" and Menezes' "0 Rapto 

de Marilda" deal with mythology, the l ist of stories which reflect 

Biblical influence is so long that only a few of the most notable can 

be l isted here. Some are: "A Estr61a" by Sassi; "A B61ha e a 

Cratera" by Scavone; "Nosso Refugio" by Martello; "0 Ceu Anterior" by 

Dinah Silveira de Queiroz; and "Natal" by Malheiros. 

The influence of more contemporary writers such as Huxley, 

H. G. Wells, and Jules Verne has had considerable impact on Brazilian 

writers, although, as I  have pointed out, Brazilian sf has more 

differences than similarities with these, as well as other sf writers. 

It would be improper to conclude this section without 

mentioning the great influence that Jung and Freud have had on 

Brazilian writers. They have opened a whole new universe to the field 

of sf, that is the universe of "inner space," a subject treated 



admirably by this group of Brazilian writers, notably, Martello, 

Leirner, Carneiro, Menezes, Cunha, and Scavone. 

Without a doubt, Brazilian sf offers a variety of unique 

l iterary qualities in style, point of view, characters, and in its 

reflection of great l iterary works of the past. 



CHAPTER 4 

MAN AND INNER SPACE 

Traditionally, science fiction has been concerned with outer 

space, a Buck Rogers type of l iterature. The emphasis has been on 

action. In recent years, there has been a trend away from outer space 

and towards inner space; that is, to deal with symbols and to concen

trate on the inner qualities of man, the emotional, the mental, and 

the psychological. Lois and Stephen Rose define i t as "the exploration 

of inner space and ultimate meaning."1 (Blish says that stories "come 

into being to identify the self to the self."2) 

This de-emphasis on outer space seems natural enough i f we 

consider that much of what was written in the twenties, thirties, and 

forties regarding rockets, space travel, laser beams (ray guns), 

nuclear bombs, etc., has become a reality and is now history. Some 

science fiction writers whose material dealt primarily with space 

travel and the conquest of the moon really had l i tt le to add after the 

United States placed men on the moon.3 Their dream had become reality 

and the speculative nature of their theme evaporated. 

1. Rose, The Shattered Ring, p. 19. 

2. Blish, More Issues at Hand, p. 10. 

3. Rachel de Queiroz told me in an interview (half jokingly 
and half seriously), "0s americanos estragaram tudo . . . ." 
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However, those writers who had concentrated on man, his 

symbols, his relationships, and his inner problems (dealing in the 

realm of the metaphysical, the theological, and the psychological), 

were just getting off the launching pad. Brian Aldiss has stated i t 

this way: "I 'm a surrealist at heart; that is, I'm none too sure 

whether the reality of the world agrees with its appearance. Only in 

science fiction, or near science fiction, can you express this feeling 

in words."1 

Alfred Bester states his views in the following manner: 

"Science fiction, l ike all the arts, l ike every l iving act of man, is 

a mirror of ourselves. If we can understand science fiction, without 

delusions, recriminations, attacks and defenses, we may be able to 

understand ourselves . . . and vice versa."2 The solution, l ike the 

problem, l ies within man himself. 

Some of the problems of modern man have not changed in all of 

recorded history, but while we have resolved many of the old problems 

(through technology, primarily), we have also acquired or developed 

new. ones (some of these also brought about by technology). 

Man continually struggles to find his identity and to avoid 

alienation, a problem magnified by our modern civil ization. Jung 

says:3 

1. Blish, Move Issues at Hand, p. 11. 

2. Alfred Bester, "Science Fiction and the Renaissance Man," 
The Science Fiction Novel, ed., Davenport, p. 124. 

3. Carl G. Jung, "Approaching the Unconscious," Man and His 
Symbols (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1964). 
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Man positively needs general ideals and convictions that 
will give a meaning to his l ife and enable him to find a place 
for himself in the universe. He can stand the most incredible 
hardships when he is convinced that they make sense. He is 
crushed, when on top of all his misfortunes, he has to admit 
that he is taking part in a "tale told by an idiot." (p. 89) 

Man feels isolated in the cosmos, because he is no longer 
involved in nature and has lost his emotional unconscious 
identity with natural phenomena- (p. 95) 

The more "civil ized" and the more "reasonable" man becomes, 

the greater the possibil ity for alienation and loss of identity. Jung 

says, "Our present l ives are dominated by the goddess Reason, who is 

our greatest and most tragic i l lusion" (p. 101). 

The science fiction genre opens wide the door to speculation 

and ideas. This permits man to freely use symbols which reach into 

the innermost part of man. Science fiction can function as a mirror 

which allows man to reflect on the great struggles and problems of man 

and humanity. Robert Bloch states, "... science fiction dramatizes 

the dilemma which torments modern man. I t provides a very accurate 

mirror of our own problems, and of our own beliefs which fail to solve 

these problems."1 

Several Brazilian science fiction writers have employed the 

genre to delve into the conscious and subconscious world in an effort 

to artistically and symbolically say something about the condition of 

man, such as alienation, identity, and cosmic integration (or 

disintegration). 

1. Robert Bloch, "Imagination and Modern Social Criticism," 
The Science Fiction Novel, ed., Davenport, p. 155. 
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Fausto Cunha's "61 Cygni" is a fascinating and challenging 

story which appears to have at least two interpretations. The 

protagonist, Ruth, an old and myopic prostitute, finds herself on the 

street once again. But she is not the "happy hooker." "Nao se lembra 

de uma noite pi or. Est3 sitiada pel a solidao, h3 em torno del a uma 

grade de langas pontiagudas. 'Estou ficando velha . . . . ' A 

angustia cresce . . ." (Cunha, p. 51). 

Ruth has had so many men, she is so weary, that she would l ike 

t o  f i n d  a  p l a c e  o f  r e s t  w h e r e  t h e r e  a r e  n o  m e n  a n d  n o  h o t e l s ,  " . . .  

um lugar longe e bom, sem homens, e sem hotel" (pp. 51-52). 

But l ike an automaton, she continues walking the streets near 

a lake. "Foi entao que notou o vulto junto ao poste de i luminagao." 

" . . . era uma sombra informe, deluida" (p. 52). Even as she draws 

nearer, all she can see is "um grande borrao humano." (Could this be 

humanity, death, or simply an unconscious fear?) "A noite o envolvia, 

embora tudo estivesse claro em redor" (p. 53). The man has no features, 

no distinguishing characteristics. Even though he is under the l ight, 

he is wrapped in darkness (perhaps symbolic of evil or death). 

Cunha jumps immediately into the following scene: "Comegou a 

sentir frio, um frio glacial, de grandes febres. E uma nausea 

violenta, provocada por um mau cheiro estranho, mistura de amonfaco e 

3cido f§nico. 'E a lagoa,' pensou, 'os peixes podres.' Tentou erguer 

a mao para tapar o nariz e so entao percebeu que estava imdvel, a mao 

petrif icara-se" (p. 53). 

Ruth, i t appears, now has lost touch with reality. She refuses 

to accept that she is going through the ritualistic washing of the body 
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with the "mistura de amonfaco e 5cido f§nico." She blames the 

obnoxious odors on the stench of the lake, rather than on her 

preparation for the "vulto." 

But there is something strange about the "vulto." She screams 

"Quem £ voc§?" "0 QUE E VOCE?" 

A sua frente, como um sapo gigantesco, mexia-se e borbulhava 
uma espuma negra e pegajosa. Emitia um rufdo como de gordura 
fervendo, e era fria. A luz do lampeao descia atd a espuma e 
sumiaemseu corpo — se era um corpo. Ruth sonhara certa vez 
que se afogava na lama e a sensagao que a tomou quando a gosma 
se abateu s6bre ela foi a de quem se afogasse na lama. 
'Talvez algudm me salve,' disse, e quis gritar por socorro. 
Abriu a b6ca e os Icibios ficaram abertos, entrando por eles 
aquela gosma salobra. A gosma foi abrindo caminho pel a gar-
qanta e pelo es6faqo, tomou-lhe o estOmago, os intestinos, os 
rins. Por fora cobria-lhe o corpo, descia-lhe pelas coxas 
numa cdpula monstruosa. E veio a explosao de dor. (p. 53) 

Soon, the "massa fluida . . . se transferia para o seu 

organismo . .. a espuma se infi ltrou pelo c£rebro, queimando e 

corroendo." Her whole body and mind are painfully taken over by the 

"espuma." 

"Meu Deus! §les talvez nao saibam que sentimos dor, que 
temos uma vida por dentro, nao somos apenas esta material" 
Foi seu ultimo pensamento. Uma voz que nao falava mais para 
ela, uma voz que estava em sua lfngua e em seus ouvidos mas 
vinha de uma distSncia infinita, respondeu el que deixava de 
ser: "Sabemos, sim; sabemos TUDO." 

Uma forma semelhante a de Ruth emergiu de sob o lampeao e 
o chao voltou a f icar iluminado. "Ruth" caminhou para dentro 
da lagoa, a escuridao a cingi-la como uma couraga. Ficou 
imobilizada s6bre a 3gua, sem tocci-la. A seu lado acendeu-se 
um raio azulado, logo um verde, logo um vermelho, logo um 
violeta, catorze raios formaram um cfrculo em t6rno de "Ruth," 
comegaram a girar velozmente, giravam e subiam, e de ch6fre se 
juntaram no alto em um raio branco vivtssimo. "Ruth" desapareceu. 

(0 raio mergulhou no espago rumo S planTcie incandescente 
onde os Seres de Cristal estao imdveis h espera. Estao imoveis, 
e t§m a forma de uma rosacea.) (p. 54) 



I hesitate to quote to such an extent, yet i t is essential i f. 

the reader is to understand Cunha's approach and technique. 

C.ygni, a rather newly discovered planet, signifies "swan." 

Cirlot, in A Dictionary of Symbols,1 indicates that the swan is a 

symbol of great complexity. He says, "... the swan always points 

to the complete satisfaction of a desire, the swan-song being a par

ticular allusion to desire which brings about its own death" (p. 306). 

Both sexual desire (the swan's neck is seen as a phallic symbol as 

well as a question mark) and death, then, are strongly implied by the 

t it le, as i f Cunha were preparing the reader for the content. 

The symbol of the lake, according to Cirlot, is related to 

death, but also to self-contemplation (mirror). The lake symbol 

"equates all that is on a low level spatially with what is low in a 

spiritual, negative, destructive, and hence fatal sense" (p. 167). 

Cunha here seems to prepare the way for death, either a spiritual 

(mental) or a physical death. 

The bad odor Ruth smells has two possible interpretations. 

She feels a "nSusau violenta" due to the odor, which she blames on the 

lake. On one level i t refers to the revulsion of preparing herself 

one more time for another customer. On another level, i t refers to 

the revulsion she feels as she approaches death, or loss of identity. 

But this is no ordinary customer, this is a "vulto," something 

or someone who is surrounded by darkness, even when standing right 

1. J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, Jack Sage, trans. 
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1962). 
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under the l ight. Ruth senses that something is different. She yells. 

"Who are you? What are you?" Then the giant "sapo" or toad takes 

over. Cirlot states that the toad is "the inverse and infernal aspect 

of the frog-symbol . . ." (p. 326). "... the frog was one of the 

principal beings associated with the idea of creation and resurrection 

. . ." (p. 109). Evidently, the toad symbolizes the death or 

disintegration which floods her body, both inside and out. 

This same "espuma" which "sumia em seu corpo" can also 

symbolize complete sexual immersion, since intercourse and orgasm are 

often symbolically spoken of as "death." Ruth tells about a dream she 

once had, "... que se afogava na lama . .." again a symbol of 

death, or of an orgasm. 

Her entire body, inside and out, feels the "gosma." "A gosma 

foi abrindo caminho pela garganta e pelo es6fago ..." (Deep Throat7.). 

Her entire body undergoes "uma copula monstruosa." She suffers 

terribly, "Era como se estivesse sendo dissolvido em acido . . . ." 

Yet, as Andr£ Carneiro points out in "Piscina Livre," "... imagi-

nava-o no orgasmo. A face do prazer § a mesma do sofrimento" (p. 15). 

In her pain she cries out "Meu Deus!" And she gets an answer: 

" . . . vinha de uma dist§ncia infinita, respondeu £ que deixava de 

ser: Sabemos, sim; sabemos TUDO." Then Ruth ceases to be Ruth 

(disintegration or possibly nihil ism?). Either she is dead physically 

or spiritually, or she has "died" in the sense of an orgasm symbolizing 

death. 

Next we see the resurrection of "Ruth." Who or what is this 

"Ruth"? It is unclear. But she walks toward the lake, then she 



stands, as i f transformed, on the water. Cirlot states that "the 

lake — or, rather, its surface alone — holds the significance of a 

mirror, presenting an image of self-contemplation, consciousness and 

revelation" (p. 168). Soon she stands surrounded by fourteen shafts 

of colored l ights, then, she is gone, to l ive with the Crystal Beings. 

(Could this be a heavenly paradise or integration with the Cosmos?) 

I  have endeavored to show that Cunha's symbols may refer to 

sexual intercourse or they may refer to death, either physical or 

spiritual. Cunha's use of the fourteen rays of colored l ights is 

fascinating when we consider Cirlot's comment that "death is related 

to the Element earth and to the range of colours from black, through 

the earth-coloured shades, to green" (pp. 74-75). So, again, the 

ultimate meaning of "death" remains unclear. 

Another possible interpretation which I  believe merits 

attention treats the "resurrection" as a mental and spiritual freedom 

from the body. When Ruth's mind can take no more of the "fi lth, pain 

and anguish" as a result of her activities as a prostitute, she 

mentally cries out for help and receives i t, whether i t be from God, 

suppression (into the subconscious), withdrawal into fantasy, or from 

beings from space (compare to Clarke's Childhood'a End). Her sub

conscious mind may have to blot out the conscious mind in order for 

her to escape mental collapse. Only through a process of mental 

"cleansing" can Ruth avoid the reality she is suffering. Cunha says, 

"Ficou imobilizada sobre a agua . . . ." She thus avoids the symbol 

of the lake as death and instead, the lake symbolizes a mirror 
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" . . . presenting an image of self-contemplation, consciousness and 

revelation" (Cirlot, p. 168). Perhaps through a supreme effort she is 

able to separate her body from her spirit or mind. 

The number "fourteen" "Stands for fusion and organization 

. . (p. 224), which indicates a conquest over disintegration and 

disorganization; for example, mental (or spiritual, in the sense of 

the spirit) freedom from the body. 

About the symbolism of crystal, Cirlot says: "l ike precious 

stones, i t is a symbol of the spirit and of the intellect associated 

with the spirit . ... The 'state of transparency' is defined as one 

of the most effective and beautiful conjunctions of opposites: matter 

'exists' but i t is as i f it did not exist, because one can see through 

it" (p. 71). 

Von France sees the symbol of crystal as the nuclear center, 

self. He adds, "... it stands for the union of extreme opposites, 

of matter and spirit."1 Possibly through an act of the conscious or 

the subconscious mind, Ruth is elevated above the "stench of the lake" 

(l ike crystal — the reality "exists," but i t is as i f it did not 

exist) and in a sense is purified (mentally cleansed) and set free, 

until the next trick. (The disintegration Ruth suffers could also 

refer to a cosmic integration, either in spirit or in death. She may 

become part of the great Cosmos.) 

The beauty of Cunha's story l ies precisely in the fact that 

i t exists on several levels. The "inner space trip" he describes so 

1. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation," Man and His 
Symbols, ed., Jung, p. 209. 
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artistically is rarely, i f ever, surpassed by the description of an 

outer space trip. In outer space science fiction, the reader is an 

observer, while in inner space science fiction, the reader must inter

act and be a participant. Cygni, the swan, l ike Cirlot stated, is 

indeed a complex symbol. 

Rubens Scavone also uses science fiction as a vehicle to say 

something about the condition of man. A trip into inner space, the 

subconscious (or unconscious), is beautifully and artistically 

described in "A.Caverna." 

Cirlot says that the cave or cavern, according to Jung, 

"stands for the security and the impregnability of the unconscious" 

(p. 38). When man somehow enters into the cavern of the subconscious 

(an area he should not enter since he has not yet evolved sufficiently, 

according to Scavone),1 the threat to his existence (sanity) remains 

great. 

Scavone describes what occurs to a man who discovers a cave 

in which there are many drawings of prehistoric animals (Freud's 

"archaic remnants" and Jung's "collective unconscious"). He enters 

with a lantern and a sketch pad in order to copy the figures and 

designs. After several hours of feverish work the figures suddenly 

come to l ife. The terrif ied man feels as though he will be devoured 

1. Personal interview. He said, "por exemplo, quando a 
parapsicologia conseguir desvendar urn outro, um sexto ou um s£ptimo 
sentido, entao o mundo passarci para uma nova dimensao. A caverna se 
amplia." Later, after a long discussion on evolution and brain sizes, 
he added: "Entao quando eu falo af em progresso, do homem se l ibertar 
da caverna, e pela prdpria contingincia." 
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by the monsters: 

Espantou-se, p6s-se de joelhos . ... criagao onfrica de seu 
inconsciente estimulado pelas pinturas rupestres? . . . Era urn 
grito quase humano, urn estertor angustiante de quem se aniquila 
numa explosao de dor, urro irracional de quem expele a vida, 
uivo final de quem vomita as prdprias vfsceras . ... Monstros 
antropomdrficos, conci 1 ioibulo satSnico no ventre da cordilheira. 
(P. 35) 

The man, surrounded by his primitive fear of the dark, 

animals, death, the unknown, discovers a means of escape which he sees 

as a ray of l ight, a sign of hope, but i t is a paradoxical and tragic 

hope, because the escape is into insanity or even death. 

A cavidade inteira reboou, contraindo-se sObre si mesma. Era 
um ente metaffsico que nao tolerava a intromissao em suas 
vfsceras. E o homem, consciente de seu fim, exalou o derra-
deiro suspiro, vendo uma incongruente invasao luminosa, bem 
branca, mas que tinha certo halo de esperanga, indentica h 
luz salvadora que inundava o quarto escuro do menino depois 
que o pai, satisfeito e reafirmado, abria a porta pondo tirmo 
ao castigo, l ibertando-o da sua caverna. (Scavone, p. 36) 

Jung states, "the main task of dreams is to bring back a 

sort of 'Recollection' of the prehistoric, as well as the infantile 

world, right down to the level of the most primitive instincts" 

[Symbols, pp. 98-99). Evidently, the area of the unconscious should 

be invaded through dreams only, never through the conscious mind. It 

appears that the man's success in entering the unconscious resulted in 

insanity or death (symbolically). 

Scavone explained in an interview: 

0 problema da caverna e puramente metaforico. E um indivi-
duo que esta dentro da realidade pessoal d§le, e @le procura 
partir para uma realidade alem dos sentidos. E af hci uma 
implicagao direta com os problemas da sua inf^ncia, os pro-
blemascomo pai, com a famflia, dos seus complexos. E 
atravds do isolamento na caverna, entao §le procura se relembrar 
do passado e se l ibertar daqu§le problema. Mas aquela morte 
que ocorre na histdria £ uma morte simbdlica. t ie £ destrufdo 
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pelo passado e por aquela visao essa dos monstros, dos 
elefantes, dos renos, dos l icornes, aquele besticirio mftico, 
prehistdrico, paleolftico. E todo uma simbologia do homem 
incapaz de se l ibertar porque §le nao tern a possibil idade 
ainda de conhecer o que 6 o mundo. 

Scavone clarified as well that the cave also refers 

metaphorical^ to Plato's cave: 

Quando eu falo sobre a caverna eu tento fazer um tipo de 
met^fora do mito plat6'nico . . . Entao eu quis mostrar a 
impossibil idade do homem conhecer a realidade, porque o homem, 
cerceado, seguro, pela precariedade de elementos sensoriais 
que a §le dem uma nogao da realidade, §le se fecha num tipo 
de caverna do qual §le sd v§ a sombra da realidade. E isso 
que eu quis dizer. Eu entendo que a realidade, ela d s6 
alcangada em fungao dos nossos sentidos. 

Scavone feels that, in time, man may reach reality with the 

mind as he now does with the senses. However, until man has evolved 

or developed his ability to safely reach into the unconscious, i t 

should remain off l imits, or the intruder may be "devoured" by what 

he encounters. 

Guido Wilmar Sassi uses the symbol of death to portray the 

loss of innocence and complete sexual involvement in "Estranha 

Simbiose." The protagonist, a mongoloid (Simao) approaching puberty 

and awakening to his adolescent sexual development, will ingly and 

joyfully surrenders his entire being to an ugly space creature, even 

though "Os moradores da Terra fugiram espavoridos ante o seu aspecto 

horrendo e o seu cheiro fdtido . ... Ninguem suportava a visao das 

horrendas ventosas que Ihe recobriam o corpo, e todos corriam, 

enojados, por causa do Ifquido visguento que Ihe vasava dos membros 

de polvo" (p. 47). 
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The strange being, 0 Ser, needed but one l iter of blood to fuel 

his spacecraft to return to his home. The blind, deaf, and dumb Simao 

was receptive to the Ser. When confidence was established, the Ser 

moved in for the "kil l." 

0 Ser levou Simao ate onde se encontrava a nave. A1i, 
enquanto urn dos seus tentciculos se comunicou ao motor do 
aparelho, os demais envolveram Simao, em mil abragos. Mais 
ativo se tornou o cheiro, rnais delicioso as narinas de Simao, 
e as ventosas do Ser The varreram o corpo, osculando-lhe a 
pele que se arrepiava de prazer. 0s roncos do homem tradu-
ziram as palavras de amor que sua garganta nao pronunciaria 
nunca, e seus l&bios adivinharam beijos. 

E entao foi a posse. Total, absoluta. Duas pernas, apenas, 
e tao s<5 dois bragos, tinha Simao. Outros e outras mais 
tivesse, centenas que fOssem, e nao seriam suficientes para, 
com volupia intensa, envolver o outro corpo, baralhando-se 
com os seus membros de polvo. Simao nao se importou com a 
dor que as ventosas do Ser Ihe produziam nos bragos e no 
pescogo. GQta a g6ta o seu sangue f luiu, atrav£s do corpo 
do Ser, transportando-se para o motor da niciquina, enquanto a 
escuridao dos seus olhos se rasgava, deixando-lhe entrever 
uma nesga do c£u. E assim, ao mesmo tempo em que suas maos 
conheciam as delfcias t6das que hci na terra, seu olfato per-
cebeu t6das as gamas dos perfumes. Seus ouvidos tambgm se 
abriram, e, destrogando-Ihes a virgindade, aconteceu a voz, 
o canto e a musica. 

0 Ser so deixou Simao quando o sentiu exangue. Abandonou-o, 
entao, e foi pQr em movimento a sua nave. Depois sumiu-se no 
espago, sem olhar para tr6s, sem mais importar-se com o homem 
que no solo ficara, inerte e inerme, os bragos abertos, o 
peito sossegado, nos 15bios o sorriso de calma e paz da 
revelagao suprema. (pp. 50-51) 

"Estranha Simbiose" is a l iterary delight because the story 

is so cleverly written. It exists on two different levels. First, 

on the l iteral level, the story very evidently relates a rather 

frightening science fiction episode of a boy and a space being. The 

story can also be interpreted on another level as a metaphorical 

description of loss of innocence, either through sexual intercourse, 

or possibly througn masturbation. 
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This interpretation, I  believe, can be derived from the 

symbols Sassi introduces. I  shall attempt to show that Sassi not only 

presents the concept of "loss of innocence," but he may also describe 

the method. 

Simao is young, and Sassi does not imply in any way that a 

female is involved in the relationship (although that would not be 

necessary in the metaphor). The Ser is a male being, but rather than 

being another person, I  believe that the Ser may be a symbol for 

Simao's hands. The "... tentSculos e ventosas, e a corda fria e 

umida, escondia promessas nos carinhos. . .. as ventosas do Ser The 

varreram o corpo . .." (p. 50). Here he begins the experimentation 

discovering new sensations. 

The spaceship, according to Sassi, needs but one l iter of 

blood as fuel. Very clearly, not even a miniature or even a fantasy 

spaceship could go anywhere on one l iter of fuel. But i f we see the 

rocketship as a symbol1 of the phallus, then Sassi's one l iter limi

tation seems very appropriate (and adequate!). Sassi says, "0 Ser 

levou Simao at£ onde se encontrava a nave." That is, contact between 

the Ser (hands) and ship (phallus). Then the author adds, "E assim, 

ao mesmo tempo em que suas maos conheciam as delfcias todas que hci na 

terra, seu olfato percebeu todas as gamas dos perfumes" (p. 51). 

Simao's sense of smell and touch (notice — suas maos), which normally 

are keen, on this occasion are very much alive. 

1. Bretnor, "Science Fiction in the Age of Space," Science 
Fiction, Today and Tomorrow, pp. 162-63. 
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I n  t h i s  " . . .  p o s s e .  T o t a l ,  a b s o l u t a , "  n o t  o n l y  a r e  h i s  

senses of touch and smell alive, but in that glorious moment, his dead 

senses of sight and sound are wonderfully awakened and he is just 

momentarily introduced to the world of l ight and music, in a 

" . . . revelagao suprema." I  believe that Sassi, using these 

symbols, describes the f irst adolescent exploration resulting in 

orgasm,1 a solo fl ight into sexual fantasy, but he does so artisti

cally and symbolically rather than pornographically and realistically. 

(The symbols may also represent the self identifying with the self in 

the l ife of an alienated being — Simao.) As I  have pointed out, both 

stories exist on two levels and have several possible interpretations. 

Both works are proud l iterary monuments to two fine writers with great 

psychological insight. What a tragedy that such writers continue in 

relative literary obscurity. 

The concept of "inner space" is beautifully i l lustrated in a 

story which describes a trip to outer space. The t it le of "0 

Espelho" by Nelson Leirner immediately brings to mind such ideas as 

reflections, double image and parallel worlds. 

Cirlot says about the mirror, "It has been said that i t is a 

symbol of the imagination — or of consciousness — in its capacity to 

reflect the formal reality of the visible world" (p. 201). Later, he 

1. Notice that there is great similarity in the symbolism 
of Sassi and Cunha. The symbols can be seen as death or as an 
orgasm. 
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a d d s ,  " . . .  i t  i s  r e l a t e d  t o  m o o n - s y m b o l i s m . 1  F u r t h e r  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  

the mirror is lunar is afforded by its reflecting and passive charac

teristics . ... At times i t takes the mythic form of a door through 

which the soul may free itself 'passing' to the other side: this is 

an idea reproduced by Lewis Carroll in Alice Through the Looking 

Glass" (Cirlot, pp. 201-02). For Loeffler, "mirrors are magic symbols 

for unconscious memories . . . ."2 

"0 Espelho" begins and ends with quotes from "Enovacs"3 "o 

primeiro astronauta . .." (Alem, p. 106), who poetically describes 

Titan to a group of astronauts. 

From this description of a trip to outer space, Leirner shifts 

into a description of another trip, this time into "inner space." 

This fellow astronaut approaches the moon" base. "Crateras. Sensa-

9§o de infinito. Meu foguete descia vertiginosamente . ... 

Aproximava-me do centro da gravidade. Sombra. Penumbra. Escuridao. 

Comecei a ter m§do. Sentia o fim. 0 passado tornava-se presente e o 

futuro imprevisfvel" {Alem, p. 107). 

The astronaut loses touch with reality as he enters the world 

of fantasy. He is elated because he believes he has now found a new 

route "through" the moon (as Cirlot points out above, he "passes" to 

1. Leirner uses both symbols, the moon and the mirror. 

2. Cirlot, A i)ic.iionai'n of Stjinbolr,, p. 202. 

3. Anagram for Rubens Scavone, quoted from "Flores para una 
Terrestre." 

4. Recall the term lunatic, related to the moon and insanity. 



the other side). He is the new Columbus and he begins to think about 

his importance and his reception at home. "Cortejos e recepgoes 

p r e s i d e n c i a i s ,  m i l  h a r e s  d e  p a p e i s  v o a n d o  p e l  a s  j a n e l a s  . . . .  

Alexandre Magno" (p. 108). "Dono do universo. Senti-me Deus. 0 sol 

brilharia tanto diante do homem? 0 vento faria com que as £rvores se 

curvassem diante do mortal?" (p. 109). 

He has elevated himself to the point where he feels l ike God. 

Nature is under his control. Joseph Henderson says: "The myth of 

the hero is the most common and the best-known myth in the world."1 

The sin of pride (hybris) and the fall recall the myth of Icarus. 

This astronaut is flying too high and his survival (mental sanity) is 

in question.2 Reality and fantasy become confused. "Era como se uma 

enorme explosao terminasse por aniquilar t6da a humanidade, deixando 

vivo apenas a mim, conquanto aturdido pelo violente choque. Nao 

conseguia separar o sonho da realidade" (pp. 109-10). 

His spaceship crash-lands in the Arabian desert. He f inally 

makes i t home, but people, even his family, do not recognize him. He 

is in a parallel world, or a reflected world. Later, in a dream, his 

wife tells him to break the mirror, but he does not understand the 

1. Henderson adds, "The human ego can be exalted to experi
ence godlike attributes, but only at the cost of over-reaching itself 
and falling to disaster" ("Ancient Myths and Modern Man," Man and His 
Symbols, ed., Jung, p. 121). 

2. von Franz in "The Process of Individuation," Man and His 
Symbols, ed., Jung, says: "The dark side of the Self is the most 
dangerous thing of all, precisely because the Self is the greatest 
power in the psyche. It can cause people to 'spin' megalomaniac or 
other delusory fantasies that catch them up and 'possess' them. A 
person in this state thinks with mounting excitement that he has 
grasped and solved the great cosmic riddles; he therefore loses all 
touch with human reality" (p. 216). 



meaning of her statement. Suddenly he sees himself on his wedding 

day, in the temple. "Tudo £ pr§to. Encontro-me cercado por quatro 

paredes, em cada parede quatro eel as, em cada eel a quatro noivas e o 

teto coberto por enorme espelho. Sessenta e quatro noivas, dezesseis 

celas, quatro paredes e o teto coberto por enorme espelho" (p. 110). 

Cirlot explains the symbolism of the number four saying that 

i t is "symbolic of the earth . .. of rational organization. It is 

equated with the square and the cube . . . ." i  .e., 4 - 16 - 64 (p. 

222). The dream warns him that he needs to return to earth, to 

reality, through rational organization. M.-L. von Franz continues, 

"As Jung has demonstrated, the nucleus of the psyche (the Self) nor

mally expresses itself in some kind of fourfold structure. The number 

four is also connected with the anima because, as Jung noted, there 

are four stages in its development."1 

In his dream, his subconscious tries to put him back on the 

right track to reality,2 but he does not know how to interpret the 

dreams. Then a dark, shadow-like female (his anima) approaches him 

and he asks her, "Voc§ sabe o significado de viver com o retrato de 

seu casamento refletido num espelho?" He gets no response, but he 

1. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation," Man and His 
Symbols, ed., Jung, p. 185. 

2. "Jung discovered that dreams can also give civil ized man 
the guidance he needs in finding his way through the problems of both 
his. inner and his outer l i fe . ... most dreams have to do with the 
development (by the ego) of the 'right' inner attitude toward the 
Self . . . ." M.-L. von Franz, "The Process of Individuation," Man 
and His Symbols, ed., Jung, p. 208. 
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falls in love with her. M.-L. von Franz explains: "The anima is a 

personification of all feminine psychological tendencies in a man's 

psyche, such as . . . receptiveness to the irrational . . . his 

relation to the unconscious"1 (p. 177). 

He continues by saying, "The projection of the anima in such 

a sudden and passionate form as a love affair can greatly disturb a 

man's marriage . . . ." Here the love affair seems to be between the 

self and the ego. "The secret aim of the unconscious in bringing about 

such an entanglement is to force a man to develop and to bring his own 

being to maturity by integrating more of his unconscious personality 

and bringing i t into his real l i fe" (p. 180). 

This appears to be precisely the function of the woman in his 

dream. She does not answer him, but he starts reflecting on his situ

ation and on his dream. He reasons, "Talvez estivesse num plangta que 

fQsse o espelho da Terra. Sim. Sbmente poderia ser esta a solugao. 

Fui ao meu encontro. Esperei at£ que me vi" (Alem, pp. 111-12). 

The self and the ego are brought back together. "Encontramo-

nos num bar" (p. 112). The trip back to reality and sanity commences. 

"Escuridao. Penumbra. Sombra."2 Success! He is back in the room 

with the other astronauts who sti l l recount tales of adventure on dis

tant planets. Our astronaut's trip to inner space has nearly resulted 

in a tragedy, but no one is aware of his "adventure." 

1. The anima may function as a positive or a negative element. 
The darkness implies foreboding, danger. 

2. These are now in opposite order of what they were when he 
went astray, into a fantasy world. 
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Leirner's l iteral description of a space trip has a parallel 

in the psychological realm which we could call schizophrenia. Jung 

says, "... the unconscious and the conscious must be integrally 

connected and thus move on parallel l ines. If they are split apart or 

'dissociated,' psychological disturbance follows" (Symbols, p. 52). 

Evidently, our astronaut suffered temporary insanity, or dissociation. 

Again, this story exists on two levels. It can be taken on 

the l iteral level as a good science fiction story. (It can be under

stood as dealing with the parallel world, or mirror theory, which is 

not uncommon among science fiction writers.) Secondly, we have the 

psychological interpretation of a person suffering temporary insanity, 

but managing to leave the fantasy world and return to reality. The 

story reveals great talent and psychological insight by a f ine writer. 

To put the accomplishment of the Brazilian writers in proper 

perspective, I  would l ike to quote from an essay by Stanislaw Lem: 

. . . since all science fiction suffers in the realm of "cosmic 
sexual l i fe" from Victorianism and puritanism (which are inborn 
sicknesses that result in a paralysis of thought and imagination), 
this condition, which moves us to pity, also has its paralyzing 
consequences in the field of robotics. The situation is made 
worse by the fact that psychological insight has never been a 
forte of science fiction writers. What remains for the created 
thing when sex is tabooed and the psychologically erotic is 
unattainable? Only the simplifying grotesque which is arrived 
at by translating all possible human relationships involving 
the erotic into the robotic f ield, as has been done by Fritz 
leiber in "The Silver Eggheads . . . ." There exists, there
fore, a certain freedom in this field for the writer, but i t is 
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remarkable that this theme of the incubus1 has not been 
seriously attempted.2 

The examples I  have given in this chapter should clearly show 

that Brazilian science fiction writers are more familiar with Freud 

and Jung than they are with technology and space travel. They feel 

much more at home with psychoanalysis than with astrophysics or 

robotics. Their concern and interest l ie with man, not machine. 

The Brazilian writers have a greater freedom of expression in 

literature dealing with "inner space" than that dealing with outer 

space. And by using this genre they find they are not restricted by 

religious (and cultural) ties and taboos. 

The area of metaphysics also receives a fine treatment through 

the pens of these writers. Their interest in the time-space-existence 

relationship is quite evident, not only in the stories discussed, but 

also in other works, such as "Prisioneiro do Cfrculo" by Sassi, as 

well as "0 Mudo" and "Piscina Livre" by Andr£ Carneiro. 

The area of inner space handled through the science fiction 

genre demonstrates the educational background as well as the artistic 

abilit ies of some Brazilian writers. They deserve much more credit 

and attention than they presently receive, not only in the United 

States (where rarely, i f ever, these writers are read) but also in 

their own country. 

1. Other Brazilian stories which deal with the incubus, as 
well as the succubus are "Ela" and "Ele" by Nilson Mariello, Stories 
with psychological interpretations are also quite common. For example, 
"Especialmente, Quando Sopra Outubro," by Scavone; "Prisioneiro do 
Cfrculo," by Sassi; and "0 Mudo," by Carneiro. 

2. Stanislaw Lem, "Robots in Science Fiction," SF: The 
Other Side of Realism, ea., Clareson, pp. 314-15. 



CHAPTER 5 

HUMOR 

Brazilian science fiction, along with its unique motifs, has 

other outstanding characteristics. One of these is the element of 

humor which appears in many stories. This contrasts greatly with 

American and British science fiction which rarely contain any element 

of humor. The science fiction writer and crit ic, Kingsley Amis, 

laments the "lack of humour and, far more than this, bad attempted 

humour."1 

This criticism is supported by Fletcher Pratt who suggests 

that "there is nothing at all wrong with introducing humorous elements 

into stories with a more serious purpose. Science fiction writers 

just don't do i t as a rule."2 He would l ike to see science fiction 

writers "take themselves more humorously." 

1. Amis, New Maps of Hell, p. 145. 

2. Pratt, in "A Critique of Science Fiction," Modern Science 
Fiction, ed., Bretnor, suggests that "the shortage of humor may 
partly stem from the fact that the art as a whole is very young" 
(p. 89). In a sense this is true, because some of the more recent 
science fiction and that of the so-called "New Wave" do contain some 
humor. "A Two-Timer" by David Masson and "A Crying Jag" by Clifford 
Simak (not necessarily of the "New Wave") contain some humor. Also 
Robert Heinlein consistently demonstrates a dry wit and humor. 
Alfred Bester, in "Science Fiction and the Renaissance Man," The 
Science Fiction Novel, ed., Davenport, says that Heinlein is "the 
Will Rogers of science fiction . . ." (p. 118). However, the genre 
in Brazil is much newer, yet i t contained humor from the beginning 
(if we exclude J. Monteiro). Humor is an integral aspect of 
Brasilidade and of Brazilian science fiction. 
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Humor may take various shapes and forms. Often i t appears 

simply as "one l iners," while other times i t is the entire story or 

content (perspective or approach) which is humorous. In other stories, 

the humor may be satirical or ironical. 

Humorous One-Liners 

A very Brazilian attitude surfaces in many stories through the 

types of funny l ines, jokes, or allusions the writers employ. One 

writer refers to a place where Coca Cola has not yet arrived: "Pedi 

uma coca-cola, a tinica coisa que me ocurreu pedir, e fiquei sabendo 

que ali era o unico lugar do mundo onde nao havia chegado a coca-cola. 

Fantcistico."1 In the same story, the protagonist, a guinea pig for 

an experiment on dematerialization, ends up with the l ine, "Foi 

quando perdi a cabega."2 Another story describes the joy of some 

"rebel" people when they discover a rat in a very sterile and con

trolled society: "— E um dos nossos! — disse Maria da Gloria — §le 

rdi os computadores e faz pipi na inseminagao artif icial . . . ."3 

Cunha has some funny words to say about synthetic foods: 

"Pensou com terror que, depois d§le, milhoes e milhoes de marcianos 

1. It is interesting that there is no Coca Cola in Portugal. 
The reason given is that i t contains cocaine. The real reason is 
that the big families own the other soft drink and they won't let 
Coke into the country. 

2. Leon Eliachar, "A Experi§ncia," Histovias do Acontecera, 
ed., Ddrea, pp. 99 and 102. 

3. Carvalho da Silva, "Sociedade Secreta," A Vespera dos 
Movtos , p. 45. 
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que nem sequer tinham nascido seriam tambem obrigados a comer 'hort. '"1 

In the same story, Cunha tells about a Martian studying the sex habits 

of "human beings." Actually, he is on the South Pole observing 

penguins:2 "Procurou descobrir a diferenga de sexos. Era uma 

experi§ncia excitante . ... Nao viu manifestagao alguma de amor 

. ... Seria uma pena se §les mergulhassem para isso" (p. 28).3 

The Martians had several theories regarding sex and reproduc

tion on earth. One held that people had sexual relations with 

animals, because "As fotografias de 'homens s6bre cavalos' eram, a 

§sse respeito, de uma clareza meridiana" (pp. 29-30). Man's reasoning 

and "scientific" deductions are humorously questioned and farcically 

treated by Cunha.4 

Perhaps the prize one-liner belongs to Nilson Martello for the 

last l ine in "A Praga Rubra." Two astronauts (one male, the other 

female) in space discover that their rocketship will disintegrate in 

approximately one and one-half hours. They decide to make love. "Um 

longo amor de noventa e oito minutos. Mais ou menos" (Martello, p. 

35). What a climax! 

1. Fausto Cunha, "Viagem Sentimental de um Jovem Marciano ao 
Plan§ta Terra," Noites Maraianas, p. 27. 

2. This is a take-off on Penguin Island by Anatole France. 

3. Much of the humor is based on sex. Also, could this 
reference to "scientific" interest in experimental sex be a humorous 
reference to the Kinsey Report and the research by Masters and 
Johnson? 

4. Also humorous, although not intended as such, is the fact 
that Cunha places Eskimos with their huskies on the South Pole! (This 
is what Damon Knight has dubbed "chuck!eheads.") 
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Several stories have humorous l ines about science fiction 

writers indicating that the authors1 have a healthy perspective 

regarding the genre. The range of funny l ines is very broad and they 

demonstrate a fresh approach in science fiction. 

Humorous Stories 

Humorous stories are quite common in Brazilian science fiction. 

"Ukk" by Levy Menezes is a deceptive t it le for what in my opinion is 

the funniest and most typically Brazilian humorous story in the entire 

field of science fiction. The complete story should be read for 

proper appreciation, but I  shall give just a few examples of the 

author's use of slang and descriptive adjectives in creating this fine 

story about an alien who crash-lands his spacecraft in Guanabara Bay 

near Rio's docks. First, a description of Nico, a carioca: 

Pedro Nico vem pela borda, gingando seus mil quinhentos 
e oito milfmetros de altura (incluindo os saltos carrapeta) 
e vem satisfeito. Montado num Havana legftimo cujo sabor 
nao conseque cobrir os dos beijos de despedida da mulata. 
Pedago de coisa boa! Chega a r ir sbzinho se lembrando, 
passando o charuto de um canto a outro da bocarra despro-
positada. Ela o botara para fora bern c§do; depois de 
assistirem agarradinhos da janela a entrada do sueco onde 
chegava o chifrudo. (p. 18) 

Nico, walking along the dock, comes across Ukk, the downed 

space being, lying in his spacesuit on the pier. 

— 6ba, irmao, que qui h3? Ta ferrado das quatro patas, 
hein? Vamos levantar, que ttf na l iora! —- E, com a milennr 
sabedoria da alcodlica irmandade, desatarracha a garrafinha 
e enfia um trago no bocao do cara de sapo, o ultimo do vidro. 
Milagre! o imediato ressuscitar da vftima que abre dois 
enormes olhos de c6r indefinida e se agarra vorazmente aos 
ultimos pingos, chupando o casco at£ secar! (p. 19) 

1. Cunha and Carneiro, to name a couple. 
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After a brawl in a bar (" . . . uma das mais animadas na 

histdria do bar do Marr§ta"), both Nico and Ukk f ind themselves in 

jail. The author describes the local inhabitants: 

Chiquinho Gild, muito educado, cumprimenta amlvel. Mata-
pulga, um chato. E, d azar de fim de noite! Borunga, um 
sarar£ que §le detesta, diabo de sujeito implicante e fumador. 
Nico atd se dava bem com @le, emprestava algum. Um dia cobrou 
uma dfvida antiga e o moleque teve o desaforo de deixar a 
grana com o Marr§ta num envelope enderegado a: Emo Snre P. 
Nico — Em maos. Dera-lhe uma bronca que quase acabara mal — 
apelido sd aceita da mulata, que inventa atd piores para 
gozci-lo, mas entre os dois, na intimidade. (p. 21) 

Nico and Ukk, using a l i tt le magic, escape to the docks where 

Ukk1s submerged spacecraft awaits him. But there is just one 

difficulty: the spacecraft is out of fuel. Ukk whispers in Nico's 

ear. 

In the next scene, later that afternoon, we see Nico in a 

small boat in the vicinity of the submerged spaceship. He is dropping 

bottles over the side of the boat into the water — 

. . .  e r a m  d u a s  d u z i a s  s o r t i d a s ,  d e  e s c o l h a .  T i n h a  P i t u ,  
Serra Grande e Praianinha, Coreinha, Segura-o-t6co, Chora-na 
rampa e Siririca, Provid§ncia, Mulata, Juizo, Tentagao, 
Januciria, Engenho D'cigua, Velha e Mocotolina, Siri, Paca, 
Cavalo Branco, Real Acarape, Martelo, Melabunda e Paixao, 
Sacaninha e DcJ-lhe Duro. (p. 25) 

(These names are very picturesque. For example: Siri — crab; Paca 

—- spotted cavy, or "nincompoop"; Tentagao — temptation; Paixao — 

passion; Siririca — the action of a man's finger in the vagina, 

"stinkfinger"; Melabunda — "honeybutt" or a butt sweet as honey. 

Doesn't this l ist itself tell us a great deal about the Brazilian 

sense of humor?) Now both Ukk and the spacecraft have the necessary 

fuel to make the return trip! 
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Much of the humor in Brazilian science fiction is related to 

matters of sex. In "A Costela de Adao" by Sassi, a world-threatening 

giant1 who, because of his size, has been denied the pleasures of sex, 

can ultimately be destroyed because, "Pereirao, afinal de contas, era 

homem" (Sassi, p. 32). A gigantic nude, female robot capable of dis

charging a deadly electrical shock brought about his death. Pereirao 

could not resist, " . . . ao ap§lo da carne" (p. 32)> But i t was not 

the electrical shock that kil led the monster. When he saw her in the 

nude, off in the distance, "... ensaiou uma corrida. Mas estacou, 

de subito, e levou a mao ao peito. Seu coragao, gigantesco e fraco, 

havia falhado" (pp. 32-33).2 In this story, the solution of " . . . 

cherchez la femme . . ." (p. 31) is a perfect and humorous answer to 

a "grave" problem.3 

"A Mancha no Horizonte" by Nelson Salazar Marques is a 

delightfully humorous science fiction fantasy story with a sexual 

interpretation, while "Transfert"4 by Antonio D'Elia deals with the 

sexual act comically and symbolically. A couple on an alien planet 

1. Compare with "Star Beast" by Robert Heinlein. 

2. The tragi-comedy of a person dying due to the excitement 
of sex play, sexual anticipation, or intercourse exists in both the 
Brazilian fi lm and novel. In Teveza Batista Cansada de Guerra by 
Jorge Amado, a man has a fatal heart attack at a crit ical moment (cli
max), while in the fi lm A liuva livgem the fat groom dies while 
attempting to discover the pleasures of his new bride. 

3. The "femme fatale" symbolizes the destructive anima 
figure, according to von Franz in "The Process of Individuation," 
Man and His Symbols, ed., Jung, p. 178. 

4. A take-off on Dante's The Divine Comedy dealing with 
Paulo and Francesca in Canto III, the Inferno. 
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discover that they are sexually incompatible due to their physical 

structure. By taking a symbolic spaceship trip through time and 

space, they go through a process of physical adaptation (metamorpho

sis). Finally, "Estavam nus, abragados, suarentos, malcheirosos; e 

uma sorte de febre os empolgava e os fazia chorar e r ir, rir e chorar 

perdidamente" (D'Elia, p. 112). 

These works are indicative of the type of humor which prevails 

in Brazilian science fiction. It is worth noting that these stories 

deal with sex and booze, even though no effort was made on my part to 

select the stories for their content, but simply for their humor. 

Brazilian science fiction is vibrant with vitality. 

Sati re 

Science fiction, as a genre, lends itself most readily to the 

area of satire. The writer can crit icize, often harshly (Huxley's 

Brave New World), or he can simply poke fun at man and his institu

tions in a l ight and humorous way (Swift 's Gulliver's Travels). In 

Brazilian science fiction, the satire ridicules, criticizes, or 

l ightly and humorously (usually) makes fun of man's prejudices, 

foibles, and weaknesses. 

Brazilian writers fire satirical broadsides at narrow-minded 

people (Carneiro, "Plan^tas Habitados"), sociologists, psychologists, 

scientists and their theories (Rachel de Queiroz, "A Terra e os 

Viajantes das Estrelas"; Cunha, "Viagem Sentimental de um Jovem 

Marciano ao pianita Terra," "0 Anzol e os Peixes"; Scavone, "0 

Dicilogo dos flundos"), bureaucrats (D'Elia, "Velho Lirismo em Rontar, 
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Sat61ite 312," "Transfert"), and man's evil human nature (Menezes, 

"Floralis," "Pavilhao de Feira"). Normally, the Brazilian satire is 

made palatable, and even enjoyable, because the writers soften the 

criticism with humor.1 Occasionally, the satire is mordant, as in 

Menezes' "Pavilhao de Feira." 

Levy Menezes, the author of the extremely humorous story 

"Ukk," has also written some devastatingly crit ical stories about man 

and human nature. One of his stories, "Terra Prometida," is a 

religious satire with some profound and far-reaching implications. 

The theme deals with the relationship of machine and his creator, man, 

which is, in essence, an allegory of man and his Creator.2. 

Menezes describes the Earth after man has abandoned i t due to 

abuse of the land and war: "... a planTcie juncada de sucata 

ferrugfnea tocava as orlas cinzentas do panorama, 1ugubremente. 0 

sol j£ baixo era uma esfera rubro-cereja no c£u azul escuro" (Menezes, 

p. 85). Man could no longer survive on Earth so he went to Mars for 

a new, peaceful beginning. 

1. Compare to Ross E. Butler's dissertation on the 
Brazilian Theatre of protest. In "Artistic Exploitation of Unifying 
Themes in the Contemporary Brazilian Protest Theater," Butler states 
that often harsh criticism is sugar-coated in humor to make i t 
acceptable to the viewing public. 

2. See also Niebla, by Unamuno, on the subject of man 
and creator, the writer and his creation, and the implications for 
the relationship between man and God. 
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On Earth, however, robots had continued to evolve (through 

auto-reproduction) and "l ive" under a t ightly controlled system.1 

Robots were not allowed to take on the form of man, which they called 

the "raga divina desaparecida" (p. 89). The period of man on Earth 

was called the "dpoca dos Deuses . .." (p. 88). 

Some of the robots discover a spacecraft (programmed for Mars) 

which man left on Earth in case any people were accidently left behind. 

These robots decide to go to their maker, man. The "elect" take on 

human form (androids) and depart for Mars with great expectations. 

" — Lei est£ o nosso destino, OEL [the protagonist], nossa meta 

c e l e s t i a l .  O s  D e u s e s  n o s  a g u a r d a m "  ( p .  9 7 ) .  

Once on Mars, OEL sees two men. "Os Deuses! . .. Um disco 

prateado materializou-se a sua frente, pairando acima da relva, com 

dois membros da Raga Divina s6bre §le. Vestidos em cores fulgurantes, 

aproximaram-se. 

"Veja, £ um dos nossos prehistdricos servidores . . . 

"E estendendo a mao abriu a portinhola torScica de 0EL-14-SIN, 

cuja dltima imagem visual foi a dos seus rostos brancos e macios, 

curiosos" (p. 101). 

Then the two men f ind the remainder of the androids in the 

ship. 

. . .  .  n o s s o s  a v d s  d e i x a r a m  l a  d i g n o s  h e r d e i r o s  d a  6 p o c a  s o m b r i a .  
Seguiram-nos os pobres, sabe-se IS qual o motivo. E um problem 
para o pessoal do Conselho Histfirico, presumo. 

1. Similar action takes place in "Mechanistriaby Eric 
Frank Russell {Astounding Science-Fiction, January 1942) and in 
"Paradise in Iron," by Miles J. Breuer, M.D. (Amazing Stories 
Quarterly, Summer, 1930). 
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0 outro abriu uma porta de ago e parou surpreendido, na 
entrada. 

— Venha ver, ainda trouxeram material para mais semelhantes 
— como se d§les necessit^sseriios agora . . . 

E meneando a cabega, com ar compungido, levantou a mao 
para a chave geral e mergulhou na escuridao eterna a CSmara 
(P.. 101) 

If we choose to see this simply as a science fiction story, we 

would point out the irony of the androids "getting turned off" after 

all their effort to be reunited with man. Man, evidently, wanted to 

forget the past with its technology and its implications for war. 

Perhaps there was a fear of repeating the past. Also, machines would 

desecrate their Utopia (the Garden of Eden?). 

We can also see this as a satire on human nature. Man may be 

in a Utopia,1 but he sti l l suffers from egotism, narrow-mindedness, 

ungratefulness, and a superiority complex.2 His human characteristics 

remain even though his environment changes. Scavone told me in an 

interview, "... em espfrito, o homem nao muda mesmo." Ruy Jungmann 

told me that "before we leave this planet we have to change our ways," 

but he did not know how this could be accomplished. Be that as i t may, 

Menezes1 story strongly criticizes man's insensitivity toward the 

androids, an attitude which could also be displayed toward other 

beings. 

1. Bailey states (referring to some English science fiction), 
"The message of these satires is that the stumbling block between us 
and Utopia is human nature and the frames of thought and feeling most 
comfortable to the ego." James 0. Bailey, Pilgrims Through Space and 
Time (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1972), p. 156. 

2. Recall the message in "Ma-H6re" by Rachel de Queiroz. 
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I believe that, along with these interpretations, this story 

must also be seen as a religious satire on the relationship between 

man and God. 

Menezes raises the question —Will God turn man off? Perhaps 

he is saying in essence, God has already turned man off. (An existen

tial view. Also recall the theory some theologians proposed during 

the sixties, the "God is Dead" theory.) Will those who hope for 

Paradise, Heaven, or the Promised Land (l ife after death) f ind the 

l ight going out at death? The terrible indifference and casualness 

(and callousness) with which the people turn off the androids leaves 

the reader with a stunned numbness: "... como se d§les neces-

sitSssemos . . ." keeps ringing in our ears.1 This is a strong 

message, particularly in a "religious" country l ike Brazil. 

Dinah Silveira de Queiroz has written an interesting three-

pronged satire entitled, "A Ficcionista." The f irst prong, a satire 

of television and its-affect on society, places a finger on a sore 

spot for many Americans. We are all aware of arguments pro and con 

regarding the merits of television. 

The Ficcionista, the creation of Jonas Andre Camp, represents 

the perfection of Huxley's "feelies" in Brave New World. She con

sists of three parts: "a pritneira, o 1 Inconsciente,1 a segunda, o 

'Consciente,' e a terceira, que chanicivainos, a falta de melhor nome, 

de 'Telepata'" (Comba Malina, p. 133). 

1. See Kurt Vonnegut's The Sirens of Titan (New York: Dell, 
1959 pb.), for the "indifference of God," as well as Arthur C. 
Clarke's "The Star," (Infinity Science Fiction, November, 1955). 
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The object of the machine was "a total vivgncia na Arte" (p. 

125), "urn dxtase jamais atingido por qualquer espdcie de Arte" (p. 

124). Jonas Andre's hope was to free man from his responsibil it ies to 

other people (p. 119), and to free him "da religao, da paixao, do 

amor . ... Quer saber mais? E posstvel at£ que a Ficcionista o 

l iyre da cama. E isto seria sem duvida, a sua maior vitf iria num mundo 

abarrotado de gente.que detesta gente, e cada vez produz mais gente 

detestcivel" (p. 119). Jonas sees the Ficcionista as the means of 

eventually bringing about a Utopia. " — A Ficcionista ser3 um grande 

respiradouro . ... Todos os principal's problemas do Homem serao 

resolvidos . . ." (p. 119). 

Happiness, according to Jonas Andre, is "cada um descobrindo 

maravilhas dentro de seu prdprio eu. Cada um voltado para a infin-

dctvel aurora" (p. 141). The machine was designed to work off man's 

ego, each seeking his own pleasure. 

The Ficcionista has definite religious aspects and implica

tions. Jonas "deu a esta Central da Ficgao a vista de um altar . . . . 

Era belfssima a nossa Ficcionista" (p. 133). "Deu-nos uma completa 

imersao em sua capitosa narrativa . . ." (p. 135). "... a nos 

banhar com seu envolvente som, de cabega aos pes" (p. 133). (Sometime 

just watch people sitt ing in front of the television altar!) The 

symbol of baptism adds to the religious concept of the machine, which 

is humanized: " — A Ficcionista falarci por n6s todos . . ." (p. 135). 

Naturally, everyone wants to find happiness and ecstasy. 

" . . . at£ nas casas mais pobres, mediantes sacrificios da mesa, com 

as altas prestagoes, aparelhos foram instalados" (p. 138). 
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The results of the Ficcionista were disastrous (just as Jonas 

had predicted and hoped — since his desire was to "Humilhar"). 

"Entao, nos lares jci vislvelmente desinteressados por assuntos de 

l impeza e disciplina dom£stica, alguns j3 iam esquecendo a hora do 

jantar" (p. 139). The birthrate dropped (recall that our birthrate 

has dropped drastically in recent years, and also, significantly, that 

nine months after the "great New York blackout" there was a temporary 

big increase in the number of births! Has television replaced sex in 

this country?) The death rate increased: " . .. nos Estados do 

Norte, onde a Ficcionista penetrou mais cedo, comegassem jS a aparecer 

os primeiros c< > de morte por inanigao diante dos aparelhos. 0 

Parlamento entrou em recesso mais cedo . . . . Os servigos publicos 

cafram em crise, os transportes escassearam, mais ningu£m se queixava. 

Uma opressa calmaria desceu s6bre a Nagao" (p. 139). 

Even worse, for a Brazil ian, at least, streets were deserted. 

(Do you remember when people walked and talked in this country? They 

sti l l  do in Brazil.) Church attendance dropped rapidly and sex became 

an individual experience with the "Cortesa." "Era o £xtase que nao 

dependia de um companheiro, nao exigia nada de sua f idelidade" (p. 

138). 

Slowly, a few realize that "estamos morrendo . . ." (p. 142) 

and a resistance group is organized by MSrio Regente, "o Vaca Sagrada" 

(p. 140). (Note symbolism of his name — later he is kil led and may 

be seen as a Christ f igure.) The new converts had to agree to destroy 

the machine in their home and "nao conversar nunca s6bre a Ficcionista. 

Mas mostrar, sempre que possfvel, para qualquer amigo ou parente, a 
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excelente organizagao do prdprio lar, a boa saude dos f i lhos" 

(p. 140). 

Eventually over 2,000 writers and children (recall the 

Medieval Crusades) attack the Ficcionista ["Em nome da Cultura . . ." 

(p. 147)] and damage her beyond repair, but they also make the supreme 

sacrif ice and are destroyed (gassed, l ike the Jews during World War 

I I). 

The analogy of the Ficcionista and television seems clear 

enough in this satire. The dangers of television become more and more 

evident daily. We are just beginning to discover the tremendous 

affect that television may have on crime, our youth, and our nation. 

The second prong of Dinah's satire deals with the danger of 

overreacting and doing away with f iction altogether. In the story, 

people do just that and enter into the era of "Pure Science." She 

says, "Voc§s eliminaram simplesmente a Ficgao de suas vidas, e para 

voc£s os f iccionistas nao existem." After the Ficcionista "o £xtase 

seria criado pel a propria Ci§ncia Pura. Mas voc§s o conhecem . .  . 

heim, amiguinhos?" (p. 152). So she appears to warn that technology 

and Pure Science may destroy creativity, art, freedom, and emotions. 

Both of the alternatives, the Ficcionista and CiSncia Pura, are 

unacceptable to man. 

There is a third prong to this satire, that is the theory that 

Jonas introduces, "Humilhar, eis a questao" (the Rape of Man?). Jonas 

states: "Se ha prostitutas . .  . se ha invertidos . . .  se ha crimi-

nosos,dque §les desejam, mais do que o lucro, do que a satisfagao de 

suas naturezas, do que a vinganga que mencionam, §les desejam chegar 
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ao extase supremo que £ a humilhagao, sentimento cada vez mais diffci l 

de ser experimentado" (p. 118). By giving man access to the sub

conscious (through the Ficcionista), Jonas hopes to give each man what 

he most desires, ecstasy through humiliation. " —Minha fe na 

capacidade de humilhagao do ser estci em j6go" (p. 126). 

There is a strong crit icism of writers who do not preserve 

their creative and artistic freedom. (This may be aimed at writers who 

"prostitute" themselves by writ ing for television. Some of the people 

I  interviewed made this point.) "0 presidente da Academia, Nicolau 

C£lia, fechou contrato com Jonas Andr£ para uti l izagao das suas 

principal's obras" (p. 127). "Estao no papo" states Jonas (p. 128). 

Later the writers want to destroy the Ficcionista because they 

have become nobodies. "Mas ninguem mais quer saber d§les. Nem mesmo 

um colega mais prdximo deseja agora ouvir a leitura de qualquer 

papelucho. Perderam, totalmente, a oportunidade, o seu publico, mas 

t§m em comum, o ddio" (p. 141). "Eles virao de barriga gelada, loucos 

por destruir .  . ." (p. 142). "Pareciam ratos-mendigos, safndo tontos 

do buraco: 'Humilhar, humilhar, eis a questao'" (p. 147). 

Dinah's satire is complex. I t  is not entirely satisfactory to 

believe that her satire refers only to the effects of television, or 

even of the dangers of science and technology since, before the 

Ficcionista, three-dimensional television existed, and i t  was not 

considered evil. Perhaps what she really wants to say is that man 

must never give up or sell out his freedom and his right to think and 

to create. He must maintain his personal and individual integrity at 

any cost. Perhaps, too, she is betraying a fear that man, lacking 
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proper perspective of his place in the Cosmos (self-esteem and true 

self identity; even a proper relationship between man and God — she 

referred to this in an interview), may truly desire Jonas' ecstasy, 

humiliation. "Humilhar, eis a questao!" 

Another f ine satire by Dinah takes a subtle but daring blow at 

Brazil ian machismo. The machismo concept has been researched and dis

cussed by various writers in recent years, to the extent that i t  is 

becoming a commonly accepted term in this country. (We have seen the 

"Macho" t ire advertised on television and we have heard the newscaster 

Howard K. Smith incorrectly pronounce the word "maquismo.") 

The Brazil ian macho is proud of his viri l i ty, sexual prowess, 

and abil i ty to produce offspring. The term is culturally "charged," 

however, to include more than this in its meaning. The way one plays 

football or drives a car may imply certain macho characteristics. 

I t  has been commonly accepted (in Brazil) that Brazil ian men 

are machos. Women have, at least in the open, traditionally supported 

this view of their men. There now appears to be a revolution brewing 

in Brazil which may destroy this myth. I  recently came across a news

paper article which indicates that all is not well for the macho. 

" 'Brazil ian women must free themselves from their condition as sex 

objects,' says Cidinhas Campos, who conducts a one-woman show ("Homen 

nao Entra"). 'We want sex — but on equal terms,' she explained. She 

called for 'A new man —one who believes in us.' .  . . She denounces 
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machos for bragging and not always l iving up to their sexual 

responsibil i  ties.1,1  

In "0 Carioca," Dinah satir izes the macho by making him weak2 

and uninterested (and uninteresting) in sex, while an android, o 

Carioca, displays all the aggressive and viri le characteristics nor

mally attributed to his counterpart. The scientist, creator, and 

father of the Carioca, is mechanical and robot-l ike in his sex role. 

The woman "deixou-se f icar e beijar. E aqu§le esquisitao 1 he deu uma 

sorte de piedade retrospectiva do marido. Ela se negara ao coitado, 

que ia morrer. Mas a iste, nao." Ironically, "ele, s6 entao, na 

excitagao da febre, se esqueceu de pensar que ela estava, justaniente, 

pensando no marido" (p. 186). 

The author compares them and their mechanical action to that 

of a couple of robotic lesbian foxes. " . .. eram como as raposas 

mecSnicas . . . . S<5 que nao sabiam" (p. 187). For them, sex just 

meets a need: " .  . . e se prantearam e se acariciaram resmungando e 

foram duas solidoes a forgar uma s6bre a outra" (p. 188). Ela, 

" .  . . nao sentia coisa alguma pelo vizinho" (p. 192), but she was 

lonely. 

One day, the scientist brings home the robot Carioca, a 

"super-rob6" with "cerebro electrf inico, estudo da pressao sangufnea 

1. "Brazil ian invention known as the Sting" by Marvin Howe, 
New York Times News Service, San Jose Mercury News, March 22, 1975. 

2. For another view of a weak macho Don Juan, see Tigre 
Juan by Ramfin P£rez de Ayala. 
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. . (p. 190). She l ikes him: "Ate que e simpatico" (p. 191). He 
/N 

informs her, "Ele reage apenas um pouco mais rSpida e violentamente 

do que um homem . „ ." (p. 193). 

As the scientist spends more t ime away from his home, the lady 

spends more t ime with the Carioca. She tr ies some experiments with 

him. "Tocou-lhe, com absoluto domfnio, o ponto mais sensfvel; o 

'pescogo,1 que reagia ao calor . . . . Passou a mao por a1i e f§z 

mais, com absurdo prazer da descoberta: comegou a soprar seu hcil i to 

quente .  . ." (p. 196). She becomes agressive in her approach toward 

the robot and he reacts by following her through the apartment. Later 

he chases her around the apartment demanding attention (warm breath on 

his sensitive neck). She has created a new "reflex" in the robot and 

the scientist is furious — "serci um rob6 inteiramente viciado . .  ." 

(p. 201). 

Dinah makes i t  evident that the man functions more l ike a 

programmed robot ["Mas o campanheiro foi surdo como as marionetas da 

caixa de baile .  . ." (p. 197)], while the robot is more emotional and 

aggressive ["Para distrair-se, ela fugiu umas tres ou quatro vezes, 

enquanto a engrenagem mecSnica entrava em estado de superexcitagao. 

Depois, estirou-se na cama, absorta . . . . De subito, ela viu a 

porta abrir-se e se ia pondo de pe, para receber o vizinho, quando a 

garra do robQ a empolgou. Ela r ia" (p. 198)]. 

Surely this science f iction satire on the Cariocas' machismo 

must have been one of the f irst works in this area, perhaps one of 

the f irst holes in the dike. Now that we have Cidinhas Campos blast

ing away at the dike, the flood cannot be far away. (Also worth 
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noting is the recent novel Beco da Fome by the well-known author 

Orfgenes Lessa. The realistic monologue by a Rio prostitute is vulgar 

cutting, and informative, but most of al l, i t  is a deeply revealing 

story of a girl who exposes the gut-l i fe of the Cariocas. I t  is 

essential reading for an understanding of Brazil ian machismo.) 

These ladies are not prudishly rejecting sex and the male role 

What they seek is equality and a realistic and honest approach to sex. 

The crit icism seems to be aimed at the "myth" and at the double 

standard in Brazil. The ripples are becoming waves. 

Irony 

Irony, l ike satire, may be either tragic or humorous, and 

sometimes i t  is both. Irony, perhaps because of this close t ie with 

humor (and humor being an important quality of Brazil ian science 

f iction), appears often in Brazil ian science f iction with a diversity 

of approaches. 

Tragic irony related to technology appears frequently in some 

writers and i t  would seem to indicate a fear and distrust of that 

f ield. However, I  discovered through my interviews that none of the 

writers was anti-technology, but some of them did hold a pessimistic 

view of man's future due, primarily, to man's own weaknesses, 

prejudices, and greed. 

Not al l tragedy in science f iction should be construed as 

being anti-scientif ic or anti-technology. Terrible tragedies occur in 

our day, but we just simply call them accidents, an "acceptable" r isk 

of l i fe. 
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Very clearly, though, some writers do employ an anti-technology 

thesis, a thesis that appears both in and out of the science f iction 

genre. Robert Heinlein believes that science f iction which presents 

an anti-technology thesis is, in reality, "anti-science f iction."1 

In Brazil ian science f iction, some stories have ironical 

t i t les when contrasted to the content. In Jungmann's "Idade da 

Razao," during the "nova Idade de Ouro para a humanidade," the Great 

"logical and infall ible" Computer reasons that nine bil l ion souls must 

commit suicide for the good of society. In Martello's "Da Mayor 

Speriencia," the young are told to imitate the wisdom of their elders, 

while ironically the elders demonstrate great ignorance. 

Man's great space achievement in Menezes1 "Pax Circense" 

leads to humanity's destruction, while in his "Terra Prometida" a tr ip 

to "paradise" leads, ironically, to eternal darkness! 

Three of Scavone's t i t les appear ironical when compared to the 

content of the stories. In "0 Dicilogo dos Mundos," man's great 

achievement,"communication with beings on a distant galaxy," turns out 

to be a woodpecker pecking on the gigantic dish antenna (also a satire 

of man's inabil i ty to communicate with man). A fantastic two-year 

expedition into outer space ends up with the crew being eaten by 

1. "I must add that some interlopers have sneaked in under the 
back of the tent and are masquerading as science f iction. I  refer to 
the 'anti-science f iction' which sometimes appears labeled as science 
f iction, both in book and magazine. This stuff is sti l l  another symp
tom of the neurotic, sometimes pathological, anti-intellectualism all 
too common today .  . (Robert Heinlein, "Science Fiction: Its 
Nature, Faults and Virtues," The Science Fiction Novel, ed., Davenport, 
pp. 59-60.) 
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cannibals on New Guinea in "0 Firn da Aventura." In "Morte, no Palco," 

a careless astronaut dies in "the balcony," the moon, gazing at "the 

stage," the earth. So close to home, and yet so far! 

Two stories (which I  have already discussed) with religious 

irony are "Natal" by Malheiros, and "Willy Gerber, o Mission^rio" by 

Sassi. In "Natal," an unbeliever in a rocketship provides the 

"Estr@la" which the "believers" needed as a divine sign, while in 

"Willy Gerber," a world-famous playboy becomes "the savior" of 

humanity. These short vignettes should give some idea of the great 

variety of approaches used by Brazil ian science f iction writers 

employing an ironical twist in weaving their stories. 

Fausto Cunha has written a crit ical, fr ightfully shocking 

story of advertising in the not too distant future. "0 Anzol e os 

Peixes" has a tragic but f i tt ing ironical ending. Chandler Wainright, 

president of Wainocid (a very poisonous bug ki l ler), wants his adver

t ising agent, Julian Heathcoat, to put on a vigorous campaign to 

increase sales. Julian warns, "N6s, da publicidade, podemos real-

mente agredir a humanidade. Podemos destruf-la, Chan" (p. 91). 

Evidently this does not disturb Chandler, who later says, "Eu 

creio no que vejo." He wants results. 

In a short interior monologue, Julian muses about the irony of 

some men l iving (even getting rich) off the poor defenseless cockroach 

(one was eating his birthday cake). "Milhares e milhares de pessoas 

estudavam e trabalhavam para destruf-lo, mas de uma forma ou de outra 

dependiam de sua resist§ncia, vivam dele. Ele prdprio, Julian Heath

coat, dono da Heathcoat Publicidade, vivia em parte ^s custas daquela 
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barata, aqu§le peda^o de b61o f6ra pago por ela — com o dinheiro que 

ganhava para ajudar a exterminci-la" (p. 97). 

Julian undertakes an advertising campaign which employs, among 

other things, use of subliminal television, an approach not permitted 

by the "Cddigo." The advertising technique is fascinating: A) Ji l l  

Murphy's record "Urn Dia," ending with the l ines "Tudo 6 mais belo 

quando nao existe amanha," hits the top of the List; B) Julian brings 

out an old program, "Receitas da Avozinha," to encourage home cooking; 

C) A new program, "Nossa Amiga, a Paissagem," is a nostalgic look at 

old cemeteries; D) Subliminal television ads for "o veneno fulminante 

contra as pragas dom§sticas" (pp. 98-100). The campaign was under way, 

but not even Chandler Wainright realized i t . 

Soon the suicides begin: "A onda de suicfdios comegou um 

pouco mais tarde." Wainocide sales increased: "Dos quase dois mil-

hoes de casos [de suictdio] registrados, 98,6% preferiam esse veneno" 

[Wainocid —A2 Extraforte]. Even some important people committed 

suicide, "0 mais lamentSvel foi o do presidente da Wainright Chemicals, 

Sr. Jeremiah Chandler Wainright .  . (pp. 100 01). Cunha's crit ical 

satire ends with a wry sense of ironic justice which leaves the reader 

with mixed emotions. 

To conclude this section on irony, I  would l ike to point out 

that there exists an interesting contrast and juxtaposition between 

the stories "Terra Prometida" by Menezes and "Ma-Hore" by Rachel de 

Queiroz. In the f irst story, mechanical androids, who regard men as 

good, are "kil led" or "turned off" when they f inally manage to reach 
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Mars, man's new planet. In "Ma-HSre,"1 the astronauts, who in a sense 

see themselves as gods and who play God with a small creature from a 

distant planet, are ki l led (poisoned) by the "friendly" being who got 

homesick. In both cases, trust was misplaced. The real irony is that 

man doesn't know what role he should play in the universe; is he the 

superior being or the inferior being? A mistake could be very costly 

for all humanity. 

According to James 0. Bailey,2 there is l i t t le humor in science 

fiction [British-U.S.]. Such well-known novels as Orwell's 1984, 

Huxley's Brave New World, and H. G. Wells' The War of the Worlds would 

support Bailey's contention. I  have shown, on the other hand, that 

Brazil ian science f iction relies heavily on the use of humor, satire, 

and irony. 

1. Rachael told me in an interview that she saw this as a 
symbol of the major power ( i .e., the astronauts, the U.S.A.) taking 
advantage of weaker nations (Ma-H6re). She warns that someday the 
Ma-H6res of the world may rebel. Perhaps this warning is coming to 
pass now as we see the oil-producing countries strangulating the 
giant powers. (Also compare "Ma-H6re" with War with the Newts, 1936, 
by Karl Capek.) 

2. Bailey, Pilgrims Through Space and Time, p. 212. 



CONCLUSION 

Brazil ian sf contains many interesting and unique features 

which clearly set i t  apart from standard Brit ish and U. S. science 

f iction. The recurring themes of sex, birth (of man and of Christ), 

and Cavioquismo are unmatched in English sf. The l i terary quality 

and the style of the works are clearly superior, due mainly to the 

fact that recognized and proven authors, rather than strictly "sf 

writers," are doing the writ ing. 

Contrary to the rather "humorless" action-oriented English 

sf, many of the Brazil ian writers include humor in their works, an 

element which gives the stories "pizazz." Very definitely, these 

works show a lack of technical and scientif ic material, which indi

cates a humanities-oriented rather than a scientif ic-oriented 

education. The emphasis is clearly on man, not machine, a result 

no doubt of the Brazil ian culture and training. 

Emphasis on the psychological, the "inner space" of man, 

comes through loud and clear. Although present-day English sf is 

moving in this direction, i t  has not been traditionally an area of 

speculation for most writers. Since 1958, so much science f iction has 

become "history," that writers, quite logically, have turned from 

outer space to inner space. The possibil i t ies for development in 

this area are myriad and I  hope that we can look forward to a 

rejuvenated genre in the English language. 
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One aspect of the l i terature which has been and wil l  continue 

to be uniquely Brazilian is a quality which I have called Bvasilidade 

or Carioquismo . Non-Brazil ian writers may in time demonstrate (or 

imitate) the other qualit ies which I  have discussed, but the one dis

tinguishing feature of Brazil ian sf which wil l  continue to set i t  

apart from universal sf is its zest and i ts vitail i ty, in one word, 

Bvasilidade, something more easily experienced than defined. 

One of the salient features of the genre is its explicit 

breaking of taboos and i ts implicit rejection of commonly accepted 

contemporary traditions and mores. The presentation of the erotic 

and sexual freedom in the genre is a novelty. While the lack of sex 

in English sf has been documented, the treatment of i t  in Brazil ian 

sf indicates a break with standard universal sf. More important than 

the destruction of l i terary taboos are the implications for the future 

of this strongly religious country. Perhaps the chrysalid is under

going a nearly secret and hidden metamorphosis. I t  may well be that 

these writers are correctly analyzing the slow changes occurring in 

the heart of this "sleeping giant." When wil l  the creature emerge 

from the cocoon? Probably when the country becomes industrialized 

and economically developed, and a large affluent middle class emerges. 

Only t ime wil l  tel l i f  the polit ical realit ies wil l  allow this type of 

development to occur. 

Glaringly absent from Brazil ian sf is mention of the organized 

church. Outside of the stories which deal with the birth of Christ, 
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very few have anything to do with religion. Three stories1 signifi

cantly deal with spirit ism and voodoo, attesting to the importance of 

Macumba in Brazil. Martello's "A Igreja Eterna" introduces a symbolic 

and idealized church edifice which is acceptable to the Communist 

world as well as the Christian Western world. I t  represents, more 

than anything, the need and the desire of humanity to l ive in peace 

and harmony. 

While Dinah Silveira de Queiroz, in "Eles Herdarao a Terra," 

presents a strong warning to man that he wil l  lose the Earth unless he 

learns to show Christian love,2 Carneiro implies in several of his 

works that man is divine. Religion becomes the glorif ication of man 

(and the f lesh), not a superior being. This has rather startl ing 

implication for the traditionally Catholic country of Brazil. 

A l imited number of stories introduce the standard sf fare 

of 1984 type governmental control, or government by computer, but 

interestingly, the majority of these works do not deal in any signi

f icant way with polit ics. This seems to imply that the less 

government control, the better for man. The type of polit ical situ

ation which does appear to emerge most frequently is that of 

Universal ism, or, the Brotherhood of Man. This does not augur well 

for polit ical leaders and nationalists. 

1. "Espfritu Iluminado" by Martello; "Comba Malina" by 
Silveira de Queiroz; "Um Caso de Feitigaria" by Carneiro. 

2. " — Houve um, um s6 . . .  q u e  p r e v i u  t u d o .  C h a m a v a - s e  
Jesus, f i lho de Jos£. Amai-vos uns a outros, gritava i le 
perdidamente" {Comba Malina, p. 176). 
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Regarding the implications of l i fe-style, the writers move in. 

two opposing directions. The future is either a Hell of misery and 

tr ibulation, or else a type of Paradise where man l ives a leisurely, 

idle l i fe of pleasure and enjoyment. Andrg Carneiro's "Piscina 

Livre" deals effectively with this latter position. Man continues to 

evolve into a perfectly content being with no concerns other than 

enjoyment of the arts and the pleasurable gratif ication of the physical 

and sexual needs. In other words, satisfaction of self becomes man's 

highest goal. 

Several stories deal with the concept of a lost paradise. The 

warnings are both explicit and implicit that man may lose his paradise, 

Earth, i f  he does not mend his ways. Man may be sent out or forced 

out of his contemporary "Garden of Eden," either through destruction 

of the ecology or as a result of nuclear war. As Brazil becomes more 

industrialized (with all i ts implications), this theme may take on a 

more meaningful and vital nature. 

Man and the Cosmos —Where is man headed? What wil l  be his 

role, his destiny? The writers who do deal with the future do not 

agree on what man can expect in the next decades and centuries. 

Basically, they project a rather depressing future with wars, loss of 

individual freedom, loss of identity, loss of sanity and stabil i ty, 

and a rather hosti le nature and environment. These preoccupations may 

simply reflect an imitation of universal science f iction themes, or i t  

may truly reflect the deep-rooted concerns of these writers in an often 

hosti le world. Is man basically good or basically evil? Is man 

evolving into a superior being, as Carneiro suggests, or is he doomed 
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to l ive on with his greed, his inhumanity to man, his self ish, self-

seeking motivations? 

These are the concerns and preoccupations of many of the 

writers. Some feel that i t  is too late for man to go back. Pandora's 

box has been opened. Others believe that there is sti l l  time, i f  only 

man wil l  l isten. 

Will Brazil ian science f iction be a phenomenon of the 1960s? 

Hopefully, this decade of l i terature wil l  someday be recognized as 

the init ial step in the growth of the genre, and not the death throes 

of a dying orphan. I  suggest that Carneiro, Scavone, Cunha, Dinah 

Silveira de Queiroz, and the other writers wil l  be seen as init iators 

in the f ield, not as a strange aberration in the l i terature. 

I f the economic situation in Brazil continues to improve, 

there is a good chance that science f iction wil l survive and even 

thrive, because survival of the arts is often dependent on the econo

mic climate of a country. As the masses become more aff luent, they 

can better support the arts. 

I f polit ical control and censorship continue in Brazil, I  

believe that more writers wil l  be tempted to use the sf genre since 

i t  is so well suited for crit icism and satire. This aspect of sf has 

been mainly neglected by the writers, but i ts value wil l  be recognized. 

Some writers are continuing to produce sf material, but they 

are not publishing the works, primarily because of censorship and 

because i t  sti l l  takes a great deal of effort, t ime, and money to 

publish in Brazil. Both Carneiro and Silveira de Queiroz continue to 
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write in the genre. They are both excellent writers and, hopefully, 

they wil l  publish their material. 

One of the most positive indications regarding the future of 

the genre is the faith that Moacir Lopes (writer and publisher — 

Edit6ra Catedra) and Fausto Cunha (writer-crit ic) have expressed by 

going into a business venture dealing with the publication of science 

f iction. This new venture in 1975 is extremely interesting in l ight 

of a comment Cunha made to me in 1972. He stated that science f ic

tion was a substandard genre which would not long endure. Evidently 

he now believes in i t  enough to risk his money and reputation (not a 

small r isk). 

I  believe that the Brazil ian motifs of sex and Brasilidade 

(humor) should assure an interested general reading public. The 

psychological approach (that is, inner space) wil l  attract the 

university student and the educated minority. Some writers wil l  

continue to write outdated adventure stories, or "space opera," but 

speculative l i terature looks ahead, not backwards. Brazil, as a 

great nation, is looking ahead, as are the excellent science f iction 

writers. I  predict a solid future for this excit ing genre in Brazil. 



APPENDIX 

LIST OF SCIENCE FICTION STORIES AND NOVELS CONSULTED 

Carneiro, Andrd Dicwio da Nave Perdida 
Zinga, o Robot 
A Organizagao do Dr. Labuzze 
0 Homem que Hipnotizava 
Noite de Amor na GalSxia 
0 Comego do Fim 
A Prostituta 
A Escuridao 
Dicirio da Nave Perdida 

0 Homem que Adivinhava 

Um Casamento Perfeito 
Um Caso de Feitigaria 
PlanStas Habitados 
0 Homem que Adivinhava 
A Espingarda 
0 Relatdrio Secreto 
0 Mudo 
Invasao 

Piscina Livre (unpublished novel) 

Cunha, Fausto Noites Mavaianas 
Viagem Sentimental de um Jovem Marciano 

ao PlanSta Terra 
Chamavam-me de Monstro 
61 Cygni 
Regresso 
0 Anzol e os Peixes 
0 Dia que ja Passou 
Mobile 

Da Silva, Domingos Carvalho A Vespera dos Mortos 

Agua de Nagas^qui 
Sociedade Secreta 
0 Nciufrago 
0 Sosia Total 
Entrevista com o I^ti 
A V£spera dos Mortos 
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Del Picchia, Menotti 

D'Elia, Ant6nio 

A Repdblica 3.000 

Os Pistoteiros de Pistoia 

Velho Lirismo em Rontar, Satelite 
Transfert 

Martello, Nilson 

Lobato, Monteiro 

Lessa, Orfgenes A Pesintegragao da Movte 

0 Presidente Negro 

Mil Sombras da Nova Lua 

Cinco Horas 
A Praga Rubra 
A Partida 
A Espera 
A Volta 
Metamorfoses 
"Dois!" 
Ardentia 
Servigo Perfeito 
"ELE" 
"ELA" 
Espfrito Iluminado 
0 Rufdo 
0 Encontro 
Mundo de Adam 
0 Analisador 
A Flor dos Ceus 
"Para a Vitoria!" 
A Noite dos Homens 
Elevador Automcitico 
"Nosso Refugio . . ." 
Mil Sombras da Nova Lua 
"Ford 29" 
A Louca 
0 Carrogao 
Foguete "Mae" 
A "Igreja Eterna" 

Ukk: 
0 Ultimo Arti lheiro 
Projeto "01 ho Lunar" 
L. v. R. 
Floralis 
Pax Circense 
0 Estranho Sumigo do Dr. Lebenthal 
Terra Prometida 
Ugul u 
0 Rapto de Marilda 
Pavilhao de Feira 

Menezes, Levy 0 3° Planeta 
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Monteiro, Jerdnymo 

Rossi, Ant6nio 

Sassi, Guido Wilmar 

Scavone, Rubens T. 

A Cidade Perdida 
Fuga para Parte Alguma 
Os Visitantes do Espago 

Tangentes da Realidade 
As Pedras Radiantes 
Estagao Espacial Alfa 
0 Copo de Cristal 
Missao de Paz 
0 Elo Perdido 
Um Brago na Quarta Dimensao 

Num Disco Voador Visitei Outro Planeta 

Testemunha do Tempo 

A Estrela 
A Costela de Adao 
0 Cinturao de Hipdlita 
Estranha Simbiose 
Os Filhos do Vento 
Apenas uma Questao de Tempo 
Lamentagoes da Jovem Noiva 
Missao T-935 
Prisioneiro do Cfrculo 
Willy Gerber, o Mission^rio 
A Viagem 
Testemunha do Tempo 

Degrau para as Estrelas 

Passagem para Jupiter 

F16res para uma Terrestre 
Especialniente, Quando Sopra Outubro 
A Evid§ncia do Imposstvel 
A Caverna 
A B61ha e a Cratera 
0 Menino e o Rob6 
Numero Transcendental 
0 Fim da Aventura 
Morte, no Palco 
0 Dicilogo dos Mundos 
Passagem para Jupiter 

Silveira de Queiroz, Dinah Comba Malina 
Comba Malina 
Os Possessos de Nubia 
0 C£u Anterior 
A Universidade Marciana 
Anina 
A Ficcionista 
Eles Herdarao a Terra 
0 Carioca 



Suzuki, Eico 

(Anthologies) 

D. Carvalho da Silva 

Rubens T. Scavone 

Lygia Fagundes Telles 

Andre Carneiro 

Nil son Martello 

Ney Moraes 

Nelson Leirner 

Alvaro Malheiros 

Nelson Palma Travassos 

Ant6nio D'Elia 

Walter Martins 

Clovis Garcia 

Andre Carneiro 

Ant6nio 01 into 

Cldvis Garcia 

Dinah Silveira de Queiroz 

Fausto Cunha 

Jerdnymo Monteiro 

Lticia Benedetti 

Rubens T. Scavone 

Zora Seljan 

Alvaro Malheiros 

Andr£ Carneiro 

Ant6nio 01 into 
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Desafio ao Imorbal 

A Bomba 
Elevadores 
Flores no Gelo 
0 Tumulo Maldito 
A Moldcula d'cigua 
Desafio ao Imortal 
0 Semeador 

Alem do Tempo e. do Espago 

Agua de Nagastiqui 

A B61ha e a Cratera 

A Cagada 

Um Casaniento Perfeito 

Da Mayor Speriencia 

Desafio 

0 Espelho 

Georges e o Dragao 

Homens sob Medida 

Transfert 

Tuj 

0 Velho 

Antologia Brasileiva de F-Cogao Cientifiaa 

0 Comego do Fim 

0 Menino e a M^quina 

0 Estranho Mundo 

A Ficcionista 

Ultimo V6o para Marte 

Estagao Espacial Alfa 

Correio Sideral 

As Cinzentas Planicies da Lua 

0 Verbo 

Histovias do Acontcaerd 

Natal 

A Organizagao do Dr. Labuzze 

0 Desafio 



Clovis Garcia 

D. Silveira de Queiroz 

Leon Eliachar 

Rachel de Queiroz 

Ruy Jungmann 

Zora Seljan 

Eico Suzuki 

Nelson Salazar Marques 
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0 Paraiso Perdido 

0 Cdu Anterior 

A Experi§ncia 

Ma-H6re 

A Idade da Razao 

Maternidade 

Voce. Faz Questao de Saber o que Esta 
Acontecendo? 

Mar 

A Mancha no Horizonte 
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